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VNHRC INTERVENTIONS ON SILICOSIS

Silicosis is a lung disorder caused by inhalation, retention and pulmonary reaction to 
crystalline silica during mining, stone crushing, quarrying and such other activities. It 
is an occupational disease which profoundly affects the work productivity, economic 
and social well-being of workers, their families and dependents.

The National Human Rights Commission is of the view that the occupational hazard 
of silicosis is preventable if the working conditions are properly regulated and proper 
protective equipment are used. at the same time, once a worker or any other person 
��������	
��������������� �	��
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��������	�	�	������������	����������	���� 	�
��	�	
�
to take appropriate short-term and long-term measures from the point of view of 
providing medical facilities and rehabilitation of the victims. 

The Commission in 2009, constituted an Expert Group on Silicosis to assist in 
devising strategies for dealing with this occupational hazard and to evolve necessary 
preventive, remedial, rehabilitative measures to alleviate the problem faced by 
the affected workers and their families. Based on the advice of the Expert Group, 
the Commission has prepared a set of recommendations on Preventive, Remedial, 
Rehabilitative and Compensation aspects of Silicosis. 

This publication is a compilation of the proceedings of the conferences and meetings 
organized by NHRC on the subject of silicosis. The work has been carried out by 
Dr. Balbir Kaur Teja, Consultant, NHRC in consultation with Shri J.S. Kochher, 
Joint Secretary, NHRC. Dr. Kanchan Dwivedi, Research Associate, NHRC also 
have assisted in this effort. 

I am sure that this publication will be of immense use to the concerned stakeholders 
in the area of health care both in government and non-government sector. 

 (Dr. Satya N. Mohanty)
New Delhi, Secretary General
10 December, 2016 National Human Rights Commission, India

Preface
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The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) was established on 12 October 
1993. Its Statute is contained in the Protection of Human Rights Act (PHRA), 1993 
as amended vide the Protection of Human Rights (Amendment) Act, 2006. The 
constitution of NHRC is in conformity with the Paris Principles that were adopted 
�	� 	�
����	���	
���	��������������������	���������	�	�	���������	�
������	��������
Protection of Human Rights organized in Paris in October 1991, and endorsed by 
the General Assembly of the United Nations in Resolution 48/134 of 20 December 
1993. The Commission is an embodiment of India’s concern for the promotion and 
protection of human rights. 

FUNCTIONS OF NHRC

The Commission has a wide mandate. Its functions as laid down in Section 12 of the 
PHRA include: 

 � Inquire, suo motu or on a petition presented to it by a victim or any person 
on his behalf or on a direction or order of any court, into complaint of  
(i) violation of human rights or abetment thereof; or (ii) negligence in the 
prevention of such violation, by a public servant;

 � Intervene in any proceeding involving any allegation of violation of human 
rights pending before a court, with the approval of such court;

 �� Visit, notwithstanding anything contained in any other law for the time 
being in force, any jail or other institution under the control of the State 
Government, where persons are detained or lodged for purposes of treatment, 
reformation or protection, for the study of the living conditions of inmates 
thereof and make recommendations thereon to the Government;

Introduction
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 �� Review the safeguards provided by or under the Constitution or any law for 
the time being in force for the protection of human rights and recommend 
measures for their effective implementation;

 �� Review the factors, including acts of terrorism that inhibit the enjoyment of 
human rights and recommend appropriate remedial measures;

 �� Study treaties and other international instruments on human rights and make 
recommendations for their effective implementation;

 �� ���
�	��
����������	
��
�
��������	�
��
����������������	�!

 �� Spread human rights literacy among various sections of society and promote 
awareness about the safeguards available for the protection of these rights 
through publications, the media, seminars and other available means;

 �� Encourage the efforts of non-governmental organizations and institutions 
"����������	�
��
����������������	�!

 �� Such other functions as it may consider necessary for the protection of 
human rights; 

The National Human Rights Commission has been working on a range of issues 
relating to civil, political, economic, social or cultural issues. Silicosis is one of the 
important issues being dealt by the Commission. It is an important concern.

���������� ���������	��������������
������
����������	������
	
�	�����������������
reaction to crystalline silica, as a result of exposure during mining, stone crushing and 
quarrying activities. The most common form of silica is quartz. Exceptionally high 

#�����
�������������������
�����������"�	���������	��"�	�������������	��������
�	�
of lungs within few years. The major silicosis prone industries are all stone quarries 
and crushers, quartz mining, foundries, sand blasting, ceramics industries, gem 
cutting and polishing, slate/pencil industries, construction, all mining industries and 
glass manufacture industries

As per the report of Indian Council for Medical Research (1999), there are about 30 
lakhs worker in India who are at a high risk of exposure to silica. Out of these, 17 
lakhs are in mining/quarrying activities, 6.3 lakhs in glass and mica industry and 6.7 
lakhs in metals industry. In addition, 53 lakhs construction workers are also at the 
risk of silica exposure.

The Supreme Court of India while hearing the Writ Petition (Civil) No 110/2006 
(People’s Rights and Social Research Centre (PRASAR) vs Union of India & Others) 
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passed an interim order on 5 March 2009, whereby it issued directions to the Union 
Ministries of Health and Labour and Employment to provide all necessary assistance 
to the NHRC for any action concerning silicosis. In the said order, it further directed 
	��	�	�
��$%'����	��
����	�
���
���������������
�����
������
����������
�����
from Silicosis and recommend providing immediate medical relief to them through 
the concerned authorities. In cases of death on account of Silicosis, NHRC may 
facilitate in providing compensation to the families of the diseased through the 
authorities concerned.

In view of the directions given by the Supreme Court, the Commission adopted a 
two prolonged approach to tackle the issue of silicosis. Firstly, it is giving focused 
attention to the individual cases and is making recommendations to the States/Union 
Territories to provide monetary compensation to the victims along with rehabilitation 
measures including medical relief. Secondly, it is recommending to the States/Union 
Territories to take preventive, remedial and rehabilitative measures for dealing with 
the problem of Silicosis.

The steps taken by the NHRC to prevent the occupational hazard of silicosis are 
mentioned below: 

 � The NHRC convened a meeting of States and Union Territories on 1 May, 
2008 at NHRC and observed that none of the States/Union Territories have 
a policy that encompasses preventive, curative and rehabilitative measures 
����	�
��
�
�	��������������*��	���+�<������������$%'����
�	
��	��	�	�
�
Union Government and the States/Union Territories to furnish complete 
information with regard to the ten points. 

 � The Commission constituted an Expert Group on Silicosis in 2009 to assist 
in devising strategies for dealing with this occupational hazard and to 
evolve necessary preventive, remedial, rehabilitative measures to alleviate 
the problem faced by the affected workers and their families. 

 �� The Commission organized a National Conference on Silicosis on 1 
March 2011 at New Delhi to assess the action taken by the States/Union 
Territories on the recommendations made by the NHRC with regard to 
preventive, remedial, rehabilitative and compensation aspects; know the 
action taken by the States/Union Territories on the ten points made by it in 
the meeting convened on 1 May 2008; discuss the present status of various 
non-governmental organizations and technical institutions dealing with the 
issue of silicosis; and make certain recommendations. 
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 �� The Commission convened four regional review meetings with concerned 
��������� ��� �	�	
�=������ >
���	���
��� 	�
� �
��
�
�	�	�*
�� ��� 	
��������
institutions and civil society organizations. During these meetings, the 
NHRC reiterated the need for State Governments/UTs to address the problem 
of silicosis through proper survey and other preventive, rehabilitative and 
compensatory measures. 

 �� In order to draw the attention of the Government and the Parliamentarians 
towards the inhumane conditions faced by all those ailing from silicosis 
including their immediate family members, the Commission prepared 
a Special Report on Silicosis and forwarded it to the Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Government of India for laying it before the Parliament.

 �� The Commission organized a one-day National Conference on Silicosis 
on 25 July 2014 to discuss the status of action taken by Union Ministry of 
Labour & Employment and States on recommendations made earlier by the 
NHRC for prevention, detection, and eventual elimination of Silicosis. 

 �� The Commission organized a meeting of experts on 23 December, 2014 to 
discuss the memorandum of Action Taken Report on the Special Report of 
NHRC on Silicosis that was laid in the Parliament earlier.

These meetings helped to draw the attention of all stakeholders, especially the State 
?�*
���
�	� ��������� ��� ����
��
��@
���	�
�	� 	�� 	�
� �
������ �����
�� ���� 	������
necessary action. 
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Special Report to Parliament  
of India on SilicosisC

h
a
p
te
r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) sent the special report on the 
prevalence of silicosis, a dreaded occupational disease which is affecting lakhs of 
workers in India. The report is in accordance with the provisions of Section 20 of 
the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993, as amended by the Protection of Human 
Rights (Amendment) Act, 2006 (PHRA). The main objective of sending the Special 
Report was to draw immediate attention of the Government of India and Members 
of Parliament towards the impact of this deadly disease on the lives of affected 
workers and their families. They suffer in silence without access to health care, 
social security and rehabilitation. 

The Report was intended to bring to light the pathetic conditions of labour involved in 
certain occupations which are at risk of this fatal disease. The risk is exacerbated by 
	�
��
����
��
����?�*
���
�	����������"��������	�
�����
�	�
����*�����������
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����
labour laws in place to provide the requisite welfare and protection for workers. The 
employers, for small pecuniary savings involved, do not take necessary precautions 
available to ensure safety and security of workers against the onslaught of the disease. 
The situation strongly calls for the need to bring in substantive changes in the way 
	�
�����
�	���	
����Q��	���
�������	�
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�
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����������"��
take up their duties in order to ensure adequate protection for workers. It also points 
to some needed changes in the existing legislation so as to cover the loopholes which 
	�
�
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������	����%
���	+

The ultimate aim of this Report is to bring about a situation where:

� labourers working in risk prone industries are suitably protected against the 
disease by taking recourse to latest technologically available precautionary 
measures.
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�� At the same time, if a worker contracts silicosis disease, his/her 
rehabilitation in terms of ensuring basic livelihood as well as health care 
should be automatically provided as an inherent right without necessitating 
the intervention of the NHRC.

Silicosis: A National Challenge

Silicosis is an incurable lung disease caused by inhalation of dust containing free 
crystalline silica. Crystalline silica or silicon dioxide (SiO2) is found in quartz, 
�����	��
�����	�����	
��������
��������
������
����������������������������	
������
including clay bricks, concrete, mortar and tiles. Occupations with exposure to silica 
dust include mining; tunneling; stone work and sand blasting. In all these occupations, 
workers breathe in tiny silica particles released into the air with the dust created by 
cutting, crushing, chipping, grinding, drilling, blasting or mining, and in the process 
become victims of silicosis. All those engaged in the manufacture of ceramics, glass 
and abrasive powders are also susceptible to silica dust.

Workers involved in dry sweeping of areas where sandstones and rocks are broken 
��"�� ��� �����
�� ��� 	���
� �����
�� 	�� ��������� ���������� ���� �������� ����� ���
concrete or cleaning of building materials with pressurized air are all susceptible 
to silicosis as these processes generate large quantity of dust clouds. Hence, any 
activity in which crystalline silica dust exists, even if it is carried out in open air, 
can be perilous.

The silica particles inhaled are so small that they can only be seen with a microscope. 
At the same time, they are so light that they can remain airborne for a long time. 
As a result, silica can travel long distances in the air and affect population not 
otherwise considered to be at risk. Research studies conducted by the World Health 
Organization, Indian Council of Medical Research and the National Institute of 
Occupational Health have time and again brought forth the fact that silicosis is not 
only a serious threat to the health of all those who are engaged in occupations that 
are potentially exposed to crystalline silica dust but is a constant health hazard for 
people living in the vicinity where these occupations are carried out. 

These studies have further shown that exposure to crystalline silica dust, even for a 
short period of time can cause silicosis and lead to gradual impairment of lungs in few 

����������"�	���	�
��	
�����������
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�������������
�	�+������
�
other diseases, there are no symptoms whatsoever whereby one can come to know 
about the onslaught of the disease in its early stages. A frequent cause of death in 
�
���
�"�	���������������������Y	��
���������������������
�+�%
�����	�����������
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due to mass�*
��������������
��	�������
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��	�
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*
�����
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to lack of awareness, even among the doctors, silicosis is often confused with other 
diseases. The number of persons who die from silicosis in India is large but there 
are no statistics available concerning these deaths. It has also been established that 
there is no medical treatment for silicosis. Silicosis is thus a disabling, irreversible, 
fatal disease and continues to progress even when contact with silica stops. It is, 
therefore, ironic that in comparison to other deadly diseases like HIV/AIDS and 
cancer, silicosis has not received the required attention which it deserves. As a 
result, a large number of workers affected by it receive negligible support and their 
families are left in miserable conditions. 

Silicosis: A Human Rights Issue

Silicosis is both a health issue and a human rights issue. It has an impact not only 
on the right to life but also on the right to live with dignity of all those affected and 
their families. The Government agencies and employers under whose jurisdiction 
any such occupation is carried out in the absence of preventive measures, and which 
causes silicosis, are responsible for serious violation of human rights of the affected 
workers and their families. Furthermore, there is an important issue of social security 
in terms of taking care of not only the medical expenses but also the basic day-to-
day needs for survival of these workers and their immediate family members. These 
obligations on the part of Government agencies and employers become especially 
vital when the affected person has died. Most of the affected persons belong to the 
unorganized sector of labour and are not covered by the Employees’ State Insurance 
Corporation (ESIC) Scheme of the Union Ministry of Labour, Government of India. 
Being casual and contract workers they are deprived of various social security 
�
�
�	���*������
�	��������Z
��������
������
��	�
�
#��	�������������"�������	�
���
employers. 
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� ��������� ��� 	�
� �����=�	�	
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� ��	�
taking adequate steps to ensure the compliance of statutory requirements. It is the 
������� �
����������	� ��� 	�
� ����
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�� ��������� ��� 	�
�
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���	�
�	�� 	�� 
����
�
enforcement of the labour laws and make the employers accountable for their legal 
obligation towards workers. They also need to make all out efforts to prevent silicosis 
by ensuring all necessary precautionary measures through the employers. Timely 
diagnosis followed by appropriate medical care of affected workers too needs to be 
ensured.

Taking note of the serious implications associated with silicosis disease and the 
adverse impact on human rights of people affected by it, as well as considering 
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the fact that a large number of silicosis cases have been brought to the notice of 
the Chairperson and Members of the Commission, the issue has generated serious 
concern among them.

II. NHRC’S CONCERNS AND ACTIONS

The NHRC has taken a serious view of the callous approach adopted by the 
Government, especially at the State level towards silicosis. During the course of 
one of its National Review Meetings on Health convened on 6 March 2007, the 
Commission had categorically pointed out that silicosis is an occupational hazard 
that needs necessary Government intervention involving convergent action of the 
Ministries of Industry, Labour and Health, the National Institute of Occupational 
Health and the National Institute of Miners’ Health (NIMH). The Commission 
recommended a comprehensive legislation and an effective operational mechanism 
to ensure the required care and rehabilitation of all affected persons and their families 
as well as prevention of further cases.

As a follow-up of its recommendation for convergence, the NHRC organized a 
meeting of various stakeholders on 24 April 2007. The participants to this meeting 
included representatives from the Ministry of Labour and Employment along with 
its Directorate General of Mines Safety, Dhanbad and Directorate General, Factory 
Advice Service and Labour Institutes, Mumbai as well as the Ministry of Health and 
Family Welfare and its National Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH), Ahmedabad. 
In this meeting, NHRC expressed concern over the fact that even though silicosis is 
��\��	��
�����
��
]����
��	�
�Q��	���
��<�	��^_`{��	�
�
���������	�
�	����
���	����
system pertaining to people affected by silicosis. After extensive deliberations, the 
NHRC made the following short-term and long-term recommendations:

Short Term Recommendations

� �� Carry out vigorous publicity campaigns by making use of the electronic 
and print media at all levels in order to create awareness among workers, 
employers and medical practitioners about silicosis being a health hazard.

� �� Identify and monitor States/Union Territories with high number of silicosis 
cases.

� �� >�
� ��
�	��
�� �	�	
�=������ >
���	���
�� ������� ����
� �� ��	����	���� ���
��
Section 85 of the Factories Act so that the law is applicable also to 
entrepreneurs employing less than 10 labourers and they along with their 
employees become aware about their vulnerability to silicosis.
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� �� The case study pertaining to Madhya Pradesh should be thoroughly studied 
and analyzed in order to comprehend the steps taken by the State with 
regard to the issue of silicosis prevention, health care and insurance in a 
convergent and comprehensive manner.

� �� Collect survey reports already available with different agencies to 
identify and map pockets with incidence of silicosis. The concerned State 
?�*
���
�	�����������������	�
���
�������
�����$%'���������	������
of steps being taken by them.

� �� �����	�"������
��*������
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prevention in the States/Union Territories including the enforcement 
������
��������	��
����
�	�
����*
�����
�����+

� �� The Ministry of Labour and Employment to prepare a background paper 
for launching a national programme for eradication of silicosis.

� �� Work out a compensation package for victims of silicosis or next of kin 
affected by silicosis as well as its modalities.

� �� Invite select NGOs to share their experience of combating the problem of 
silicosis.

Long-Term Recommendations

� �� Deliberate on the adequacy of existing laws and whether there is a need for 
�
����	
=��
������
�����	�������	�
�����
+

� �� Constitute a National Working Group or a National Task Force or a National 
Core Group on Silicosis. The concerned Group or Task Force must work 
within the given time-frame and make recommendations which in turn may 
be taken-up with the Central/State Governments, as the case may be.

Constitution of National Task Force

In response to the above recommendations, the NHRC constituted a National Task 
Force on Silicosis under the chairmanship of one of its Members. The Task Force 
���*
�
���	�����	��

	�������	�
��$%'����|��
�	
��
��}~~�+

The Task Force recognized the inadequacy of information base and need for creating 
a sound database regarding silicosis through a survey. Migration of labour was 
considered to be the main cause for lack of authentic information/data. During the 
�����
����	�
��

	�����	�
���	��	�����
����������	����	��������������������
���
�	����
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85 of the Factories Act, 1948 was also reviewed. After extensive deliberations and 
�
	���
���������������	�
������"������	��������	��"
�
���
�	��
��

� �� Emphasize that States/Union Territories have to assume primary 
responsibility for this issue.

� �� The Ministry of Labour and Employment to follow-up with States/Union 
>
���	���
��"�����*
���	�
	� ����
����	����	��������
���
�	����{�����	�
�
Factories Act, 1948.

� �� All States/Union Territories to undertake a survey either themselves or by 
engaging a public or private research institution.

� �� The Ministry of Labour and Employment to make available to NHRC 
a comprehensive survey form which covers all information required on 
silicosis and also focuses on the preventive mechanisms of States/Union 
Territories.

� �� Before the commencement of the required survey, there is a need to organize 
a pre-survey meeting. This meeting should be used as a forum to sensitize 
	�
��	�	
=������>
���	����������������	�	�
�����
�������������������
��	
��
safety of workers.

� �� Consider involving Panchayats in monitoring health-related aspects of 
silicosis.

In order to work out the details concerning the format of the survey and pre-survey 
meetings with all the States/Union Territories, a meeting on silicosis was convened 
in the NHRC on 29 October 2007. In the said meeting, it was suggested that along 
with giving the tolerable limits of dust level, the proforma prepared for the survey 
should indicate a list of engineering measures to minimize dust level and should 
also enclose a list of preventive methods. In this meeting, the Directorate General, 
Factory Advice Service & Labour Institutes (DGFASLI) was also requested to 
���*��
������	����������
�����
����������������"�����	�
�'����������������	��
����
as individual complaints.

Subsequently, in a meeting convened in the NHRC on 1 May 2008, it was reiterated 
that silicosis is an occupational hazard and could only be prevented if the working 
conditions of workers are properly regulated and needful precautions are adhered 
to by the employers, both in the organized and unorganized sector. It was further 
observed that none of the States/Union Territories have a policy that encompasses 
��
*
�	�*
������	�*
������
������	�	�*
��
����
��	��	��������
�	��
������	�
��
�
�	�
of silicosis victims. Accordingly, NHRC directed that the Union Government and 
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the States/Union Territories should furnish complete information with regard to the 
following points: 

(i) What steps the Government is taking to prevent and ultimately eliminate 
the problem of silicosis, within how much time-fame and how it proposes 
to monitor its actions?

(ii) Whether the Government has undertaken any survey regarding the 
��
*��
��
������������������
���	�
�	�	�������
�����*��	������
�	��
������
the status of their treatment.

(iii) How many complaints have been received by the States/Union Territories 
regarding the problem of silicosis and what steps have been taken by the 
Government?

(iv) What steps have been taken to implement Schedule No. XIII prepared 
by the Directorate General Factory Advice Service and Labour Institute 
under model Rule 120 framed u/s 87 of the Factories Act, 1948?

(v) How many Hospitals/Treatment Centres exist for diagnosis and treatment 
of the occupational disease – silicosis?

(vi) Whether a policy has been formulated for simplifying the procedure to 

����
�	�
�"���
���	����
����������������
���	����

(vii) Whether the States/Union Territories have paid any compensation to the 
victims of silicosis? If yes, the details of such persons and the amount 
paid.

(viii) What steps are contemplated by the Government to ensure that the workers 
employed in industries/ factories/quarries/mines receive compensation?

(ix) Whether the Government has evolved any policy for prevention and cure 
of silicosis and payment of compensation to the persons working in the 
unorganized sector?

(x) Whether the Government proposes to constitute any Board or set-up any 
fund for the rehabilitation and insurance of all the workers affected by 
silicosis?

Action Relating to Supreme Court Directions

[[[Looking at the gravity of the problem, the Supreme Court of India while hearing 
a Writ Petition (Civil) No. 110/2006 (People’s Rights and Social Research Centre 
(PRASAR) vs Union of India and Others), passed an interim order on 5 March 
2009, whereby it issued directions to the Union Ministries of Health and Labour 
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& Employment to provide all necessary assistance to the NHRC for any action 
concerning silicosis. In the said order, it further directed that the NHRC may take 
�����
���������������
�����
������
����������
�������������������������
����
���
providing immediate medical relief to them through the concerned authorities. In 
cases of death on account of silicosis, NHRC may facilitate in providing compensation 
to the families of the deceased through the authorities concerned. A copy of the 
Supreme Court interim order is annexed (Annexure. I).

In view of the directions given by the Supreme Court, the Commission has adopted 
a two-pronged approach to tackle the issue of silicosis. Firstly, it is giving focused 
attention to the individual cases and is making recommendations to the States/Union 
Territories to provide monetary compensation to the victims along with rehabilitation 
measures including medical relief. Secondly, it is recommending to the States/Union 
Territories to take preventive, remedial and rehabilitative measures for dealing with 
the problem of silicosis.

Constitution of Expert Group on Silicosis

In order to deal with the problem of silicosis in the country by ensuring necessary 
preventive, remedial and rehabilitative measures, the Commission constituted an 
Expert Group on Silicosis under the chairmanship of one of its Member. The other 
Members are: 

� �� Director General, Directorate General of Factory Advice Services Labour 
Institute, Mumbai (M/o Labour & Employment, Government of India);

� �� Director General, Directorate General of Mines Safety, Dhanbad (M/o of 
Labour & Employment, Government of India);

� �� Director, National Institute of Occupational Health, Ahmedabad (Ministry 
of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India);

� �� Representative of M/o Commerce & Industry, Government of India;

� �� Representative of M/o Environment and Forests, Government of India;

� �� Representative, People’s Rights and Social Research Centre (PRASAR), 
New Delhi;

� �� Advocate, Supreme Court of India, New Delhi; and 

� �� Joint Secretary (Programme & Administration), NHRC, New Delhi.
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prone industries:
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� �� All stone quarries and crushers

� �� Quartz mining

� �� Foundries

� �� Sand blasting

� �� Ceramics industries

� �� Gem cutting and polishing

� �� Slate/pencil industries

� �� Construction

� �� Glass manufacture industries

� �� Other mining industries

The Expert Group further suggested practical and implementable measures 
encompassing preventive, remedial and rehabilitative aspects in addition to 
important aspects relating to payment of compensation for tackling the problem of 
silicosis. Based on the advice tendered by the Members of the Expert Group and 
extensive consultations held with all the stakeholders, the NHRC has evolved a set 
of recommendations on various dimensions – preventive, remedial, rehabilitative 
measures and compensation to the affected persons. These recommendations were 
later forwarded to the Chief Ministers of all the States/Union Territories by the 
Chairperson of the Commission. The details of these recommendations are annexed 
(Annexure. II).

National Conference on Silicosis 

The NHRC organized a National Conference on Silicosis on 1 March 2011 in New 
Delhi. The main objectives of this conference and the recommendation that emerged 
from the national conference are mentioned in Chapter 3. 

III. HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION CASES

The number of silicosis cases brought to the notice of the NHRC till August 2011 by 
non-governmental organizations and individuals from the States of Andhra Pradesh, 
N.C.T. of Delhi, Gujarat, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Puducherry were 72. In a few cases, the NHRC has 
also taken suo motu cognizance on the basis of press reports concerning silicosis. 

On receipt and thorough examination of the complaints, the Commission has issued 
notices to the Chief Secretaries of the concerned States directing them to submit a 
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or to the next of kin of persons who died due to silicosis.

Given below are in brief a few illustrative cases examined so far by the NHRC. 

1. Complaint by PRASAR, New Delhi (Case No.1053/30/2003-2004)

Shri S.A. Azad, President, PRASAR, a non-governmental organization in New Delhi 
submitted a petition before the Commission on 13 June 2003 stating that on the basis 
of the survey conducted in Lalkuan area in the month of August 2001, silicosis was 
detected among the stone crushers, stone quarry workers, miners and construction 
workers. The petitioner sought remedy for the occupational disease of silicosis on the 
ground that the State Government, contractors, agents, etc., were grossly negligent 
towards the working conditions of workers which resulted in silicosis among many 
of them. On these grounds, the petitioner requested for a grant of compensation for 
these workers. It was further submitted that in the year 1992, the Supreme Court of 
India in M.C. Mehta vs Union of India had ordered for the closure and shifting of 
the stone crushing, quarrying, mining and other activities from the Lal Kuan area 
to Pali in Haryana. The petitioner had enclosed a list of 83 persons alleged to have 
been suffering from silicosis. 

The Commission on 30 September 2004 took cognizance and decided to club all 
the complaints regarding silicosis affected persons and their families received and 
registered in the Commission for necessary consideration and action.

On May 2008, the Commission after hearing the petitioners and representatives 
of various State Governments observed that the occupational hazard of silicosis is 
preventable if proper warning is given and the working conditions are properly 
�
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becomes a constitutional obligation on the part of the Government to take appropriate 
measures for providing the necessary health care and rehabilitating the victims. The 
welfare of workers, especially those in the unorganized sector, should be given 
priority. 

It is important to note that the complainant, Shri S.A. Azad, had pointed out in 
the initial report that 83 persons were found to be suffering from silicosis and 55 
persons had died due to this disease. The complainant had also submitted that as per 
examination conducted by the Centre for Occupational & Environmental Health in 
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suffered from silicosis. Lala Ram Swarup Institute of Tuberculosis & Respiratory 
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October 2009, thereupon asked the complainant to assist the Commission by way of 
sending medical proof of persons who died of silicosis in Lal Kuan area. 

In response, Shri S.A. Azad, in November 2009 furnished a list of 44 persons who 
were diagnosed as victims of radiological abnormalities in Lal Kuan area by the Centre 
for Occupational and Environmental Health, New Delhi. He also forwarded a list of 
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Diseases, New Delhi who died on account of silicosis. He also forwarded along with 
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The Commission on 20 May 2010 sent the list to the Chief Secretary, Government 
of N.C.T. of Delhi with a request to provide information:

(i) As to whether any compensation has been provided to the victims 
mentioned in the list;

(ii) As to whether the persons suffering from silicosis have been given 
any medical treatment and rehabilitation package by the Government 
of N.C.T. of Delhi.

In spite of reminders, the reply is still awaited from the Government of N.C.T. of 
Delhi. 

2. Complaint by Khedut Mazdoor Chetna Sangath (Case No. 300/6/5/2007-
2008) 

In the given case, Shri Juwan Singh, Shri Shankar Talwade and Shri Bhim Singh 
associated with Khedut Mazdoor Chetna Sangath, a Trade Union of Bhil Tribals 
in Alirajpur District, informed the Commission on 30 July 2007 that the tribals of 
Alirajpur and Jhabua Districts of Madhya Pradesh who migrated to Gujarat in search 
of employment found work in the Districts of Baroda, Kheda, Panchmahal and 
Godhra, where stone is crushed. Despite being kept on work, these workers were 
not given any employment letter nor a record of their attendance was kept. They 
were also not provided any masks which they could wear while performing their 
duties. These workers on contracting silicosis returned back to their native Districts 
from where they had initially migrated. It was reported by them that 197 persons 
belonging to the Districts of Alirajpur and Jhabua had already died on account of 
silicosis. In their complaint, they also mentioned names of 12 mineral factories 
located in the Districts of Panchmahal and Godhra in Gujarat where these workers 
had found employment. They further enclosed a list of 489 labourers who were 
employed in these factories out of which 164 had died and the remaining 325 were 
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suffering from silicosis. They sought the intervention of the Commission on their 
complaint as no relief had been given to the poor tribals either by their employers or 
by the Government.

On 21 August 2007, the Commission directed its Director General (Investigation) 
in the NHRC to depute a team for an ‘on the spot enquiry’ in the matter. The team 
from the Investigation Division of NHRC inspected the concerned areas in Jhabua 
(Madhya Pradesh), Kheda, Panchmahal and Gandhi Nagar (Gujarat) and found that 
96 labourers who had worked in the District of Godhra in Gujarat had died on 
account of silicosis. 118 labourers were suffering from silicosis in the Districts of 
Jhabua and Alirajpur in Madhya Pradesh. The team also submitted that the labourers 
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The Commission on 13 August 2009 ordered that the list of 96 labourers who had died 
on account of silicosis and the other list of 118 labourers who were suffering from 
silicosis be sent to the respective District Magistrates of Jhabua & Alirajpur. This, the 
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but also the exact number of workers who were ailing from silicosis. The District 
Magistrates were also requested to inform the NHRC whether any compensation had 
been given to the next of kin of the deceased by the State Government. They were 
further requested to submit a report to the NHRC about any kind of arrangement 
being made by the State for the rehabilitation and medical care of the labourers 
suffering from silicosis as well as steps being taken by the State Government for 
controlling the problem of silicosis. The Chief Secretary, Government of Madhya 
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assistance to the District Magistrates in preparation of the report to be submitted to 
the Commission within six weeks.

Pursuant to above directions, the District Magistrates on 8 October 2009 submitted 
a detailed report to the Commission informing that from the survey conducted at the 
District level, it was found that 259 persons had died of silicosis and 304 persons 
were suffering from silicosis in Jhabua and Alirajpur Districts of Madhya Pradesh. 

The Commission on 25 November 2009 also decided to call over the District 
Collectors of Jhabua, Alirajpur (Madhya Pradesh) and Godhra (Gujarat) in NHRC 
for a hearing. Accordingly, on 18 December 2009, the District Collector of Godhra 
informed the Commission that the State Government of Gujarat had taken several 
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measures to prevent the ailment of silicosis. For example, protective masks were 
being supplied to all the labourers working in the District of Godhra. The District 
Collectors also submitted that so far no compensation had been given to the victims 
of silicosis by the State of Gujarat though the ESIC was providing medical services to 
the labourers suffering from silicosis. Considering the fact that the persons suffering 
from silicosis were residing in Jhabua and Alirajpur Districts, but working in the 
factories located in Gujarat, the Commission recognized it as an inter-state problem 
necessitating constitution of a Coordinating Committee comprising members of both 
the States. 

The District Collectors of Jhabua and Alirajpur also submitted that the State 
Government of Madhya Pradesh was providing medical facilities to the workers 
suffering from silicosis and had taken various steps for their rehabilitation too. 
Thereafter, on 24 February 2010, the concerned District Collectors of Panchmahal 
and Godhra in Gujarat and Jhabua and Alirajpur in Madhya Pradesh also submitted 
their reports to the Commission. The Commission on 8 March 2010 observed that in 
a survey conducted by the District Magistrates of Jhabua and Alirajpur, it was found 
that 259 persons had died on account of silicosis. It was also available on records 
that these labourers were working in stone crushing factories and after contracting 
the occupational disease of silicosis, they returned back to their native Districts 
of Jhabua and Alirajpur. All these workers had died due to carelessness of the 
enforcement agencies of the State of Gujarat. If the Inspectorate of Factories and 
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of the workers who died of silicosis could have been saved. The Commission was 
of the view that it was the duty of the State enforcement agencies to take appropriate 
preventive steps by directing the factory management to take such measures which 
could have saved the workers suffering from the ailment of silicosis. Thus, the State 
of Gujarat had failed to save the lives of the workers who suffered from silicosis. 

The Commission further observed that this was a case of violation of human rights 
of persons who died on account of silicosis and the next of kins of the deceased were 
entitled for compensation. Consequently, the Commission on 8 March 2010 issued 
a notice to the Chief Secretary of Gujarat u/s 18(a)(i) of the Protection of Human 
Rights Act, 1993 calling upon him to show cause as to why compensation be not 
recommended in favour of the next of kins, who died of silicosis.

The Commission on 11 June 2010 requested the Chief Secretaries of both the States 
to appear before the Commission along with their suggestions for compensating the 
victims of silicosis.
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The Chief Secretary of Gujarat along with Principal Secretary (Labour) and other 
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The Chief Secretary of Gujarat submitted that only 238 persons as against earlier 
reported 259 persons, had died on account of silicosis who may be considered for 
compensation. Out of the remaining 21persons, three were found to be alive, 12 names 
were duplicate, one had died a natural death, four persons were found untraceable 
and one was a three-year old child. It was further submitted that out of 238 deceased 
persons, 148 were from Godhra in Gujarat and were entitled for compensation from 
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this Act, the legal heirs of the deceased are entitled for a monthly pension.

It was also mentioned that 90 persons were found to have been working in Uma 
Minerals, Gayatri Minerals, Jyoti Minerals and Akil Metal Industries in Godhra and 
the workers employed there were covered under the Workmen’s Compensation Act. 

The Chief Secretary of Gujarat assured that the State Government was ready to 
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petition for compensation before competent authorities. 

On the basis of the above, the Commission observed it was established that the tribals 
residing in Madhya Pradesh had gone to work in quartz/stone crushing factories 
situated in Godhra, Gujarat and after contracting the dreaded disease of silicosis they 
returned back to their native places and later died. It was also established that the State 
enforcement agencies of Gujarat had failed to adopt appropriate preventive measures, 
which could have saved the lives of the poor labourers. Thus, the Government of 
Gujarat had failed to protect the lives of workers who died of silicosis while working 
in stone crushing units in Gujarat and also the next of kins of the 238 persons. They 
were all entitled for compensation from the State Government of Gujarat.

The Commission recommended that a sum of Rs. 3,00,000/- (Rupees Three Lakhs 
only) each be given to the next of the kins of the 238 deceased (mentioned in the list 
submitted by District Collectors, Jhabua and Alirajpur) by the State Government of 
Gujarat.

Out of the above mentioned amount, it was also recommended that a sum of Rs. 
1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) be given to the next of kins of the deceased in 
cash and rest of the amount of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs only) be kept in 
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of monthly interest.
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The Chief Secretary of Gujarat was asked to submit a compliance report along with 
the proof of payment within eight weeks. The Commission also recommended that 
304 persons who were suffering from silicosis and were staying in Madhya Pradesh be 
given a rehabilitation package by the State Government of Madhya Pradesh. Further, 
the details of package awarded to each of the victims of silicosis be communicated to 
the Commission within eight weeks. 

Pursuant to the directions of the Commission, the Government of Madhya Pradesh 
has submitted an Action Taken Report in respect of the rehabilitation package granted 
to 304 persons who were suffering from silicosis. The Government of Gujarat has 
also submitted a report in which they have raised certain points and have expressed 
their inability to comply with the recommendations of the Commission.

In a review meeting held on 10 June 2011, the Commission again sternly conveyed 
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So far, action on the part of Government of Gujarat is still pending.

3. Complaint by Occupational Safety and Health Association of Jharkhand 
(Case No.1013/34/6/2007-2008)

In another case Shri Sumit Kumar Carr, Secretary General, Occupational Safety and 
Health Association of Jharkhand (OSHAJ), Jamshedpur on 8 August 2007 informed 
the Commission that in Village Teranga situated on Jaduguda Musaboni Road, M/s. 
K.K. Minerals and M/s. K.K. Sales are emitting silica dust which is resulting in 
occurrence of occupational diseases like silicosis among the labour working in the 
plant and leading to several cases of deaths among them. It was further submitted that 
these plants are established in the vicinity of residential areas, thus causing violation 
of prohibitory clause set by the Central Pollution Control Board and that there are 
no environmental safeguards and arrangements for protective measures concerning 
the health of the workers. He also submitted a list of 29 workers who were suffering 
from silicosis and enclosed the treatment record of the workers. 

Pursuant to the directions of the Commission, the Principal Secretary, Government of 
Jharkhand, Department of Home vide communication dated 24 June 2010 submitted 
that the matter was being investigated by the Deputy Commissioner, East Singhbhum 
and had constituted the following teams for this purpose: 

 i) A team of Specialised Doctors under the Civil Surgeon, East Singhbhum, 
Jamshedpur; and
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and Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, East Singhbhum, Jamshedpur.
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The Medical Team examined six persons out of seven persons on 19 June 2010. One 
person, named Joba Hansada could not be traced out. There was suspicion about one 
another person named Rani Murmu, aged 35 years which was being examined along 
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in these patients. It was further submitted that with regard to 22 persons whom the 
complainant alleged had died due to silicosis, efforts were made to identify these 
persons, but the exact reasons for their death could not be ascertained though it was 
stated by the villagers that the deceased were working in the factory named M/s 
K.K. Minerals.

It was further submitted that the Joint Inspe�	����>
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& Pollution Control Board also inspected M/s. K.K. Minerals and found that the 
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Control Board of Jharkhand. No labourer was found to be working in the unit during 
the inspection. It was further submitted that the State of Jharkhand had earlier taken 
steps against M/s. K.K. Minerals when it was found to be violating the pollution 
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Court of Jharkhand and the Court had directed the State of Jharkhand that till further 
orders, no coercive steps be taken against M/s. K.K. Minerals. It was lastly submitted 
that the State of Jharkhand is duty bound to take steps in this regard. On this report, 
the comments of the complainant were called for. Consequently, the complainant 
submitted his detailed comments, according to which 24 persons had so far died of 
silicosis and some of the workers who were working in M/s. K.K. Minerals were 
victims of silicosis.

The Commission on 13 December 2010 observed and ordered:

“Chief Secretary, Government of Jharkhand be asked to submit report (i) as to 
whether 24 persons mentioned in the list working with M/s. K.K. Minerals died due 
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kins of deceased who died of silicosis by the State of Jharkhand; (iii) whether the 
Government of Jharkhand intends to provide any medical assistance and rehabilitation 
package to the persons suffering from silicosis; and (iv) the Chief Secretary should 
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As there was no response from the State Government, the Commission on 17 March 
2011 issued a reminder to the Chief Secretary, Government of Jharkhand requesting 
him to submit the response. The Principal Secretary of Jharkhand wanted a month’s 
time to reply on the issues raised by the Commission and the same was granted. 
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IV. MANDATE OF LAW: SUGGESTED CHANGES

There are several labour welfare related legislations in place along with the 
administrative machinery to ensure their respective implementation. These are with 
the objective of ensuring the job security of the workers apart from providing them 
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from compensation from employers wherever the latter is responsible. However, there 
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is working in the unorganized sector and majority of legislations are applicable to the 
organized sector. In ot�
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of the provisions of these legislations. In addition, employers deliberately adopt 
tactics to keep the worker outside the applicability of these legislations. They also 
neglect or avoid, with the connivance of concerned Government Labour Department 
employees, their obligations towards workers under the existing legislations. No 
records are maintained of their employment or salaries due to them and actually paid 
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These problems are especially evident in occupations prone to health hazards like 
silicosis. Here, neglect and non implementation of the existing legal provisions leads 
to immense suffering among labour. They suffer in terms of lack of health care and 
even incapacity to meet their livelihood and other basic necessities in life.

Accordingly, there is urgent need to address these problems and carry out the 
necessary changes in the legal provisions, wherever necessary as also strengthen the 
implementation of existing provisions in place. The detailed list of changes sought in 
the existing legislations is annexed (Annexure III). Some of the important changes in 
provisions among them are given below:

The Factories Act 1948

�� Suggestions 

�� Every person employed in the dangerous operations shall be examined 
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days of employment. No person shall be allowed to work after 15 days 
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practitioner.
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by the authority.
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�� Directions to all the industries to preserve health records of each 
workman for a period of 40 years from the date of beginning of 
the employment or 10 years after the cessation of the employment, 
whichever is later. The Honorable Supreme Court has given this 
particular direction in case of Consumer Education & Research Centre 
and others vs. Union of India which deals with Asbestosis. (Relevant 
Section: Section 41C)

�� Suggestion 

�� All the processes where silica dust is generated is hazardous in nature 
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the factories Act, 1948. (Relevant Section: Section 85)

�� Suggestion 

�� All the manufacturing process/operations where silica dust is generated 
should be declared as dangerous operations and the State Government 
should frame rules under this provision. (Relevant Section: Section 87)

The Mines Act, 1952

�� Suggestion

�� Inspection of mines should be made compulsory every six months by 
the inspectors and the report to be made public. It should be made 
a part of this statute requirement. Chief Secretary of the State to be 
responsible for the implementation.

�� Rules for inspection of dust producing areas should be framed and 
implemented with clear mention of all the activities to be inspected 
upon. The report should be made available to all workers and posted on 
the website of the concerned authority. Any violations of the prescribed 
limits should be strictly punished.

�� Threshold limits for silica dust environment should be reviewed 
periodically. (Relevant Sections: Section 5 to 9 & 11 & 22)

�� Suggestion

�� Occupational Health Survey to be made compulsory after every 6 
months (Relevant Section: Section 9A).

�� Suggestion

�� All inspection reports and information gathered should be made public 
and the existing secrecy provision should be removed. (Relevant 
Section: Section 10).
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�� Suggestion
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for not reporting any accident is a paltry sum of Rs 500 or imprisonment 
up-to 2 months. This penalty should be enhanced. (Relevant Sections: 
Section 23 and 70)

�� Suggestions

�� Every person employed in the dangerous operations shall be examined 
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days of employment. No person shall be allowed to work after 15 days 
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practitioner.

�� Each worker working in the hazardous process area should be 
periodically examined medically after every 6 months on the expenses 
of the employer. Medical examination should also be carried out at the 
time of cessation of employment.

�� On the basis of above examination, if Silicosis is detected, the same 
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25, 26 and 27)

Employees’ Compensation Act, 1923

�� Suggestions

�� The payment for medical expenses should be made by the employer 
directly to the hospital/doctor and workers should get cashless treatment 
facility.

�� Amount of compensation is calculated as per disability percentage. 
For Silicosis victims, this disability should be considered as 100% 
as per High Court of Gujarat order under case number 3449 of 1999 
(Babubhai vs. ESIC)

�� Mechanisms for ensuring enforcement of the compensation order 
should be set-up. Compensation should be delivered within a period of 
1 month from the date of order.
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�� In both the Acts (Employees’ Compensation Act, 1923 & ESI Act, 
1948) a qualifying period is necessary to claim compensation. This 
has been a hindrance for workers to claim compensation. This should 
be removed and any worker found to be suffering from Silicosis (no 
matter for how long the employment was) should be compensated. 
(Relevant Sections: Section 3, Schedule II and III)

Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948

�� Suggestions

�� This Act is applicable to the Factories of the organized sector. Suitable 
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all the workers including those in unorganized sector.

�� Supreme Court directions in case of Customer Education & Research 
Centre and others vs. Union of India which deals with Asbestosis 
should be made applicable with regards to Silicosis-

1. “The ESI Act and the Workmen’s Compensation Act provide for payment of 
mandatory compensation for the injury or death caused to the workmen while 
in employment. Since the Act does not provide for payment of compensation 
after cessation of employment, it becomes necessary to protect such persons 
from the respective dates of cessation of their employment till date. Liquidated 
damages by way of compensation are accepted principles of compensation. 
In the light of the law above laid down and also on the doctrine to tortuous 
liability, the respective factories or companies shall be found to compensate 
the workmen for the health hazards which is the cause for the disease with 
which the workmen are suffering from or had suffered pending the writ 
petitions. Therefore, the factory or establishment shall be responsible to pay 
�������	
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2. “All the factories whether covered by this ESI Act or the Workmen’s 
compensation Act or otherwise are directed to compulsory insure health 
��*
���
�	��
*
��"���
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�� Amount of compensation is calculated as per disability percentage. 
For Silicosis victims, this disability should be considered as 100% 
as per High Court of Gujarat order under case number 3449 of 1999 
(Babubhai v/s ESIC). (Section 52A and Schedule III)
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V. CONCLUSION

The National Human Rights Commission is deeply concerned with the plight of the 
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is towards the right of these workers and their families to lead a life of dignity which 
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these workers, most of whom are working as unorganized labour without any means 
to social security and job security are left unattended after they contract the dreaded 
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care support. Their families suffer from loss of livelihood but no compensation is 
available to them from the State authorities. 

The Commission having been informed of such cases of suffering and denial of 
human rights has sought to ensure compensation for the affected workers and their 
families. However, it may be understood that these are at best, ad-hoc or provisional 
measures to provide them relief. What is necessary as a long-term and concrete 
measure is to have in place a legislative and implementation system for automatic 
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persons without the need for intermediation by bodies like NHRC. At the same 
time, there is immense need to ensure that the frequency of such cases is reduced 
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the preventive measures like wet drilling, face masks, etc. There is need to ensure 
proper utilization of the expertise available with specialized institutions like National 
Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH) and Directorate General of Factory Advice 
and Labour Institutes (DG FASLI).

Initiatives by the concerned Government Departments in even a small measure on 
the above lines will go a long way in ameliorating the sufferings of large number of 
workers.
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The special Report on Silicosis sent by the National Human Rights Commission 
to the Parliament was examined by the Government in Ministry of Home Affairs, 
in consultation with the Ministries concerned. The Commission in Annexure III 
of the Special Report has suggested various changes in the existing legislations to 
effectively enforce the provisions of several labour laws for ensuring welfare and 
protection of workers. Based on the views and the comments received from the 
concerned Ministries of Government of India, the action taken report on the various 
suggestions made by the Commission are given below:

I RECOMMENDATIONS/CHANGES SUGGESTED BY 
NHRC IN THE FACTORIES ACT, 1948

(1) Gems and Jewellery industry may be added

Action taken/comments thereon 

In this regard, it is informed that the Ministry of Labour & Employment (MoL&E) 
has initiated a proposal to amend the Factories Act, 1948 wherein it is proposed to 
�
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rules. The said amendment proposal is at an advance stage of consideration in the 
Government of India. Moreover, considering the processes involved in the Gems 
& Jewellery Industry, it has been declared as dangerous operation under section 
87 of the Factories Act, 1948 by most of the State Governments. A Schedule on 
��������	��
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��
by the State Governments as dangerous operation under the State Factory rules. 
Hence Gems and Jewellery Industry cannot be included in the First Schedule.

MEMORANDUM OF ACTION TAKEN 
ON THE SPECIAL REPORT TO 
PARLIAMENT ON SILICOSISC

h
a
p
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(2) Factories where exposure to Silica is involved like stone crushing, agate 
industry etc do not follow the provisions of Section 7, therefore, the 
whereabouts of such factories are not known to the Chief Inspector of 
factories.

Action taken/comments thereon:

The enforcement Directorates have the power to initiate legal action against factories 
which do not comply with the above provisions. All Chief Inspectors of Factories 
(CIFs) have been advised to initiate action against factories, which do not comply 
with the provisions contained in above Sections of the Factories Act. 1948. The 
Action Taken Report received from the CIFs are proposed to be included as an 
agenda item in the next Annual CIF Conference which is attended by all the State 
Governments and Union Territories.

(3) Ensuring enforcement of provisions in Section 7(a) pertaining to 
preparation of written statement by the occupier regarding the health 
and safety of the employed workers. 

Action taken/ comments thereon: 

The aspect is already covered Under Section 7A (3) and the responsibility of 
declaring a policy on safety and health lies with the occupier of factory premises. 
The enforcement of this provision lies with the occupier of factory premises. The 
enforcement of this provision lies with the Inspector of factories under Section 9. 
All Chief Inspectors of Factories (CIFs) have been advised for ensuring enforcement 
of this provision and furnishing the Action taken report. The Action Taken Reports 
received from the CIFs are proposed to be included as an agenda item in the next 
Annual CIF Conference.
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(Section 8 & 9 of above Act)

Action taken/ comments thereon: 
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the respective State Government/UTs. All Chief Inspectors of Factories (CIFs) have 
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Taken Report. The Action taken Report received from the CIFs are proposed to be 
included as an agenda item in the next Annual CIF Conference.
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(5) The inspectors must carry out their duties in accordance with Section 9.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The duties and power of the inspectorate have been clearly enumerated in the law 
and are felt adequate. All Chief Inspectors of Factories (CIFs) have again been 
advised regarding provision contained in Section 9 of the above Act. This will also 
be re-emphasized during the next National Conference of all State/UTs CIFs.

(6) Inspection of premises will be made every month by the factory inspectors 
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available, the inspections can then reduce in frequency. Chief Secretary 
of the State to be responsible for the implementation of the direction. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The respective State Government/UTs have issued administrative orders for carrying 
out the enforcement of the various problems of the Factories Act, 1948. District 
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(4) of the above Act. The duties and powers of the Inspectorates have been clearly 
enumerated in the law and are felt adequate. The Chief Inspector of Factory is a part 
of State Administration, which comes under the control of Chief Secretary. 

(7) Obstructing the inspector, failure to produce the documents etc, is 
punishable under Section 95.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

This does not require any comments as the position stated is as per provision of the 
Act. 

(8) Though the provisions here deal with appointment of certifying surgeons, 
however, adequate number of Occupational Health Institutes do not 
exist. Directions to set-up these institutes are necessary.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

There are four Regional Labour Institutes located at Kanpur, Chennai, Kolkata 
& Faridabad and Central Labour Institutes, Mumbai under Director General, 
Factory Advice Service & Labour Institutes (DGFASLI) to cater to the requirement 
of Associate Fellowship of Industrial Health (AFIH) in the country. In addition, 
approval has been granted by the DGFASLI to private and government institutions/
medical colleges to conduct the AFIH course. Till date, 10 institutions have been 
granted recognition and more are expected to follow.
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(9) All states� ��� ���� 	��� �	
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10 of Act).

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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the respective State Government/UTs. All Chief Inspectors of Factories (CIFs) have 
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Action Taken Reports received from the CIFs are proposed to be included as an 
agenda item in the next Annual CIF Conference. 

(10) Each district should have at least one certifying surgeon.

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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Section 10 (1) or 10 (2), rests with the respective State Governments/UTs. All Chief 
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furnish the Action Taken Report. The Action Taken Reports received from the CIFs 
are proposed to be included as an agenda item in the next Annual CIF Conference 
which is attended by all the State/UT Governments.

(11) All these provisions are ignored in most of the Factories. Strict enforcement 
of these provisions is required. In factories where silica dust is generated, 
the compliance and implementation of Section 14 is extremely important.

Action taken/comments thereon:

The enforcement of the various provisions of the above Act lies with the State 
Factories Directorates/Inspectorates under the administrative control of State 
Governments/UTs. All Chief Inspectors of Factories (CIFs) have been advised for 
initiating action against factories, which do not comply with the above provisions 
and to furnish the Action Taken Reports. The Action Taken Reports received from 
the CIFs are proposed to be included as an agenda item in the next Annual CIF 
Conference.
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of hazardous processes is hardly implemented. It is required to be 
implemented strictly. 
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Action taken/comments thereon: 

Since the operation are declared as dangerous operations under Section 87, the 
provisions of Chapter IVA-to 41H are not applicable and these aspects could be 
covered under the Schedule XIII under Model Factories Rules 120 (MFR 120) for 
adoption by the respective State Governments/UTs. The enforcement of the various 
provisions of the Act lies with the State Factories Directorates/Inspectorates under the 
administrative control of State Governments/UTs. All Chief Inspectors of Factories 
(CIFs) have been advised to take necessary action in this regard.

(13) Failing to comply with this provision is punishable under Section 96A

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Failing to comply with this provision is punishable under Section 92, in place of 
Section 96A of above Act. While the operations are declared as dangerous under 
Section 87 of the Factories Act, 1948, the provision of Chapter IV A (41A to 41H) 
are not applicable as Chapter IVA relates to Hazardous Process. It is pertinent to 
mention that the Section 92 relates to General Penalty for offences which will be 
applicable in case of any violation under Section 7 of the Factories Act, 1948. 
It is further stated that Section 96A provide for penalty for contravention of the 
provisions of Section 41B, 41C, and 41H. Therefore, this particular Section would 
not be applicable in respect of violation done under Section 87 of the Factories Act, 
1948.

(14) Report of Dust sampling by employers should be made available to the 
public.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

This aspect is proposed to be included in Schedule VIII (draft) under Model Factories 
Rules 120 (MFR 120) for adoption by the respective State Governments/UTs. The 
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Factories held during 23rd to 25th May, 2012 at Jamnagar, Gujarat. The Model Rule 
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(15)  Every person employed in the dangerous operations shall be examined 
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practitioner.
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(16)  The p�����
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compulsory and keep preserved health records of each workman for a 
period of 40 years from the date of beginning of the employment or 10 
years after the cessation of the employment, whichever is later.

(18)  The Honorable Supreme Court has given this particular direction in case 
of Consumer Education & Research Centre and others Vs. Union of 
India which deals with asbestosis.

Action taken/comments on (15) to (18): 
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Schedule XIII on manipulation of stone or any other material containing free silica. 
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(19)  Failing to comply with this provision is punishable under Section 96A

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Failing to comply with the above provisions is punishable under Section 92in place 
of Section 96A. While the operations are declared as dangerous operations under 
Section 87 of the Factories Act, 1948, the provision of Chapter IV A (41A to 41 H) 
are not applicable as Chapter IVA relates to Hazardous process. It is further stated 
that the Section 92 relates to General Penalty for offences which will be applicable 
in case of any violation under Section 87 of the Factories Act 1948. Further, Section 
96A provides for penalty for contravention of the provisions of Section 41B, 41C 
and 41H. Therefore, this particular Section would not be applicable in respect of 
violation done under Section 87 of the Factories Act 1948.

(20)  Review of the standards of silica dust by the Central Government.

(21)  Industrial hygiene labs of the factory inspectorate to be set-up in all 
��	��� ���� ���� ��� ��	
� 	��	���� 	��� ������� �� !������ ����� !�	�����
industrial hygienist and required instruments within 6 months.

(22)  Regular monitoring for dust levels to be done by employers.
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(23)  Rules and procedures for inspection and monitoring of dust producing 
areas should be framed and implemented with clear mention of the 
interval of inspection, time and operation during which inspections will 
take place. 

Action taken/comments on (20) to (23) thereon: 

The standards of Silica dust have been reviewed by the Central Government based 
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amendment in the Second Schedule. The State Government are being advised to set 
up and upgrade their infrastructure facilities for carrying out effective monitoring of 
dust levels in silica prone industries. The provision for control of silica-dust exists in 
the existing Schedule XIII and the aspect of regular monitoring has been included in 
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(1): Workplace/Environment Monitoring and is under consideration in the Ministry 
for Labour and Empowerment, thereafter the same would be forwarded to the State 
Governments for adoption in the State Factories Rules. 

(24)  Any violations of the prescribed limits should be strictly punished. 
All inspectors to be equipped with relevant equipments to enable dust 
measuring and monitoring as per provisions in the Act, the TLV limits 
should be reviewed after every 5 years. Work environment monitoring 
should be done once in 8 hr shift.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The State Government has been advised to upgrade and enhance their infrastructure 
for carrying out effective monitoring of dust levels in such factories. Directions are 
given from time to time by DGFASLI to State Government for carrying out the 
enforcement of the provisions contained in the Act.

(25)  Failing to comply with this provision is punishable under Section 96A

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Failing to comply with the above provisions is punishable under Section 92 in place 
of Section 96A. While the operations are declared as dangerous operations under 
Section 87 of the Factories Act, 1948, the provision of Chapter IV A (41A to 41 H) 
are not applicable as Chapter IVA relates to Hazardous process. It is further stated 
that the Section 92 relates to General Penalty for offences which will be applicable 
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in case of any violation under Section 87 of the Factories Act 1948. Further, Section 
96A provides for penalty for contravention of the provisions of Section 41B, 41C 
and 41H. Therefore, this particular Section would not be applicable in respect of 
violation done under Section 87 of the Factories Act 1948.

(26)  All the processes where silica dust is generated is hazardous in nature 
	��<�������<������������������������	���#�	��Q��������������
the Factories Act, 1948.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The States/UTs were advised to notify such industries as dangerous operations, 
under Section 87 & 85 of the Factories Act, 1948 as well. As per record, 22 States/
UTs (Andhra Pradesh; Assam; Chhattisgarh; Daman & Diu; Delhi; Goa; Gujarat; 
Haryana; Himachal Pradesh; Karnataka; Kerala; Madhya Pradesh; Maharashtra; 
Orissa; Pondicherry; Punjab; Rajasthan; Tamil Nadu; Tripura; Uttar Pradesh; 
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UTs (Arunachal Pradesh; Chandigarh; Manipur; Meghalaya; Mizoram; Nagaland; 
Sikkim and Lakshadweep) have intimated that there are no silicosis prone industries 
in their State.

(27)  All the manufacturing process/operations where silica dust is generated 
should be declared as dangerous operations and the State Government 
should be directed to frame rules under this provision.

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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have been indicated against Sl. No. 10 above.

(28)  Reporting of silicosis and silica related Occupational Diseases by medical 
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of Rs. 10,000 should be applicable which will be added into the Silicosis 
relief fund. Medical practitioners of the diseases should be rewarded Rs. 
1000 per case they report.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

This aspect was discussed in the 52nd CIF Conference held at Jamnagar, Gujarat during 
23rd to 25th May, 2012. As discussed therein, methodology and feasibility, especially 
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which further consultations will be held. Further in the proposed amendments, it 
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present Rs. 1000/- for non compliance of provisions in Section 89.

(29)  The section should be utilized and enforced by the State Government.

(30)  Reporting Independent agency to conduct an Occupational Health and 
Safety survey in these industries.

Action taken/comments (29) and (30): 

The observations have been noted and agreed to and Chief Inspector of Factories of 
all States/UTs are being advised to ensure compliance

(31)  This provision came into force on 26 January 1976 but no safety and 
occupational health survey has been done in hazardous operations 
generating silica dust. A State/UT wise and National survey is necessary.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Agreed. It is felt that State/UTs wise and National survey could be undertaken by the 
Chief Inspector, DGHS, and DGFASLI. Chief Inspector of Factories of all States/
UTs has been advised to carry out occupational health survey.

(32)  The report of any factory inspection should be made available to all 
workers and placed on the website of the monitoring authority.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

As per the power given to the Inspector under Section 9 of the Factories Act, 1948, 
an Inspector may carry out an inspection of a factory and list out the contraventions 
observed for non-compliance of the provisions contained the Factories Act, 1948 
and take necessary action, obtain compliance by issuance of improvement notice/
prohibition order/prosecutions etc. It is felt that the list of violation observed in a 
factory should not be placed in the public domain of the monitoring authority as the 
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contravention in these types of industries may be put in the website of the monitoring 
authority/displayed in the notice board of the State Factories Directorate.

(33)  Centre should monitor the implementation of the Act by giving necessary 
directions to the State/UTs.
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Action taken/comments thereon: 

DGFASLI gives directions to State Government for carrying out the enforcement 
of the provisions contained in the Act. In the Annual Conference of CIFs, which is 
organized by the DGFASLI, discussion on matters relating to administration of the 
Act as well as techniques and methods of prevention of accidents and ill health, in 
factories, are carried out. Till date, 52 such conferences have been held and the last 
conference was held at Jamnagar, Gujarat during 23rd to 25th May, 2012.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS/CHANGES SUGGESTED BY 
NHRC IN THE MINES ACT, 1952

The recommendations/changes indicated at Sl No. 1 to 7 below have been proposed 
under sections 5 to 9, 11 and 22 of above Act. 

(1) � �����	
	�
��������������
�������������������������������

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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fresh recruitment and partly through departmental promotions. Fresh recruitment 
of inspectors is done by selection through interview by UPSC at national level. 
2 inspectors have recently been selected by UPSC and their appointments are in 
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(2)  Inspection of mines will be made every month by the inspectors for the 
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the inspections can then reduce in frequency. Chief Secretary of the state 
to be responsible for the implementation of the direction.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

There are total 6380 mines on record in the country and inspecting manpower 
sanctioned is 269. As such, inspecting a mine every month is not physically possible, 
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in a year. The violations observed during the course of inspections are immediately 
entered into a spot inspection register by the inspectors, which are displayed for at 
least 15 days at the Notice Board of the mine. A report on compliance of violation 
is required to be submitted by the management to the Directorate General of Mines 
Safety (DGMS), within 15 days of such violations. Whenever there is any serious 
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violation or dangers existing at the mine, improvement notice or prohibitory orders 
are issued by the inspectors and the same is brought to the knowledge of District 
Collector & Director of Mines & Geology of the concerned State to ensure suitable 
measures, so that persons are not exposed to danger, until removed in writing by 
DGMS. Also, as the DGMS is the statutory authority under the Mines, Act, 1952, 
delegation of this power to the Chief Secretary is not permissible under the Act.

(3) Rules for inspection of dust producing areas should be framed and 
implemented with clear mention of the interval of inspection, time and 
operation during which inspection will be made available to all workers 
and placed on the website of the monitoring authority. Any violations of 
the prescribed limits should be strictly published.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The provision regarding generation, liberation and control of respirable dust, sampling 
and monitoring of air borne dust in the mines are already existing in Reg.123; 
123A; 123B; of Coal Mines Regulations, 1957 and Reg. 124 of Metalliferous Mines 
Regulations, 1961, framed under the Mines Act, 1952. The location, frequency, 
procedures for airborne dust, sampling and monitoring have already been prescribed 
under the above mentioned regulations. DGMS also issued technical circulars to 
the Mining Industry for regular monitoring and prevention of dust in the mines, 
from time to time. These circulars are also posted at DGMS website for public 
information.

(4)  Pollution Control Board and other Entities should monitor the Silica 
threshold level strictly and any violations should be punished with repeat 
offenders being shut down.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Under the Mines Act, 1952, DGMS is the enforcement authority. In order to ensure 
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in special efforts during the course of their inspections. Improvement Notices and 
Prohibitory Orders are being issue by DGMS to ensure compliance.

(5)  Steps should be taken to prevent Silicosis and proper engineering control 
mechanisms should be installed in all premises. Government should provide 
soft loans to small enterprises who cannot afford the initial high capital 
costs for such installations. Workers should be provided with personal 
protective equipments and it should be ensured that the equipment is 
maintained property and is in sound working condition at all times.
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Action taken/comments thereon: 

Periodical medical examination of persons employed in mines are conducted at an 
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measures, to ensure that the precautions stipulated under various regulations are taken 
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through wet drilling and suppression of dust using appropriate dust suppression 
agents or mechanism, exits under Reg. 123 of Coal Mines Regulations, 1957 and 
Reg. 124 of Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961, framed under the Mines Act, 
1952, which are being checked during the course of inspections, in addition to 
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the mine. The provisions for providing and use of dust masks and other personal 
protective equipments are already stipulated under Reg. 123 & 191B of Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1957 and Reg. 124 & Reg. 182B of Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 
1961, framed under the Mines Act, 1952.
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monitored strictly. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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the sub-reg. (2) of Reg. 123 of Coal Mines Regulations, 1957 and sub-reg.(2) of Reg. 
124 of Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961, framed under the Mines Act, 1952. 
However, these standards are being reviewed regularly and updated. The recent 
updation was made in 2008, in which the permissible concentration of Asbestos 
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���~th September, 2008. The provisions for 
monitoring of airborne dust already exist in subsequent sub-regulation of Reg. 123 
of Coal Mines Regulations, 1957 and sub reg. of Regulation 124 of Metalliferous 
Mines Regulations, 1961.

(7)  Central Government to ensure its full implementation. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The 10th National Conference on safety in Mines held during November 2007, had 
focused special attention on prevention of dust and dust borne diseases in mines, which 
are being implemented and monitored by DGMS regularly. Efforts are being made 
	������� 	�������� ��� ���
	� ���� *
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��� ��������g workmen, inspectors 
as well as Doctors engaged in medical examination of the workers employed in the 
mines by Mines Safety and Health Academy, DGMS, Dhanbad to educate and train 
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such o���
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undertaken by the competent persons in the mines. 

(8)  Occupational health survey to be made compulsory after every 6 months 
(Section 9A of above Act.).

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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in the mines under organized sectors and reports of such surveys/examinations are 
being checked by the Inspectors, Occupational health, DGMS. In order to make 
occupational health survey at every six month interval in each mine as recommended, 
large number of Doctors/Specialist on occupational health surveys will be required. 
Efforts are being made to get the occupational health survey done by expert agencies 
like National Institute of Miner’s health (NIMH); National Institute of Occupational 
health (NIOH) etc.

(9)  The provisions of Chapter 4 regarding certifying surgeons and chapter 
IVA regarding medical examination of employed or to be employed in 
mines as per Mines Rules 1955 should be complied with (Section 9A of 
above Act)

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Initial and periodical medical examinations of persons to be employed in mines 
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under Rule 29B of Mines Rules, 1955 framed under the Mines Act, 1952. The 
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above Mines Rules, 1955. Recently, a circular has been issued to conduct medical 
examinations once in every year for workers, who are directly exposed to dust, as 
per the recommendations of NHRC. The certifying Surgeons are also appointed for 
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(10) All inspection reports and information gathered should be made public 
(Section 10 of above Act)

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The inspection reports or the observations made during the inspections are public 
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Board, as per the Statute. The system of participative safety management has already 
been introduced by appointment of workmen’s inspectors and safety committee in 
the mines under the Mines Act, 1952.
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(11) The provision of reporting any accident by the Mines owners and pasting 
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not reporting any accident under section 70 is paltry sum of Rs. 500 
or imprisonment upto 2 months. This punishment should be enhanced 
(Section 23 of above Act) 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The above provision is strictly observed. However, enhancement of penalty provision 
has been taken care of in the proposed amendment of the Mines Act, which has been 
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upto two months for contravening Section 70, has been proposed.

(12) Every person employed in the dangerous operations shall be examined 
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days of employment. No person shall be allowed to work after 15 days 
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practitioner.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Provisions already exist for safety and health of persons employed in operations 
of dangerous nature with reference to preventive measures, personal, protective 
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personal dust sampler and noise dosi meter. However, provisions for initial medical 
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1955 and no persons can be employed at any dangerous work place, unless otherwise 
protected and provided with personal protective equipment.

(13) Each worker working in the hazardous process area should be periodically 
examined medically after every 6 months on the expenses of the employer. 
Medical examination should also be carried out at the time of cessation of 
employment.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The provisions for medical examination at the cost of the mine management already 
exists under Rule 290 of the Mines Rules, 1955 framed under the Mines Act, 1952. 
At pr
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as required under Rule 29B of Mines Rules, 1955. Recently, a circular has been 
issued to conduct medical examination once in every year for workers who are 
directly exposed to dust, as per the recommendations of NHRC.
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(14) Record of medical examination and appropriate test carried out by the 
said medical practitioner shall be maintained in a separate register and 
results shared with the employees.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Standard report of the initial and periodic medical examination has been laid down 
in Form P, as required under sub-rule (1) of Rule 29F of Mines Rules, 1955. 
Findings are recorded in statutory Form-O, as required under sub-rule (2) of Rule 
29F of Mines Rules, 1955. A copy of the same is also handed over to the concerned 
employee for sake of transparency.
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inspection by the authority.

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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as required under sub-rule (2) of Rule 29F of Mines Rules, 1955
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to maintain compulsorily and preserve health records of each workman 
for a period of 40 years from the date of beginning of the employment or 
10 years after the cessation of the employment, whichever is later. The 
Honorable Supreme Court has given this particular direction in case of 
Consumer Education & Research Centre and other Vs. Union of India 
which deals with asbestosis.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

All medical records of each and every employee are retained by the mines management 
as long as the employee is employed in that mine and a period of 10 years thereafter, 
as per Rule 29G of Mines Rules, 1955. 

(17) Reporting of Silicosis and Silica related Occupational Diseases by Medical 
practitioners should be strictly enforced and in case of any violation a 
��e of Rs. 10,000 should be applicable which should be added into the 
Silicosis relief fund.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

As per stipulations of Section 25 of Mines Act, 1952, any Medical Practitioner, on 
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disease to the Directorate in the prescribed format. The subject of enhancement of 
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penalty for default has been considered and for this purpose, the Mines Amendment 
Bill, 2011 was introduced in the Rajya Sabha on 23.03.11. The Standing Committee 
presented their Report to the Lok Sabha and laid the same in the Rajya Sabha on 
20.12.11. The Report of the Standing Committee has been examined in the Ministry 
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2011 are under consideration. However, there is presently no provision of any relief 
fund.

(18)  The Central Government should direct investigation into the causes of 
silicosis disease, with which approximately 10 million are stated to be 
suffering. The report of such investigation be made public. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The Central Government has power to direct investigation into causes of disease under 
Section 26 of the Mines Act, 1952. The publication of report of such investigation 
has been stipulated in Section 27 of Mines Act, 1952.

(19)  There is non-compliance of this provision (Section 48) regarding 
maintaining registers of persons employed. The inspectors should ensure 
full compliance of this provision. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The Inspectors make all attempts to ensure compliance of this provision during every 
inspection and enquiry. The observations recorded are regularly followed up during 
subsequent inspections till compliance is reported.

III RECOMMENDATIONS/CHANGES SUGGESTED BY NHRC IN 
THE EMPLOYEES’ COMPENSATION ACT, 1923 (EARLIER 
WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION ACT, 1923)

(1)  The payment for medical expenses should be made by the employer 
directly to the hospital/ doctors and workers should get cashless treatment 
facility. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The payment of compensation does not come under the administrative control of 
Central Government. The compensation is paid by the concerned employers or the 
State Government. The ESIC Act, 1948 provides for medical treatment to insured 
persons in case of injuries and accident (including certain occupational disease) 
sustained in the course of employment and resulting in disablement or death. The 
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payment of medical expenses in respect of organized workers is being made directly 
to the hospital by ESIC.

(2)  Amount of compensation is calculated as per disability percentage. For 
Silicosis victims, this disability should be considered as 100% as per High 
Court of Gujarat order under case number 3449 of 1999 (Babubhai v/s 
ESIC)

Action taken/comments thereon: 

In Schedule –III part ‘C’ of the Employees Compensation (EC) Act, 1923, all work 
involving exposure to the sclerogenic mineral dust (silicoses, anthraoosilicosis, 
asbestos) are covered and if a worker is affected, he shall be entitled to get 
compensation under this Act. The payment of compensation does not come under 
the administrative control of Central Government. The compensation is paid by 
the concerned employers or the State Governments. The employer is liable to pay 
the compensation as per the provisions under Section 3 of the EC Act and the 
amount of compensation is determined as per the provision under Section 4 & 4A 
of this Act. The dispute, if any, is settled as per the orders of the Commissioner for 
Employees’ Compensation, who is appointed by the respective State Government. 
For calculation of compensation, the wage ceiling has been increased from Rs. 
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minimum compensation for permanent total disablement and death is Rs. 1,40,000 
and Rs. 1,20,000 respectively and maximum amount for death and permanent total 
disablement can go up to Rs. 9.14 lakh and Rs. 10.97 lakh respectively, depending 
on the age and wages of the employees.

(3) Mechanisms for ensuring enforcement of the compensation order should 
be set-up. Compensation should be delivered within a period of 1 month 
from the date of order.

Action taken/comments thereon: 

The time limit of three months from the date of reference for disposal of cases is 
reasonable, keeping in view the various procedures adopted by the Commissioner.

(4) In both the acts (Employees’ Compensation Act, 1923 & ESI Act, 1948) 
a qualifying period is necessary to claim compensation. This has been a 
hindrance for workers to claim compensation. This should be removed 
and any worker found to be suffering from Silicosis (no matter for how 
long the employment was) should be compensated. (Section 3, Schedule II 
and III of above Act).
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Action taken/comments thereon: 

The contracting of any disease listed in the Schedule III to the Employee 
Compensation Act is deemed to be an injury by accident. If a workman employed 
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contracts any occupational disease peculiar to that employment, he become eligible 
for payment of compensation under the Act. The occupational disease should have 
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from diseases, cannot be given compensation on employment in this occupation. The 
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and in the course of his employment.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS/CHANGES SUGGESTED BY NHRC 
IN THE EMPLOYEES’ STATE INSURANCE ACT, 1948.

(1)  This Act is applicable to the factories of the organized sector. Suitable 
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to all the workers including those in organized sector. 

Action taken/comments thereon: 

Presently ECI Act is applicable to factories & certain establishment wherein 10 or 
more workers are employed. It mostly covers the organized sector. The workers of 
unorganiszed section are covered under Unorganized Social Security Act, 2008. 

(2) Supreme Court directions in case of Customer Education & Research 
Centre and others vs. Union of India which deals with Asbestosis should 
be made applicable with regards to Silicosis viz (a) “The ESI Act and 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act provide for payment of mandatory 
compensation for the injury or death caused to the workmen while in 
employment. Since the Act does not provide for payment of compensation 
after cessation of employment, it becomes necessary to protect such 
persons from the respective dates of cessation of their employment till 
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date. Liquidated damages by way of compensation are accepted principles 
of compensation. In the light of the law above laid down and also on the 
doctrine to tortuous liability, the respective factories or companies shall 
be found to compensate the workmen for the health hazards which is 
the cause for the disease with which the workmen are suffering from 
or had suffered pending the writ petitions. Therefore, the factory or 
establishment shall be responsible to pay liquidated damages to the 
workmen concerned” and (b) “All the factories whether covered by this 
ESI Act or the Workmen’s compensation Act or otherwise are directed 
to compulsory insure health coverage to every worker.”

Action taken/comments thereon: 

ESI Act already provides for compensation towards employment injury which 
includes occupational disease like silicosis as per schedule III of ESI Act. Even after 
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(i) An injured person, who leaves insurable employment on superannuation, 
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the scale prescribed under the ESI Act, for himself and spouse on payment 
of Rs. 120/- in lump-sum for a year in advance subject to having been in 
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(ii) An insured person who ceases to be in insurable employment on account 
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himself and spouse at the scale prescribed under the ESI Act on payment of 
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up to the date he would have vacated the employment on attaining the age 
of superannuation, had he not sustained such permanent disablement.

(iii) Unemployment Allowance under Rajiv Gandhi Shrami Kalyan Yojana 
(RGSKY) is paid for one year to such insured persons, who have been in 
insurable employment for not less than 3 years and rendered involuntarily 
jobless due to closure of factory/establishment or retrenchment or 
permanent invalidity, no less than 40% arising out of on employment 
injury. Unemployment Allowance recipients, desirous of upgrading their 
skill, may also get training through AVTI for short duration and the fee is 
paid by the Corporation. To and fro rail/bus second class journey fare from 
residence to training centre is also reimbursed by the Corporation. 
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(iv) An insured person, who sustains permanent disablement not less than 40% 
due to employment injury and is not more than 45 years of age, may get 
training through Vocational Rehabilitation Training Centre. The insured 
person is paid cash allowance equal to the expenditure charged by the 
Centre/Institution or Rs. 123/- per day, whichever is more, for all the 
days of his stay for training at Vocational Rehabilitation Training Centre/
Institution including second class rail/bus fare for the journey.
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board for life. 

As regards (b) above, there is no separate provision to insure health coverage 
under Employees Compensation Act, 1923. However, the same is covered under 
Unorganized Social Security Act, 2008.

(3)  Amount of compensation is calculated as per disability percentage. For 
Silicosis victims, this disability should be considered as 100% as per High 
Court of Gujarat order under case number 3449 of 1999 (Babubhai v/s 
ESIC). (Section 52 A and Schedule III of above Act).

Action taken/comments thereon: 
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occupational diseases mentioned in Schedule III of ESI Act, 1948. As per Section 52 
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in Part B of that Schedule for a continuous period of not less than six months contacts 
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for such continuous period as the Corporation may specify in respect of each such 
employment, contracts any disease shall, unless the contrary is proved, be deemed to 
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regulation 74 under the ESI Act, a special Medical Board will examine the Insured 
Person and determine if the Employment Injury is caused by the occupational disease 
and also determine the loss of earning capacity. 
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The Action Taken Report prepared above is based on the views received from the 
Ministry of Labour & Employment. In addition, the matter was referred to the 
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (MoH&FW) also. As per report received from 
the National Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH), under MoH&FW, silicosis is 
an occupational disease occurring in the workers exposed to silica dust. Nearly 10 
million workers are at the potential risk of exposure to silica (Crystalline free silica). 
Though presently there is no cure for it, the disease is preventable in nature. NIOH 
has developed dust control devices for agate grinding and quartz crushing industries 
based on the principles of local exhaust ventilation and also demonstrated these 
dust control systems for adoption in relevant hazardous occupations. However, the 
information on the morbidity, mortality, severity of the disease and burden associated 
with the silicosis or exposure to silica remain uncertain for many of the States of the 
country. As per NIOH, respiratory protective devices are useful for controlling the 
exposure. There are various types of such protective devices available, which can 
be used depending on the feasibility, in addition to the engineering control. In this 
direction, NIOH also contributed to NHRC for preparing disability estimation.

As per NIOH, the control and prevention is the only way for mitigating the problem 
and thus wherever possible, effective dust control measures such as installation of 
dust control devices, provision of personal protective measures and awareness of 
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silicosis exposed environment and also some efforts have been made for intervention 
towards silica elimination from work place in the form of small scale/large scale 
engineering solutions. Besides over the years, the institute had imparted training and 
awareness to large number of doctors and other concerned personnel on silicosis 
diagnosis and its management.
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A National Conference on Silicosis was organized by the National Human Rights 
Commission (NHRC) on 1 March, 2011. The Conference was attended by the 
representatives of the concerned Central Government Ministries/organizations as 
well as State/UT Governments apart from the Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) working in this area. The objective of the conference was to assess the 
action taken by the State Governments to tackle the problem of silicosis, a disease of 
lungs caused by inhalation of dust containing crystalline silica. This was especially 
w.r.t. the action taken by the State/UT Governments on the preventive, rehabilitative 
and remedial recommendations issued by the NHRC in December, 2010. The other 
objective of the conference was to obtain the advice/suggestions of the NGOs/
technical institutions working in the area. 

Proceedings of the Conference

In the inaugural session chaired by Hon’ble Chairperson Justice Shri K.G. 
Balakrishnan, the welcome address was given by Hon’ble Member Shri P.C. Sharma. 
Shri P.C. Sharma highlighted the concerns of the Commission on the problems 
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a result of working in mines, quarries, quartz cutting industries etc. in States like 
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat as well as in other parts of the country. 
He stated that the labour working in unorganized sector was especially vulnerable 
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him, the requirements under the labour legislations are not being strictly adhered to. 
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legislations and the State functionaries need to be held accountable for not ensuring 
their implementation in the area coming under their jurisdiction. The Factories Act, 
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as listed in the Third Schedule for the purpose of Section 89 and 90 of the Act. As 
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shall apply to any place wherein a manufacturing process is carried on irrespective 
of the number of workers. The Commission has noted from the complaint received 
and the visits made by its investigation teams that the State Departments concerned 
as well as employers have not been properly implementing the labour laws. As 
regards silicosis, he stated that there was lack of awareness regarding the disease in 
comparison to the other diseases. He mentioned about the plight of tribal workers 
of Madhya Pradesh which was brought to the notice of the Commission. These 
tribal workers had returned to their native villages after contracting silicosis while 
working in factories in Gujarat. The Commission had recommended a sum of Rs. 
3 lakhs each to be given by the State Government of Gujarat to the next of kin of 
238 deceased and rehabilitation package by State Government of Madhya Pradesh 
to the 304 persons affected by silicosis. He also informed regarding the ex-gratia 
payment of Rs. 1 lakh announced by Government of Rajasthan for the next of kin of 
21 persons who had died due to silicosis contracted while working in the sand stone 
mines in Jodhpur. He also highlighted the need for the use of appropriate engineering 
devices as well as preventive gear for protection against inhalation of silica dust. He 
also highlighted the role of the civil society in this area. 

Justice Shri K.G. Balakrishnan in his inaugural address stated that a clean environment 
and healthy atmosphere at work place is essential. He drew the attention of the 
participants towards Article 39 & Article 42 of the Constitution of India, according 
to which the State must ensure measures to protect the health of workers and to 
make provisions for securing just and humane conditions of work for them. He 
also mentioned about the Article 25 of UDHR and Article 12 of the International 
Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Regarding silicosis, Justice Shri 
Balakrishnan pointed out that it was a serious occupational health hazard which was 
preventable. The Commission, according to him, was deeply concerned about the 
issue and takes a serious view of the callous approach of institutions responsible for 
neglect in protecting the workers from this disease. The Supreme Court has also 
recognized the role that the Commission is playing to tackle this problem and has 
directed the concerned Government Departments to provide all necessary assistance 
to NHRC in addressing the problem. He stated that the Commission has adopted 
a twin-pronged approach to tackle the problem. On one hand, the Commission 
has recommended compensation for victims to be given by the concerned State 
Governments while on the other, several recommendations have been sent by the 
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Commission to all the concerned Governments on the preventive, rehabilitative and 
remedial measures to be taken to address the problem. 

The next Session was chaired by Justice Shri G.P. Mathur, Member, NHRC. In his 
introductory remarks, Justice Shri Mathur stated that silicosis was one of the oldest 
occupational disease, which progresses even when exposure stops as it is irreversible. 
According to him, there is no cure of the disease and workplaces which produce 
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this dust. He also highlighted the importance of diagnosis and health surveillance 
which are essential components of any programme aiming at elimination of silicosis. 
However, surveillance should be considered as a compliment to control strategies 
and never as a replacement for primary prevention. He mentioned about the ILO/
WHO International Programme on the global elimination of silicosis launched in 
1995 and training programme under the Prevention and Control Exchange (PACE) 
initiative of WHO. A basic document was also prepared by WHO on the subject. He 
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contract silicosis are quietly bundled off to their villages. A survey conducted by 
the Jhabua based Khedut Mazdoor Chetna Sangathan indicated that 128 persons 
have died and 277 were suffering from silicosis in just 20 villages in three blocks 
of Jhabua. A report published in a magazine conveyed that several persons working 
in Andhra Pradesh Mineral Development Corporation in District Mahaboobnagar 
were suffering from silicosis and 270 persons had already died. He stated that the 
Commission had taken suo-motu cognizance of this and called for a report from 
the concerned State Government. He also mentioned about other cases relating to 
Pondicherry, Jharkhand, M.P., Rajasthan, Haryana as well as Maharashtra which 
were brought to the notice of the Commission and the Commission had intervened 
in several of them. He pointed out that under Section 85 (1) (ii), even the contract 
workers were protected. He stated that the Commission in its meeting held on 1st 
May, 2008 had formulated a questionnaire consisting of ten questions and on which 
the Union and State Governments were directed to furnish information. He then 
invited the representatives of the State/UT Governments to make their presentations 
especially, with respect to the action taken on the ten point questionnaire as well as 
the recent recommendations sent by the Commission. 

The information conveyed by the representatives of the State/UT Governments 
in brief is given below:
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Andhra Pradesh

Secretary, Labour Employment Training & Factories Deptt., Govt. of Andhra 
Pradesh stated that they have yet to reply to the questionnaire of NHRC. He stated 
that they will give a response in one week. No proper survey was conducted earlier 
and only recently, they have started the process. Joint inspections have been planned 
by the Industries Department, Mines Department, Labour Department and Health 
Departments. However, they are paying attention on preventive measures i.e. wetting 
up the area, providing masks etc. In reply to a question by Shri P.C. Sharma, 
Member, NHRC seeking details regarding number of mines, quarries in the State and 
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Assam

The Additional Chief Inspector of Factories, from Assam stated that no case of 
silicosis had been detected in Assam till date. The major factories having the potential 
to cause silicosis in Assam are stone crushing units, silicate factories, glass cutting 
and toughening factories, brick kilns and cement manufacturing units. The total 
number of workers employed in these units are 24,212 and Number of female workers 
were 8,705. Presenting the item-wise action taken report on the recommendations 
of the NHRC, he stated that dust survey is being carried out in stone crushers, glass 
cutting units, cement and brick kilns once in a year. Steps are being taken to make 
it at least twice in a year. All the dust borne factories are instructed for medical 
examination of workers before entering into the employment and once in a year 
while in employment. Concerned Inspectors of factories are instructed to check the 
medical records and health registers during their inspection. Strict inspection and 
enforcement of various legal provisions by the Inspectors of factories to control the 
silica dust evolved during operation through engineering control and other measures 
like use of PPEs, sprinkling of water, ventilation, isolation, substitution and dust 
control is being carried out. Inspectors of factories along with Industrial hygiene 
laboratory personnel are monitoring the work environment in dust prone factories 
for assessing the level of dust created and prevailing in the air to ensure that total 
dust content in the air does not exceed the level which may cause occupational 
injury to the workers. Awareness programme has been taken up by the Inspectorate 
by organizing seminars, training programmes etc. Two state level training and 
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available by the Union Government in response to the application already made. 

The State Government is also planning to form Occupational Health & Safety 
Committee (OHSC) in the Silica prone factories. As part of rehabilitative measures, 
the issue of payment of treatment cost to the silica affected person including permanent, 
temporary or contractual workers by the employer would be taken up soon. Steps are 
also being taken up soon on the rehabilitation of the silica affected workers by offering 
alternative job or a sustenance pension in case of inability. Appointment of NGOs 
for provision of appropriate counseling in respect of monitoring and implementation 
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considered. It was also pointed out that at present the Industrial Hygiene Laboratory 
of the Inspectorate is not equipped with the instrument to determine the silica content 
in the collected dust sample. The Ministry of Labour, Government of India, has been 
requested to make arrangement for the procurement of such instrument. It was also 
requested that necessary steps be taken to bring the stone quarrying process under 
Factories Act to take care of the workers engaged in stone quarrying from the silica 
exposure.

Chattisgarh

Deputy Director, Industrial Health & Safety attended the Conference. He stated that 
there are 4010 registered factories in the State and 2,12,948 workers are employed in 
these factories. He stated that all the hazardous and silicosis prone factories are regularly 
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dust control through dust extraction system, ventilation, wet processing, processing 
in closed chambers have been taken. Workers are provided with dust masks. Annual 
medical check-ups being conducted by factory management. All workers are made 
aware of the disease by organizing medical check-up camps. He stated that there is 
no case of silicosis which has come to the notice of the Department.

Delhi
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by the Government of Delhi which include availability of facilities like special clinic 
at Tajpur near Lal Kuan with facility of X-RAY, ECG, PFT etc., 197 Diagnostic 
Centres, 590 Treatment Centres including 6 Centres in Lal Kuan Area for TB besides 
the Centre for Occupational and Environment Health – Conducting Associate Fellow 
of Industrial Health (AFIH) course and a good network of hospitals. Rehabilitation 
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strategies include a decision to have a multi purpose Hospital/CHC for the treatment 
of occupational diseases to be built at Tajpur near Lal Kuan; a medical team consisting 
of occupational health experts to immediately conduct clinical survey of the affected 
persons in Lal Kuan area; the Social Welfare Department to coordinate physical 
survey of the affected people; the Social Welfare Department will also assist for 
alternative livelihood opportunities for the citizens of Lal Kuan.

Medical assistance includes mobile medical vans now visiting for four days a week. 
It is distributing free medicines for silicosis and other respiratory and occupational 
diseases. The building of the hospital/PUHC at Tajpur with X-ray facility needed 
for the detection of silicosis is almost complete. The survey of the medical team is 
complete. A short report on the health survey has also been submitted to the Delhi 
Government. Silicosis Eradication is a State Level Programme. The survey stressed 
on the need for continued surveillance of the health of the people and a further 
comprehensive study on the health of Lal Kuan victims. The medical team had 
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was constituted in MAMC under Prof. M. K Daga to further examine/validate 
these patients and provide medical help/health care. 24 patients out of 44 have been 
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by the expert group to be suffering from Silicosis in Delhi. This list has been sent to 
concerned Commissioner under Workman Compensation Act and Chief Inspector of 
Factories for further action and help to the silicosis victims.

A National workshop on silicosis was organized on 13th-14th January 2011 by DHS 
Delhi in collaboration with PRASAR (NGO). More than 125 delegates participated 
in the National Workshop. The objectives of this workshop included to generate 
awareness in all strata of society for silicosis; to sensitize stakeholders towards plight 
of silicosis victims. It was represented by Directorate General Factory Advice Services 
(DGFASLI) and Labour Institutes, GNCT Delhi, Certifying Surgeon, District 
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Centre for Budget and Governance Accountability (CBGA) and Centre for Worker’s 
Management (CWM).

Justice Shri B.C. Patel enquired about how many factories in Delhi are running in 
the organized and unorganized sector. The representative of Delhi while answering 
the question of the Commission informed that about 12500 registered factories are 
running in Delhi and most of them are Garment Factories, 20 Metal polishing units. 
He further stated that medical examination is periodically conducted. Member Shri 
P.C. Sharma directed the State to send a latest report within 2 months.
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The next session was chaired by Member, NHRC Justice Shri B.C. Patel. The 
session was earmarked for presentations by the NGOs. 

Gujarat

The representative of the Government of Gujarat narrated the steps taken by the 
Government to prevent silicosis. He stated that there were 3 cases reported in the 
State during 2010. 

Member, NHRC Shri P. C. Sharma mentioned that based on the report of District 
Magistrate, Godhra district and on the basis of the Commission’s discussions with the 
Chief Secretary, a notice was issued to the State Government to pay compensation to 
the silicosis victims. He also conveyed that it was doubtful if the workers are being 
paid wages as per Minimum Wages Act. 

Member, NHRC Justice Shri G. P. Mathur queried about migrant workers from the 
State of M.P. to Gujarat. He asked whether they have any details about the migrated 
labour who contracted this disease while working in Gujarat and went back to their 
own state i.e. M.P. He also stated that it was the duty of Director, Factories to have 
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Haryana
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any ground level survey on the subject. However, through mobile medical vans 
Government of Haryana is conducting medical check-ups of workers/labourers of 
various factories. Till date, no case of silicosis has been reported. Justice Shri G. 
P. Mathur, however, stated that people from the State had come and reported to 
the Commission that they have contracted silicosis. Shri Satyabrata Pal, Member, 
NHRC enquired whether any survey has been done which shows that cases of T.B. 
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survey within 6 months with a condition that progress report would be sent every 
two months. 

Karnataka

The representative stated that as far as survey of silicosis is concerned, it has been 
undertaken by the Labour Department but there are no cases of silicosis diagnosed 
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carrying out a detailed survey regarding silicosis which was agreed to. Justice Shri 
B.C. Patel, directed the State to send periodical report. Shri P.C. Sharma stated 
from now onwards, the Commission will call review meetings of groups of States in 
batches every two months.

Madhya Pradesh

Principal Secretary, Department of Labour stated that 284 persons had died and 
304 were suffering from silicosis and the Commission had given orders in this case 
for compensation which is under process. He stated that the State Government has 
requested the Commission to give time upto 31 March, 2011.

Justice Shri G. P. Mathur pointed out about cement factories in Satna and Rewa also. 
He queried whether the State Government had conducted any survey in these places. 
He gave directions to the State Government for full survey of the industries. Labour 
Department asked for three months time to survey the entire areas. Member, NHRC 
directed that the survey could be done in 6 months but the State should give periodic 
reports for every two months.

Manipur

Director, Health Services stated that no proper survey had been done in the State. 
He mentioned that there are no cement factories in the State but 23 registered stone 
crushers are there. They conduct health melas in each district, three times a year. 
Mobile vans with all the facilities like x-rays, labs etc. are also put to use. Justice 
Shri G. P. Mathur directed to hold a proper survey and train the doctors to detect the 
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report within three months.

Mizoram
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survey has been conducted so far but 20 stone crushers are registered in the State. He 
also stated that there was no case of silicosis. Justice Mathur directed him to conduct 
a survey and report within three months.

Orissa 

Special Resident Commissioner attended the conference. He could not give any 
details about the silicosis. Member, NHRC directed the State to give a proper reply 
within three months.
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Punjab
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721 foundaries, 88 stone crushing industries, 9 ceramic glass factories, 4 cement 
factories in the State. A total of 12,701 labourers are engaged in these factories. He 
stated that till date, no case of silicosis has been detected. Director (Research and 
Medical Education) from Punjab Government stated that they issued instructions to 
all the medical colleges to report silicosis cases. However, no regular mechanism 
is existing in the State of Punjab. Member, NHRC Shri P.C. Sharma stated that 
the Commission had sent a list of persons affected by silicosis to the Punjab 
Government. But there is no response from the Government. He conveyed that 
complete information should be made available.

Rajasthan

The representative of the State informed that a DO letter had been sent to all concerned 
highlighting the need of using protective measures & medical monitoring, like pre-
employment medical examination, routine check up every 3 years, pulmonary 
function test and annual evaluation for TB. Free medical investigations & treatment at 
all centers near the mining areas are being done. In follow up of the above directives 
in all the mining affected areas regular medical check up camps are being organized 
and free symptomatic treatment is provided. In case of suspected pneumoconiosis, the 
cases are referred to Department of TB and Chest, Medical Department, Rajasthan. 
Pneumoconiosis Board has been constituted at SMS College, Jaipur for evaluation 
of disability and compensation. The Board is chaired by Professor and Head, TB 
and Chest Dept., SMS Medical College, Jaipur. He further stated that there are 19 
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He also stated that compensation has already been paid to the next of kin (NOK) of 
silicosis victims as directed by the Commission.

Justice Shri B. C. Patel, Member, NHRC enquired whether all the persons working 
in the factories have been medically examined and how many persons are suffering 
from T.B. and silicosis. 

Shri P. C. Sharma, Member, NHRC wanted to know whether the State responded to 
the Questionnaire of NHRC. The State Representative stated that the State responded 
partly to the questionnaire. The State was directed to carry out the detailed examination 
and submit a report. 
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Tamil Nadu

Principal Secretary, Department of Labour and Employment represented the State 
Government. He gave a brief presentation before the Commission. He stated that there 
are 826 factories and 69,377 workers. The silicosis control measures included rigorous 
dust control measures like substitution, complete enclosure, isolation, hydroblasting, 
good house-keeping, personal protective measures and regular physical examination 
and case management. Possible interventions at the work site itself included engineering 
control of dust in work sites, training the workers on crystalline silica, respiratory 
protection program, work clothes, change and wash area, air monitoring program 
within the campus and medical surveillance. Current situation in Tamil Nadu was 
that all patients with chest symptoms are screened for tuberculosis under the Revised 
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referred to medical college hospitals for specialized treatment. Inspectors of factories 
are ensuring the use of personal protective gadgets, medical facilities for the workers 
in organised sector are given through the company medical facilities or ESI network of 
dispensaries and hospitals. Workmen compensation is being given by Labour Board. 
Health facilities available in Tamil Nadu comprises of 1539 Primary Health Centres, 
30 District Headquarters Hospitals, 280 Taluk and Non-Taluk hospitals, 18 Medical 
College hospitals, 191 ESI dispensaries and 11 ESI hospitals. 

The proposed activities include formation of inter-sectoral co-ordination committee 
involving labour, industries, health departments, civil society organizations, labour 
union representatives, industrialists and other stake holders as well as starting of PG 
course in occupational health for doctors, engineers working in Government as well 
as in industries under the Tamil Nadu Dr MGR Medical University.
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Similarly, Tamil Nadu Public Health Act, 1939 will be suitably amended to include 
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and establishment of occupational disease surveillance system. The steps also 
include formation of Occupational Disease Control Board with mandate including 
workmen’s compensation and rehabilitation, research on engineering measures, 
use of substitutes, review of the implementation status of schemes for control of 
occupational health hazards, data base on occupational health hazards and policy 
formulation. Dr. Balaganesh Kr. representative from Tamil Nadu also informed 
about the following 3 types of silicosis depending upon exposure:

1 Acute   : (0 - 6 years)

2. Accelerated  : (10 to 15 years)

3. Chronic  : (10 -30 years)
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Uttar Pradesh
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has been reported. Justice Shri B.C. Patel directed the State to provide the Action 
Taken Report. Justice Shri G.P. Mathur questioned whether they have conducted 
any survey? Hon’ble Member also directed the State to conduct a fresh survey of 
all districts and not only from 11 districts which was already sent by the State 
Government. This should be for both organized and unorganized sector. The State 
prayed for 3 months more time to send the new survey report to the Commission 
which was granted.

West Bengal
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directed the representative of West Bengal to give action taken report and reply 
to the questionnaire. Member Shri Satyabrata Pal directed the State that survey to 
be conducted must be comprehensive covering the unorganized sector also as the 
surveys should not be selective and cover all industries and all districts.

Presentations given by NGOs 
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Sangh, M.P to give his presentation. According to Dr. Ashish there are around 2000 
affected persons in 3 districts of Madhya Pradesh viz., Jhabua, Alirajpur, Dhar. The 
affected area consists of 71 villages. As far as spread of silicosis in western M.P. 
is concerned, in 21 villages of Alirajpur district, 489 persons from 218 families 
were exposed, 424 were dead or found ill in 2007. During 2008, in 40 villages of 
3 districts of Jhabua, Alirajpur, Dhar, the number of persons affected increased to 
809. In 2010, as per NHRC order in 2 districts, 542 persons were affected (238 dead 
and 304 ill). In 2010, as per survey of Shilpi Kendra in 3 districts, 1135 persons 
(749 sick and 386 dead) were affected. The NHRC order has not been implemented 
by both States of Gujarat and MP and in last 5 months a total 11 silicosis affected 
persons have died. 

Among suggestions, it was stated that Silicosis board of Mandasor pattern should 
be extended to affected districts of Western M.P. Other suggestions were as under: 

�� In MP, the status of victims is very poor and ill and, therefore, NHRC 
recommendation of granting sustenance pension should be implemented.

�� All affected persons should be treated as BPL.
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�� A separate programme specially targeting silicosis victims should be designed 
which should cover health education as well as livelihood /social security.

�� Landless persons should be given land as most persons have taken loan.

�� Earlier recommendations made by CPCB and DGFASLI made on behest of 
NHRC should be implemented.

�� Comprehensive strategy to check migration should be designed which can 
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wage days (throughout the year) per family and family members entitled for 
employment increased.

�� Many hazardous factories still working in Godra and Balasinore should be 
closed.

�� State should initiate criminal proceedings against the factories under the 
provisions of IPC and Factories Act where the labourers have contracted 
silicosis.

�� States should submit ATR every month to NHRC.

�� It may also be remembered that once a person has contracted the disease 
which may be without any symptoms, it progresses even without further 
exposure to silica. That means a person may not be still in employment when 
he/she gets the disease. Many contract the disease after leaving work and die 
in remote villages in oblivion. Surveys are usually done on currently working 
factory labourers. This reality/problem needs to be kept in view. 

�� It is also important that it is most easy and cheap to diagnose silicosis. No CT 
����������%�������������	������$��	���������
�	��Y%�����������
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is as per international standards (ILO) and, therefore, it can be diagnosed at 
any hospitals having X-ray facility. 

�� It was also stated that training of doctors is necessary.

�� Survey should be divided into two Parts. Survey should be of both, workers 
and ex-workers.

�� Survey of silica producing industry, mines, quarries etc. only should be done. 
Cement is limestone and not silica.
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should be provided to factory inspectorate.
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�� Method should involve:1st Step-Screening of persons who worked in silica 
dust producing factories and have symptoms like cough-breathlessness. 3 
simple questions - (a) Are you breathless? (b) Have you worked in a “high 
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work? 2nd Step-Medical examination and chest X-rays by doctor at designated 
"X-ray" center. 3rd step- �
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�� Apart from survey of workers, in silica producing factories, quarries etc, 
survey of ex-workers is needed. Actually tracing ex-workers is tricky job 
because most workers are casual workers and would not be recorded in 
factory/mines/quarry records. One method could be survey of areas where 
silicosis have been reported and also of the households of village in which 
existing workers and ex-workers live. 

�� DGFASLI should give standard questionnaire to all States. This should 
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industries, duration of work, hours of work each day, type of work done, 
level of dust exposure, wages received, symptoms related to chest, wasting, 
weight loss, etc, record of employment. 

Justice Shri B.C. Patel then asked Shri S.A. Azad of PRASAR to give the next 
presentation. The presentation highlighted the following:

�� No compensation given in several cases of silicosis in Andhra Pradesh, 
Chhattisgarh, Haryana and M.P.

�� Need to differentiate between relief and compensation.

�� NHRC should constitute a team to check on the nil report given by States.
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�� There should be a tripartite board at Centre and State level.

�� TB should be included as occupational disease.

�� We should take it up as a public health issue and it should be taken up at 
national level. 

�� Make a national task force for addressing all aspects of silicosis. 

�� Make a national data bank of all silicosis cases.
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�� Review of Factories Act, 1948, Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) 
Act 1970 and the Mines Act, 1952.

�� Levy a cess on the mine owners and quarry owners to create a corpus to be 
spent on welfare and compensation. 

The next presentation was given by Shri Jagdish Patel of Peoples Training & Research 
Centre, Vadodara, Gujarat. He conveyed the following:

��NHRC recommendations regarding silicosis are a good start. It should lead 
to serious debate.

��NHRC recommendations need to be further developed. Particularly, they 
should suggest changes in legal provisions.

��It may be further recommended to the Govt. of India to ratify ILO Convention 
no. 155 or 177 for the home based workers. That may resolve some of our 
problems.

��These recommendations, after amendments, should serve as National program 
for elimination of silicosis. Program should be time bound and have success 
indicators. 
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that even if one worker is employed, Factory Act will be applicable. This 
action needs rethink as it is not practical.

��No action has been taken by Government to identify units and cover them 
under Factory Act yet.

��Implementation of NHRC order backed by order of the Supreme Court is 
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��Govt. of MP has done some relocation of industry from residential area to 
industrial area successfully. This may be replicated elsewhere.

��No effort is made by Govt. of Gujarat for rehabilitation or give relief to the 
victims. Workers cannot feed their families, let alone their treatment. It is an 
extremely serious situation.

��ESIC is biggest scheme for social security where workers and employers give 
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Selected workers were registered under the Act but were not issued identity 
card under the Act nor under Factory Act. The numbers of days worked also 
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were shown less so as to save on the amount of contribution. ESI accepted 
only 4 cases after lot of pressure. Rest were denied on the excuse that they 
did not work for mandatory 6 months. In 1992, ESIC resolved to say that 
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High level intervention is required.

��ESIC have no standards to assess disability and panel members decide 
arbitrarily.

��Gujarat High Court has passed order to the effect that all cases of Silicosis be 
given 100% disability. ESIC should resolve to make it rule. 

The presentation particularly focused on the problems of workers in Gujarat. It was 
also highlighted that in unorganized sector in Gujarat, the situation was as under:

��No legal protection available.

��Affected families live in extreme penury. They go hungry. Some philanthropic 
organizations extend some help which is inadequate. Widows, children, 
elderly get no relief. There is no welfare program, no compensation, no 
insurance.

In the organized sector, the situation is as under:

��ESI & Factory Act is applicable but situation is still not satisfactory.

��No exemplary punishment to the violators who caused hundreds of deaths.

��Affected families from ST community have received no relief, no 
compensation. They are compelled to sell land etc. 

��The efforts made by the organisation were also highlighted. It was also stated 
that the p��*�����������	����	��������������
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results. Now, we must seriously think of workers not covered by Factory 
Act. We should also make it mandatory to measure dust levels every 8 hours. 
Further, there is need to make compulsory to appoint Industrial Hygienists. 
All state Factory Inspectorate should have at least one Industrial Hygiene 
Expert. ESI Act is applicable to units employing less than 10 in Mandsaur. 
This should be extended to whole of India. All civil hospitals should have 
OPD for occupational diseases. All states should have Rules on the line of 
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is not practical and we need to evolve some other. Disability assessment 
standards need to be developed.
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Some of the limitations stated included:
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lawyer, she/he refrain from taking up legal battle. This is particularly true 
for higher courts.
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take up the cause. Recently, after 8 years, MAT dismissed the petition of 30 
petitioners because the lawyer made some mistake.

��Legal system is very slow and by the time the case comes for hearing the 
litigant dies. Since in case of Silicosis life expectancy, after diagnosis is very 
low, system should offer faster justice. 

��As regards ESI Act, it is based upon whether one in insurable employment 
when diagnosed? If no, not eligible. This may be true for accident but not for 
disease. This needs change.

��The ESI and Employees Compensation  Act, 29123 require continuous 
employment in respective employment for 6 month or as stipulated by the 
law. 1992 resolution by ESIC has tried to give some relief but wordings are 
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under this resolution.

��When a victim suffering from Occupational Disease dies, ESIC is to be 
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the society to follow the process involving police. Also, it is not in line with 
the culture to keep the body for long time before funeral. This stipulation, 
therefore, requires change. 

��Moreover, a worker may not have required legal documents to support his 
employment like identity card or attendance card or pay slip as well as length 
of exposure, when he is out of employment. This stipulation, therefore, 
requires change. 

��In home based and other unorganized sector workers, since employer-
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the person from whom compensation may be claimed. 

��Lack of diagnosis (they do not even suspect) by the doctor on paper is an 
important hindrance in any further action. Government as well as private 
practitioners thinks that they do not have legal ‘power’ to write on paper what 
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they suspect or what 	�
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interest and the doctors choose to be loyal to the employer rather than their 
profession. 

��History of exposure is an important element in diagnosis. Dose of exposure is 
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on occupational illnesses is poor. There is also, no referral service available 
in most cases.

��Reliable data is absent. The data available is spread with DISH, ESIS and 
ESIC, NIOH, Health Department and voluntary agencies. There is need 
to centralize the data available with them. Data needs to be collected on 
number of workers in different occupations, number of workers exposed, 
list and number of workers affected, list and number of workers who have 
died and number of citizens (community) exposed. After base data collected, 
the data need to be updated continuously. There is also need to have detailed 
information on the type of work of the exposed workers, length of exposure, 
concentration of exposure, total and respirable dust, silica content, age and 
gender of the workers need to be collected. Map of affected areas may also 
be drawn and future projections should be made

The next presentation by Shri Samit Kumar Carr, Secretary General, Occupational 
Safety & Health Association of Jharkhand (OSHAJ) conveyed the following: 

�� Jharkhand is a mineral bearing State in India.

��History of mining and processing of metallic and non-metallic minerals are 
300 years old.

��More than 15,000 mines of different minerals, coal, copper, iron, quartz, 
granite, bauxite and uranium and several thousand related industries are 
currently operational. 

��10,000 - 12,000 stone crushers, 45-50 ramming mass units, 192 iron ore 
crushers and 50 sponge iron units are there. 

��Several thousand-construction sites are there. 
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dust emission at workplace.

��Many of these units come under the unorganized sector- in rural and industrial 
areas of urban localities.
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��A conservative estimate shows that 25-30 lakh workers of Jharkhand are 
affected due to silicosis.

��Pneumoconiosis is preventable and incurable. Many silicosis victims are 
diagnosed as TB patients and there is no proper policy to prevent these 
occupational diseases.

Some facts highlighted regarding the situation of silicosis in Jharkhand were:

��K K Minerals started in 1998 and run without NOC from JSPCB till 2010. 
There are many more units like this. 29 workers expired from 2002 to 2010 
and several hundred workers are ailing. Average life span of workers of this 
unit is 33 yrs, prevalence is 100% among the workers engaged as operators 
in crushing, disintegrating, sieving, packaging, loading & unloading for 1 
year to 7 years. No health care was provided to them as per Rules. No 
dust collector was run and no proper safety measures were provided for the 
occupational safety & health of the workers. No compensation is provided 
to the kin of the deceased workers as per Rules and no rehabilitation is made 
available to the silicosis victims. District Commissioner, East Singhbhum 
never exercised his power to inspect the polluted sites. No proper action 
was taken by the concerned Government Departments as per the Rules even 
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victims belong to ST, SC, OBC and Minority Communities in Jharkhand. 
No workers were/are provided gate passes, minimum wages set for industry 
and mines, PF, other facilities as per the Rules. 2 workers expired in January 
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closed unit and others are from the running units of sister concern of same 
company. 3 out of 30 were chosen randomly for X-Ray. 
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Singhbhum but no action was taken,

��Most doctors diagnosed the silicosis patients as cases of TB, Bronchitis, and 
issued one line of statement of not having a single case of silicosis in their 
district, but some of them later accepted that they did not carry out any health 
survey on silicosis. 

��Planning Commission formed working groups for 10th and 11th 5-year plans 
and a report on Occupatinal Safety and Health (OSH) Board are hosted in the 
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DGFASLI’s website. When OSHAJ expressed willingness to be part of said 
board, the reply was that no such legislation was made till then to form OSH 
Board. Death due to mishaps in industry and mines and suffering and death 
due to different form of pneumoconiosis has become rampant in mining areas 
of Jharkhand.

��There is non-implementation of Factory Act 1948, Mining Act 1952 and The 
Workmen Compensation Act 1923 in Jharkhand.

��Denial of the fact of persistence of cases of silicosis in Jharkhand viz. the 
report Ref. No 225 (III) dt 30.04.2008 submitted to NHRC on 1st May 2008.

��False, misleading, contradictory information are being provided to applicants 
on aforesaid report through RTI process that started in June 2008. Longest 
RTI process in Jharkhand is going on till today.
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baseless, incorrect, contradictory, irrelevant and was prepared violating the 
set norms of government protocol

��Not a single case of silicosis is referred to Regional Occupational Health 
Centre, Kolkata (Regional Centre of NIOH, Govt. of India).

��No response from the Government till end of 2010 to conduct investigation 
by the NIOH, ROHC, Kolkata, ITRC, Lucknow setting up of ODDC 
(Occupational Disease Diagnosis Centre) at ESI and Government Hospital 
and form a committee.

Some positive developments informed were as under:

��The Directorate General Health Services, Government of India has requested 
to Secretary, Health, Jharkhand Government & Mission Director and National 
Rural Health Mission to take appropriate action referring to the organizations 
concrete petition to identify and eliminate silicosis from Jharkhand.
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Health Education & Family Welfare to take necessary steps. 
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which Occupational Disease Diagnosis Centre is suggested to be set up in 
East Singhbhum.
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Some recommendations given were as under:

��A joint Government committee should be formed under the Chief Secretary 
of Jharkhand comprising Health, Labour and Environment department of 
Jharkhand for continuing pneumoconiosis elimination program smoothly. 

��Occupational Safety & Health Board should be formed 

��Functioning of separate cell under NRHM/State Health Department should 
be started. 
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the Junior Doctors and interns should be initiated by the State Government 
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and their capacity building & training arrangement to be made for the doctors 
on dust diseases as per WHO & ILO standard. 
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mandatory by the polluting units or group of small units to certify the cases 
of dust diseases as and when required.

��Develop link with the Regional Occupational Health Centre Kolkata.

��Preparation of statewide inventory of hazardous units and dust affected 
persons and medical surveillances for the affected persons.

��A monitoring committee should be formed comprising public representatives 
IMA, NGOs, CBOs, Trade Unions and Human Rights groups.

��Setting up of the Occupational Disease Diagnosis Centre (ODDC) at district 
level ESI, Government hospitals and NRHM centers at different location.

��Collaborate with the NGOs and labour support group to start and run ODDC.

In the next presentation made by Mine Labour Protection Campaign (MLPC), 
Rajasthan, Shri Rana Sengupta stated the following:

��Health camps and legal camps organized by MLPC apart from its outreach 
campaign.

��Rs. 1 lakh interim relief for next of kin (NoK) of 21 victims in Jodhpur.

��There is need for stronger collaboration, more timely action involving quicker 
diagnosis and health check ups.
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The next session was chaired by Hon’ble Member, Shri P.C. Sharma during which 
organizations coming under the Ministry of Labour & Employment and M/o Health 
& family welfare were called upon to give their presentations. 

Presentations given by organizations coming under the Ministry of Labour & 
Employment and M/o Health & family welfare:
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workers suffering from the lethal disease and the problems faced by their families. 
In their presentation, the following aspects were covered: 

��Main activities of the organization.

��Important aspects of Factories Act, 1948.

��Action plan on the recommendations of NHRC on silicosis including 
amendments to the Schedule XIII of MFR 120, approaching NIOH for 
obtaining the dust control devices samples for evaluation, suitability etc., 
publicity campaign, etc. 

DG FASLI, Ministry of Labour and Employment, stated that he has written to all 
the State Governments to report the silicosis cases. They have given Nil report in 
the last three years. He stated that a Medical practitioner under Section 89 should 
report to the Chief Inspectors of the Factories. He suggested conducting awareness 
programmes for medical practitioners to diagnose silicosis.

He requested the State Government representatives if the doctors are not able to 
diagnose whether it is a case of silicosis or tuberculosis they can send the x-rays 
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immediately.

Dr. Waghle stated that if all the workers migrating from one State to other State 
could be given identity cards through Central Monitoring System it will be easier for 
the treating doctors to get the history of the work place, their exposure to the silica 
dust, working conditions and health conditions of the workers.

Dr D. Behera, Director, LRS Institute of Tuberculosis and Respiratory Diseases, 
New Delhi representing the Ministry of Health & Family welfare in his presentation 
highlighted the following:
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�� Three types of silicosis:

�� Simple chronic silicosis from long-term exposure (10-20 years) to 
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scarring, provoked by the silica dust, form in the lungs and chest 
lymph nodes. Patients often asymptomatic, seen for other reasons.

�� Accelerated silicosis:� ���������� 	��	� �
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exposure to higher concentrations of silica dust. Symptoms and x-ray 
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tend to progress more rapidly. Patients with accelerated silicosis 
are at greater risk for complicated disease, including progressive 
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�� Acute silicosis from short-term exposure to very large amounts 
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shortness of breath and low blood oxygen level killed hundreds of 
workers during Hawk’s Nest Tunnel construction early 1930s.

�� Diagnosis of silicosis involves:

�� Abnormal chest X-ray (or chest CT scan) consistent with silicosis.

�� History of ���������	 exposure to silica dust.

�� Medical evaluation to exclude other possible causes of abnormal 
chest x-ray.

�� Pulmonary function tests are helpful to gauge severity of impairment, 
but NOT for diagnosis.

�� Lung biopsy rarely indicated (since no effective treatment, biopsy is 
done only when other diagnoses are being considered).

�� Silicosis can mimic:
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�� Lung cancer. 

�� Several other lung conditions (chronic infection, collagen-vascular 
disease, etc.).

�� Can usually make right diagnosis with detailed history (occupational 
& medical) or, rarely, a lung biopsy.
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�� Silicosis associated risks:

�� Tuberculosis. 

�� Atypical Mycobacteria. 

�� Fungal infections.

�� Bronchitis/Emphysema.

�� Pneumothorax. 

�� lung cancer.

�� Degree of increased risk is highly variable; depends on several other 
factors, including immune system & exposure history (for TB), and 
amount of lung scarring, age & smoking history (for cancer).

�� Silicosis Management :
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�� Prevention/Early diagnosis.

�� Symptomatic/Supportive.

�� Infections (TB etc).

�� Respiratory Failure.

�� Rehabilitation. 

�� Silicosis Screening through:

�� Mass awareness (Organized/Unorganized Sector).

�� Occupational history.

�� Symptoms.

�� Pulmonary Function Test.

�� Chest Radiology.

�� Medical curriculum – MCI.

�� RNTCP- Special risk group.

�� Silicosis prevention through:

�� Engineering Control of Dust.

�� Training on crystalline silica.

�� Respiratory protection program.

�� Work clothes, change and wash area.

�� Air monitoring program.
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�� Medical surveillance.

�� Housekeeping and Regulated Areas.

�� Recordkeeping.

The next presentation was made by Dr. Umesh Chandra Ojha from ESIC Hospital, 
Basaidarapur, New Delhi. He explained the activities of the ESI Corporation and the 
ESI scheme. He underlined the occupations which are at risk of contracting silicosis 
like quarrying, drilling, tunneling, abrasive blasting, stone cutters, pottery cutters 
etc. He also mentioned about the forms of silicosis as under:

i) Chronic Silicosis – latency of 10 to 15 years after exposure.

ii) Accelerated silicosis – 5 to 10 years after exposure.

iii) Either of these may be simple or complicated pneumoconiosis.

iv) Acute silicosis – months to 5 years. 

According to him, acute, chronic and accelerated silicosis may overlap in the same 
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since it is ubiquitous and it takes only a small chronic exposure to cause disease. 
He further stated that the dust control is the secret or the vaccine for controlling or 
eliminating acute and accelerated silicosis. Systemic steroids have been used and lung 
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with a view to providing facilities for early detection and diagnosis of occupational 
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stated that monitoring of air quality and dust concentration in the workplace is 
essential to prevent silicosis and other pneumoconiosis. He emphasized that over the 
past four decades, the number of people dying with silicosis in the Unites States has 
declined dramatically because of improved workplace protection, but it still accounts 
for potential life lost before age 65 years. Limiting exposure to harmful dusts can be 
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diluting the concentration with fresh air, and using personal protective respiratory 
equipment as further possible means of the preventing silicosis. 

Another presentation was given by Dr. Nag, Director, NIOH. He has stated that his 
organization can provide some publicity material to educate the employers/ labourers. 
He said that there are 101 illustrations in different languages to see how we can 
manage the disease. Further, according to him, a diagnostic manual, narrating how 
silicosis can be diagnosed and what are the characteristics of the disease along with 
several examples is available with the NIOH.
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He stated that there is no data available today about the silicosis cases. He suggested 
all the State Governments to send the cases of silicosis to the NIOH for better 
approach for awarding compensation.

In the end, the proceedings of the day-long National Conference were summed up 
in brief by Joint Secretary (Trg.). He also thanked the Hon’ble Chairperson and 
Members, NHRC as well as all the participants representing the concerned Central 
Government Ministries, State/UT Governments and NGOs. 

Recommendations of the National conference on Silicosis 

The important decisions and suggestions emanating from the Conference are listed 
below: 

�� All State Government should complete a detailed survey of the industries 
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in case of some States. 
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States in batches every two months.

�� Silica detection equipment should be provided to factory inspectorate to 
identify industries producing silica.

�� Survey should be divided into two parts. Apart from survey of workers, in 
silica producing factories, quarries etc, survey of ex-workers is needed. 

�� Silicosis Board of Mandasor pattern should be extended to affected 
districts of all States. 

�� Need to differentiate between relief and compensation.

�� In MP, the status of victims is very poor and ill and, therefore, NHRC 
recommendation of granting sustenance pension should be implemented 
early.

�� All affected persons should be treated as BPL. 

�� Separate programme specially targeting silicosis victims should be 
designed which should cover health education as well as livelihood/social 
security.

�� Earlier recommendations made by The Central Pollution Control Board 
(CPCB) and DGFASLI made on behest of NHRC should be implemented.

�� When a victim suffering from Occupational Disease dies, ESIC is to be 
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strata of the society to follow the process involving police. Also, it is not 
in line with the culture to keep the body for long time before funeral. This 
stipulation, therefore, requires change. 

�� Method of diagnosis should involve: 1st Step-Screening of persons who 
worked in silica dust producing factories and have symptoms like cough-
breathlessness. 3 simple questions - (a) Are you breathless? (b) Have 
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the symptoms before starting work? 2nd Step-Medical examination and 
chest X-rays by doctor at designated "X-ray" center. 3rd step- Sending of 
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�� Comprehensive strategy to check migration should be designed which can 
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of wage days.

�� Many hazardous factories are still working, they should be closed.

�� State should initiate criminal proceedings against the factories under the 
provisions of IPC and Factories Act where the labourers have contracted 
silicosis.

�� DGFASLI should give standard questionnaire to all States. This should 
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industries, duration of work, hours of work each day, type of work 
done, level of dust exposure, wages received, symptoms related to chest, 
wasting, weight loss, record of employment etc. 

�� Silicosis is a public health issue and it should be taken up at national level.

�� Govt. of MP has done some relocation of industry from residential area 
to industrial area successfully. This may be replicated elsewhere.

�� Gujarat High Court has passed order to the effect that all cases of Silicosis 
be given 100% disability. ESIC should resolve to make it a rule. 

�� All State Factory Inspectorate should have at least one Industrial Hygiene 
Expert. 

�� ESI Act is applicable to units employing less than 10 in Mandsaur. This 
should be extended to whole of India.

�� All civil hospitals should have OPD for occupational diseases.
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�� Moreover, a worker may not have required legal documents to support 
his employment like identity card or attendance card or pay slip as well 
as length of exposure, when he is out of employment. This stipulation, 
therefore, requires change. 

�� Functioning of separate cell under NRHM/State health department should 
be started. 
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for the Junior Doctors and interns which has to be initiated by the State 
Government 
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specialists and their capacity building & training arrangement to be made 
on dust diseases as per WHO & ILO standard. 

�� Setting up of the Occupational Disease Diagnosis Centre (ODDC) at 
district level ESI, Government hospitals and NRHM centers at different 
location.

�� Limiting exposure to harmful dusts can be achieved further by 
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the concentration with fresh air, and using personal protective respiratory 
equipment as further possible means of the preventing silicosis. 

�� All the workers migrating from one State to other state could be given 
identity cards to make it easier for the treating doctors to get the history 
of the work place, their exposure to the silica dust, working conditions 
and health conditions of the workers.
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A Review Meeting on Silicosis was convened in the National Human Rights 
Commission, New Delhi on 10 June 2011 as a follow-up to the recommendations 
made in the National Conference on Silicosis organized by the Commission on 1 
March 2011. The Review Meeting was chaired by Shri P.C.Sharma, Member, 
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organizations from the States of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and NCT of 
Delhi; and DGFASLI, Mumbai. There was no representation from the State of 
Haryana.

Inaugural Remarks

At the outset, Shri P.C.Sharma, Member, NHRC, while extending a very warm 
welcome to all the participants highlighted the plight of victims affected by silicosis 
and the consequences faced by their families as majority of them were poor migrants 
from other States and worked as contractual labourers in the unorganized sector. 
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to which they were entitled to from their employers. This not only endangered 
their right to health but their very right to life which is a basic human right. He 
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their obligations under the existing labour legislations and the State functionaries 
were equally responsible for ensuring proper implementation of these laws for 
protection of workers employed in hazardous industries. He further stated that there 
was enormous lack of awareness both among the medical fraternity and the general 
masses about the warning signs of silicosis disease in comparison to other deadly 
diseases like HIV/AIDS and cancer. He narrated the predicament of tribal workers 
of Madhya Pradesh which was brought to the notice of the Commission. These 
workers had contracted silicosis while working in the factories of Gujarat. Taking 
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cognizance of the matter, the NHRC recommended to the Government of Gujarat 
that a compensation of Rs. 3 lakhs each be paid to the next of kin of all the deceased 
by the State and a rehabilitation package be given by the Government of Madhya 
Pradesh to all those affected by silicosis. 

Shri P.C. Sharma also appreciated the efforts of the Chief Minister of Rajasthan 
for earmarking a fund of Rs. 25.60 crore for medical and other facilities for stone 
quarry workers. This was a pioneering step in the country for the cause of poor 
people suffering from silicosis. The State Government, furthermore, had constituted 
a Committee under the chairmanship of its Principal Secretary (Mines) to ensure that 
effective measures are taken to deal with the problem. 
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Rajasthan and Gujarat to give an update about the action taken by them on the 
recommendations/suggestions which emanated out of the National Conference on 
Silicosis that was organized by the NHRC on 1 March 2011.

Madhya Pradesh

The Principal Secretary, Department of Labour, Government of Madhya Pradesh 
informed that the State Government was drafting a Bill to provide respite to all those 
working in hazardous occupations, in particular, relating to dust. The State Health 
Commissioner present in the meeting stated that as per the recommendations made 
by the NHRC, the State Department of Health had begun the survey work which 
was earlier taken care of by the State Labour Department. He mentioned that out of 
a total of 50 Districts in the State, 16 Districts had so far been surveyed. The State 
has not come across any case of silicosis in 10 Districts. However, in 4 Districts, 
a few new cases of silicosis have been detected, especially in the tribal population 
of Mandsaur, Jhabua, Alirajpur and Dhar. The State has decided to provide free 
medicines to all those ailing from silicosis. Other than this, the Government of 
Madhya Pradesh had launched the Deen Dayal Antyoday Upchaar Yojana to provide 
free treatment and investigation facilities to underprivileged section of the society so 
that they are safeguarded from indebtedness arising from any kind of illness.

The Health Commissioner further informed that as pointed out by the NHRC in its 
last meeting held on 1 March 2011, the cement industries functioning in Satna and 
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but they did not come across any case of silicosis therein. According to the two 
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the survey work in all the industries in two months time. 
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course of their survey and report back to the NHRC the kind of screening tests being 
carried out by the employers of various industries for detection of silicosis cases 
as well as the type of special measures being taken by them in suspected cases of 
silicosis. Not only this, they were asked to report whether the employers of various 
industries were maintaining a proper register or not for purposes of recording the 
daily attendance of workers, salary paid to each worker, overall leave given to each 
worker including medical leave, the steps being taken by the State for violation of 
labour laws by the erring employers and whether any kind of insurance cover is 
being given to the workers by their employers.

It was pointed out by the Secretary General of the NHRC that the Government of 
Madhya Pradesh should work in close coordination with its neighbouring States 
where the migrant labourers went for work and contracted silicosis. He further was 
of the opinion that the Bill being drafted by the State of Madhya Pradesh should have 
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family members when the victim dies.

An intervention was also made by the representative of PRASAR, New Delhi pointing 
to the fact that there is no need for the Government of Madhya Pradesh to draft a new 
Act as the provisions of the Factories Act, 1948 and its Rules covers everything. The 
need of the hour is to ensure that the Factories Act and its Rules are implemented in 
right earnest. This was also supported by the Director of DGFASLI, Mumbai. Prior 
to this, it was pointed out by the representative of Shilpi Kendra in Indore, Madhya 
Pradesh that no action had been taken despite directions given by the NHRC that a 
sum of Rs. 3 lakhs each be given to the next of kin of 238 deceased migrant workers 
of Madhya Pradesh by the State Government of Gujarat. Similarly, very little action 
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rehabilitation package to be given by the Government of Madhya Pradesh to 304 
persons affected by silicosis. Another representative from Shilpi Kendra mentioned 
that the State was not giving any medicine free of cost to those ailing from silicosis. 
Besides, a direction should be given by the State to declare such families as Below 
Poverty Line (BPL) where any person is affected with silicosis or where a person has 
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the rehabilitation package has been given by the State Government. The Principal 
Secretary and the Health Commissioner gave an assurance that the State would look 
into all these issues and also resolve it.
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With regard to the intervention made by an NGO representative relating to sharing 
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the data pertaining to silicosis that is being derived from the survey as well as the 
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the public domain and this could easily be achieved by posting all the information 
on the State website. Likewise, the Act being drafted by the State also needs to be 
posted on the State website. All this would lead to transparency in the system.

Ministry of Labour and Employment

The Director, Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of India informed 
that the Ministry is bringing out a scheme on silicosis in the Twelfth Five Year Plan. 
The objective of scheme is to identify and eliminate silicosis.

Rajasthan

The Principal Secretary, Department of Mines and Petroleum, Government of 
Rajasthan informed that as per directions given by the NHRC, the State Government 
has paid rupees one lakh each to the next of kin of 21 persons who had died on account 
of silicosis. The State has furthermore created an 83 crore fund under the overall 
supervision of Additional Chief Secretary (Finance) for the well-being of silicosis 
patients and their families. In the current Plan as well, a large sum has been kept 
aside for medical and other needs of silicosis victims. Moreover, it has been decided 
by the State to upgrade medical facilities in all Community Health Centres so that 
immediate medical facilities are provided for diagnosis and treatment of silicosis. 
This exercise, he stated, has already been undertaken in 19 Districts of the State. 
The Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board has also been involved for prevention 
of silicosis. The State is in the process of coordinating with few non-governmental 
organizations who can work on the issue of silicosis at the ground level.

It was told by the Labour Commissioner, Government of Rajasthan that the State is 
promoting wet drilling in mines and stone quarries along with the usage of masks by 
workers in all hazardous industries. The State, she added, had also begun its survey 
work and currently is looking into the issue whether BPL status needs to be extended 
to families where a person is suffering from silicosis or has died due to silicosis.

It was next stated by the representatives of Mine Labour Protection Campaign, an 
NGO based in Jodhpur and New Delhi that as suggested by the Secretary General of 
the NHRC, the details of all the districts surveyed by the Labour Commissioner should 
be posted on the State website. They also brought to the notice of the Commission, 
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987 cases of silicosis which they had found in Jodhpur Hospital and requested the 
Commission to look into the same. 

Member, NHRC, requested the representatives of Mine Labour Protection Campaign 
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matter could be examined by them instantaneously.

Gujarat

The Additional Labour Commissioner of Gujarat and his team comprising Director 
(Safety & Health); Joint Director (Labour); and Environment Engineer, Gujarat 
State Pollution Control Board informed that the State Government has decided to 
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under the 1948 Factories Act, such as, Kheda, Anand, and Panchmahal and so far 
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have been referred to ESI. 

It was brought to the notice of NHRC by the representative of Shilpi Kendra in Indore 
that the glass and gemstone cutting industries based in the State of Gujarat were 
responsible for many deaths and the State Government should initiate proceedings 
against all the offending employers. The representative from the People Team and 
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silicosis to NHRC on which decision was pending. It was, therefore, surprising to 
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considering cases of silicosis the Government of Gujarat should follow a human 
rights approach and not a litigational recourse. The State should thus take up the 
responsibility of paying compensation to the families of those who were employed 
in the State and had died on account of silicosis. It was emphatically stated by him 
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brought to the notice of the Supreme Court. Further, in order to know the correct 
status of silicosis in the State, as recommended by the NHRC from time to time, the 
Government of Gujarat should complete their detailed survey of industries within the 
stipulated time frame. It should also concentrate on the medical treatment of all those 
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silicosis as well as to their families. 
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Concluding Remarks

At the end of the meeting, Shri P.C.Sharma, Member, NHRC made an appeal to 
everyone present that wherever people were found to be suffering from silicosis in 
the country, the concerned State Government should own up the responsibility and 
take required measures for them and their families.
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A meeting was chaired by Hon’ble Member, Shri P.C. Sharma in Bangalore on 18 

November, 2011, in which a review of the action taken by the Southern States in 
the matter of Silicosis on the recommendations made by NHRC and circulated on 
31.12.2010 was undertaken. This was pursuant to the decision taken in the National 
Conference on Silicosis held at New Delhi on 1 March, 2011. 
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of hazardous industries and mapping them for silica generation. According to him, 
silicosis is one of the most dreaded diseases which is irreversible once it sets in. He 
highlighted the apathy shown by employers towards the poor people working for 
the development of the country. He emphasized that there is need to provide for 
preventive measures against this disease in the industries prone to silica generation. 
According to him, there was utmost need for regular medical health check up of the 
workers to detect the incidence of the disease at an early stage. There was also need 
to ensure that the State Governments provide adequate compensation to the workers 
and their families who have been affected by the disease and that this should be 
ensured irrespective of whether they belong to organized or unorganized sectors. 
The Member lamented the fact that the information sent by State Government on 
the questionnaire circulated by NHRC earlier in 2008 was patchy and sometimes 
even vague. It was generally observed that there is reluctance on the part of the 
State Governments to acknowledge the existence of silicosis among workers. They 
cannot shirk responsibility in this way and under the pretext that the workers are 
not belonging to the organized sector. According to him, the NHRC is extremely 
serious regarding this matter and in accordance with the Protection of Human Rights 
Act, 1993 has submitted a special report on the subject to the Parliament to draw 
its attention for the need to bring about necessary legislative changes and take other 
actions. 

REVIEW MEETING OF SOUTHERN 
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Andhra Pradesh
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been carried out, in which 1,961 industries have been covered and a total of 27,800 
persons have been screened. The next step would involve x-ray examination to be 
carried out on the persons suspected to be having the problems. It was also informed 
that the inter-sectoral synergy has been established between ESI, District Hospitals, 
NGOs and the Government and there were three Medical Inspectors for the entire 
State. 
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information should not be restricted only to public sector industries but also private 
sector. He also wanted to know regarding the funds which have been set apart and 
the relief which has been provided. He emphasized on the need for the labour to 
get minimum wages especially in the industries where contractors are involved in 
engaging labour. 

The Principal Secretary, Labour from the Government of A.P. assured that the entire 
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informed that a pilot study was being carried out in the Ranga Reddy District as part 
of this survey. 

Karnataka

As regards the situation in Karnataka, the Secretary, Labour informed that there 
are 13,500 registered factories out of which 200 are silicosis prone. Nearly 20,000 
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that there are 04 reported cases of silicosis which dates back to almost 20 -25 years. 
He also mentioned that the compensation is being paid to the affected. He gave an 
account of 02 cases reported from a glass manufacturing industry in Bengaluru and 
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05 Districts of the State to be silicosis prone, they are districts of Belgaum, Bellary, 
Koppal, Chitradurga and Shimogha. 

It was also informed that 150 industries are likely to be covered in the survey which 
is being carried out by the State Government and in which a NGO is also involved. 
The preliminary report of this survey will be ready by January, 2012. The State 
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silicosis on the basis of this report. 

Member, NHRC highlighted the need for focusing attention on the situation regarding 
problems faced by labour in the Bellary region. According to him, there is need to 
prepare a comprehensive plan based upon inputs relating to incidence of bonded 
labour and non-payment of minimum wages for the Bellary region. He cited the 
example of KBK region in Orissa where the State Government made a focused 
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the problem of starvation. A similar focused attention needs to be made by the State 
Government in Karnataka. He also mentioned that a proper catalogue of the different 
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initiated in order to control wrong practices by the employers which are detrimental 
to the labour welfare. As a result, the situation has improved and the employers are 
initiating necessary measures as per law. 

A suggestion was also received that a Silicosis Board at national level may be 
constituted. The Secretary, Health gave a detailed description of the measures 
carried out by his department with regard to silicosis including the fact that the core 
committee consisting of doctors from ESIC, Health Department, Labour Department 
is being constituted. The time line action plan is prepared to complete the survey 
by January, 2012. The preliminary screening and survey work has been completed 
in the district of Shimogha wherein 50 workers medical data is available. The chest 
x-ray are under scrutiny. The results are awaited in the next one week’s time. He also 
mentioned about the steps relating to training and IEC activities. He informed that 
the State Government had accepted the NHRC recommendations regarding treating 
the silicosis cases as under BPL and providing them with several facilities. He also 
informed about other additional facilities like x-ray technicians, setting up of district 
core committee etc. being put in place for addressing the problem of silicosis.
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Tamil Nadu
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also stated that 27 suspect cases had been referred to higher medical institutions for 
further examination. Mobile medical units were constituted to cover the unorganized 
sector workers. A survey is being conducted to identify silicosis prone industries and 
workers affected by silicosis. The 100 per cent screening of labour working in dust 
prone industries is being carried out. It was conveyed that the survey which is being 
carried out will be completed by March, 2012. 

Kerala
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conveyed the need for carrying out the survey and he promised to complete the same 
by 31Decmber, 2011. 

Puducherry
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in glass manufacturing and ceramic tiles and the State Government had initiated 
measures which included use of protective equipment, apart from educating the 
workers regarding the health hazards involved. It was conveyed that there was no 
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General of Mine Safety also gave their expert views on the subject during the 
discussions. 

Concluding Remarks

In the concluding session, the Member, NHRC thanked the participating State 
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General of Mine Safety for participating in the discussions which were very fruitful 
and served the purpose of focusing the State Governments’ attention on this dread 
disease. He emphasized that the success of these discussions would be gauged by the 
action plans initiated by the respective State Governments on the important issues 
discussed. He urged the participants to remember the three word resolution made at 
the closing of the discussions i.e. ‘let us begin’. 
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A Regional Review Meeting for Eastern region on silicosis was held in the National 
Human Rights Commission, New Delhi on 14 February 2012 as a follow-up to the 
recommendations made in the National Conference on Silicosis organized by the 
Commission on 1 March 2011. The Review Meeting was chaired by Shri P.C.Sharma, 
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governmental organizations from the States of Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, 
Odisha and West Bengal; DG FASLI, Mumbai; and Directorate General of Mines 
Safety, Dhanbad.

Member, NHRC, Shri P.C. Sharma extended a warm welcome to all the participants. 
He pointed out in his address that the problem of silicosis has not received the attention 
it deserves considering the fact that a large number of people are suffering due to it. 
With this in view, the Commission has taken several initiatives. Among these, an 
important initiative has been that of submission of a Special Report on Silicosis to the 
Government of India for placing it before the Parliament in accordance with Section 
20 of the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993. The main objective of the Special 
Report is to draw immediate attention of the Government of India and Members of 
Parliament towards the impact of this deadly disease on the lives of affected workers 
and their families who suffer in silence without access to health care, social security 
and rehabilitation. According to him, while it is hoped that the Government of India 
will take measures and come up with a comprehensive legislation for workers in 
the unorganized sector, the problem can be tackled within the existing legislations 
through their effective implementation. Proper implementation can ensure that 
suitable conditions are created for all workers employed in hazardous work situations. 
He lamented that as of now, concern of NHRC is not matched by that of the States. 

The Member further stated that the issue of silicosis has not only drawn the concern 
of NHRC, but has also attracted the attention of the Supreme Court and the civil 
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society at large. However, the situation remains pathetic at least in some States with 
regard to action taken regarding silicosis. According to him, if the questionnaire 
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there would have been a complete data base available on the issue. But, even basic 
information has not come. According to him, there is reluctance on the part of the 
State Governments/Union Territories to acknowledge the existence of silicosis among 
its workers. The State, he added, could not shy away from taking the responsibility 
of its citizens, especially the poor people working in unorganized sector. 

He mentioned that in the Regional Review Meeting held in Bengaluru on silicosis 
recently, the State representatives of Southern Region, appreciated the efforts of 
NHRC for creating awareness and sensitizing them to the problem of silicosis. 
During the course of the visit, he had met the Chief Secretary of Karnataka and 
suggested the idea of creating a Special Authority which would exclusively look into 
the problem of labour problems in the Bellary region holistically. Concluding his 
inaugural remarks, the Member urged to all the State representatives present on the 
occasion to go back and impress upon their Minister-in-charge or the Chief Secretary 
for urgent need of action on the problem. He advised them not to be in denial mode 
and the idea of such meetings was not to stigmatize any State or person but to seek 
genuine welfare of people affected by silicosis. 

Bihar

Dr. S.B. Singh, Chief Inspector of Factories, Government of Bihar informed 
that the Inspectorate of Factories had collected data from stone crushers, cement 
factories, foundries, ceramics, potteries and graphite industries and found that there 
were approximately 15,000 workers who could be affected by silicosis directly or 
indirectly. The Inspectorate, he added, is in the process of conducting a survey of 
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also mentioned about problems relating to shortage of staff. According to him, the 
Inspectorate is also trying to coordinate with concerned departments like the Health 
Department, Pollution Control Board, E.S.I, Medical Wing and their hospitals and 
NGOs so that the problem of silicosis can be tackled in an effective manner. Shri Singh 
mentioned that so far, no case of silicosis has been reported to the Inspectorate. He 
also informed that the Inspectorate proposes to integrate silicosis control programme 
with the revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme. 
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familiarize themselves with the various provisions of the existing laws viz. the 
Factories Act, 1948; the Mines Act, 1952; and the Employee’s Compensation Act, 
1923 and accordingly should know their obligations and responsibilities towards 
workers working in the unorganized sector. He also stated that the problem of 
silicosis needs to be brought to the notice of the Chief Minister and the Minister 
concerned in the State. He stated that on the pattern of Government of Rajasthan, 
other States could also create a separate corpus for providing compensation and 
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Jharkhand
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that the Health Minister and Chief Secretary in the State is aware about the existing 
problem of silicosis. According to him, a four-member Committee was constituted 
by the Department of Health in December 2010 to study the effects of red dust 
and recommend measures to control the disease of silicosis. In January 2011, a 
meeting under the chairmanship of Mission Director, NRHM was held in which 
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discuss issues related to diseases caused by silica dust. Subsequently, meetings have 
been held with representatives of Department of Labour and Employment, Mines, 
Industries, Directorate of Health, State level NGOs and international organizations. 
Accordingly, a plan of action has further been drawn-up for the year 2012-2013. 
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help to tackle the problem of silicosis also noted that it is unfortunate that the State 
has not taken any steps for giving compensation to affected victims. Dr. S.S. Waghe, 
Director (Medical), DG FASLI, pointed out that it is surprising to know that no 
cases have been reported about silicosis from the State till now and there is no Chief 
Inspectorate in the State. At the same time, it was conveyed by Shri Samit Kumar 
Carr, Secretary General, Occupation Safety & Health Association of Jharkhand that 
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from Swaraj Foundation, Jharkhand conveyed that they had reported about 20 cases 
of silicosis to the Directorate General of Mines Safety in Dhanbad. Moreover, he 
stated, cases of T.B. should receive serious attention to rule out the possibility of 
silicosis. Member, NHRC agreed with the suggestion and stated that all reported 
cases should be disposed off properly. It was also agreed that a proper reporting 
mechanism should be in place for correct reporting. 
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Chhattisgarh

Shri Avinash Kunjan, Deputy Director, Industrial Health & Safety, Raipur, 
Chhattisgarh informed that out of 10,560 workers employed in the State 1,559 
workers were exposed to silica dust. However, no case of silicosis has so far come 
to the notice of the State Government. It was also observed that the State did not 
have any kind of mechanism for detection of workers ailing from silicosis. There 
were also no Medical Inspectors in the State. He informed that the Government 
of Chhattisgarh proposes to medically examine all the workers employed in the 
crushers and construction sites during 2012-2013. Dr. S.S. Waghe mentioned that 
he too had visited the State in November 2011 for carrying out a survey in crushers 
and a cement factory in village Moora of Raipur District. 

Member, NHRC was pleased to know that the State has plans to medically examine 
all the workers employed in different factories. He, however, reiterated that the 
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questionnaire circulated by the NHRC. They should also inform NHRC about the 
status of compensation paid so far to the affected workers. 

Odisha

Dr. B. Panigrahi, Additional Director, Health Services, Government of Odisha told 
that the State is aware about the problem of silicosis but there has been no reported 
cases during the last three years despite the existence of a Silicosis Board. Member, 
NHRC expressed surprise that a Silicosis Board has been set up but there is no case 
of silicosis. Shri S.A. Azad, from People’s Rights and Social Research Centre, 
New Delhi informed that 10 cases of silicosis had been reported from the Mahanadi 
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West Bengal

Smt. Mahua Banerjee, Joint Director (Personnel), Government of West Bengal 
informed that except in Birbhum and Bankura districts, the problem relating to 
silicosis in comparison to other Eastern States is comparatively less in West Bengal. 
According to her, a pilot study on wage earners in the stone crushing industry 
in Birbhum district, was jointly conducted by the Directorate of Health & Family 
Welfare and the Department of Environment, Government of West Bengal. The study 
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spite of non-detectable range of free silica responsible for silicosis. The Directorate 
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the factories coming under its jurisdiction. She, however, expressed that the detailed 
survey about the prevalence of silicosis disease is yet to take place in the State as the 
same got postponed on account of the Assembly elections. She stated that there is also 
need to build up the capacities of the doctors and para-medical staff. Besides, there 
is a need to organize awareness generation programmes for factory owners, trade 
unions and workers so that they are aware about their rights and responsibilities. 
She further conveyed that a State Level Coordinating Committee is in the process 
of being constituted to evolve appropriate strategies for effective implementation 
of NHRC’s recommendations covering preventive, remedial, rehabilitation and 
compensation aspects of silicosis to all those affected. She made a request to NHRC 
to grant the State Government, 8 month time for carrying out the survey. She also 
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carrying out IEC and capacity building activities. 

Shri Sunil Soren, from Birbhum Adivasi Gaota stated that in Birbhum alone, there 
are more than 2,000 stone crusher units and more than 800 stone quarries. The X-ray 
machines are always out of order. The doctors posted there have no knowledge 
about silicosis. They often confused silicosis with tuberculosis. Recently, 70 X-rays 
had been taken of workers, out of which 30 had the probability of being affected by 
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the State. 

Member, NHRC remarked that the State of West Bengal seems to have made no 
serious effort to tackle the problem of silicosis. He suggested to Smt. Mahua Banerjee 
that on her return, she must apprise the concerned Secretary of her Department who 
then should explain the problem to the Chief Minister. He also desired that the 
Minister of Industries should also be told about the problem of silicosis. The ultimate 
responsibility of owning the problem lay with the State and it needs to ensure good 
working conditions for workers so that right to life which is a Fundamental Right 
is enjoyed by all workers. The State, he mentioned, in no way should abdicate its 
responsibility.
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gave their detailed views on the subject during the discussions. The Director of 
DGMS, made a detailed presentation about the Directorate and laws dealt by it. 
It was also suggested/agreed that DG FASLI could assist the State Government in 
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Concluding Remarks

Concluding the meeting, Shri P.C.Sharma, Member, NHRC made an appeal to 
everyone present that wherever people were found to be suffering from silicosis in 
the country, the concerned State Government should own up the responsibility and 
take all necessary measures for providing relief to them.
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REVIEW MEETING OF NORTHERN 
REGION ON SILICOSISC
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A Regional Review Meeting on Silicosis was held under the chairmanship of Shri 
P.C. Sharma, Hon’ble Member, NHRC in the National Human Rights Commission, 
New Delhi on 4 May 2012 as a follow-up to the recommendations made by it in the 
National Conference on Silicosis organized on 1 March 2011 in New Delhi. The 
meeting was attended by Shri A.C. Pandey, Joint Secretary and Smt. Vandana Sharma, 
Director, Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of India besides State 
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General of Mines Safety, Dhanbad were also present. There was no representation 
from the State of Himachal Pradesh and the Union Territory of Goa.

At the outset, Member, NHRC extended a warm welcome to all the participants 
and emphasized upon the fact that the situation relating to the problem of silicosis 
remained extremely grim in the country as the disease till date is not taken seriously 
both from the health and human rights perspective. Most of the State Governments 
have not made serious efforts to address the issue. According to him, silicosis is one 
of the most dreaded diseases since it is irreversible once it sets in. He highlighted 
the lack of concern shown by employers towards the poor people working for the 
overall growth and development of the country. He stressed that despite umpteen 
legislations, healthy working conditions are not being created for the workers by 
their employers nor are the concerned Government Departments keen to implement 
preventive, curative, rehabilitative and compensatory measures. The poor workers, 
who by and large work in the unorganized sector, are the worst affected. In some 
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wiped out on account of silicosis. These workers contracted the disease while working 
in mines, slate industries, gem-cutting factories or other manufacturing units that 
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lack of callousness on the part of State authorities is only adding to the agony of the 
poor workers, he emphasized. 

The Member, however, applauded the efforts made by the State Governments of 
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measures to those affected by silicosis as well as their kith and kin. He also had a 
word of appreciation for the civil society which continues to work painstakingly 
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cases for provision of relief and other entitlements to the workers and their families. 
They have been generating awareness about the existence of silicosis and its harmful 
effects on the health of the workers. The Hon’ble Member then requested Shri 
A.C. Pandey, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Labour and Employment (M/o L&E), 
Government of India to underline the steps being taken by the Government with 
regard to silicosis. 

Joint Secretary (M/o L&E) expressed that he was grateful to the NHRC for 
highlighting the issue of silicosis and bringing it to the centre stage of Government 
priorities. As a result, the Government has now started pondering over the issue, 
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accidents are reported immediately, occupational diseases like silicosis take time to 
come to the surface due to lack of awareness on the subject. He also mentioned that 
majority of the people affected by silicosis in the country are casual workers and no 
attention is paid to them despite there being a clause both in the Factories Act, 1948 
and the Mines Act, 1952 about compulsory disclosure of information by the employer 
where hazardous processes are involved. Absence of proper reporting system in the 
country with regard to engagement of casual and contract workers who represent 
94% of the unorganized sector was another factor that led to nil reporting of silicosis 
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of silicosis cases are not effective. As a result, instead of giving proper treatment 
on silicosis these cases are misinterpreted as tuberculosis. Given the existing reality, 
he informed that the Ministry of Labour and Employment has proposed a new plan 
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Five-Year Plan. The total outlay proposed for the scheme is 24 crores. The Ministry 
also proposes to launch a major publicity campaign with Doordarshan for which an 
amount of Rs. 7.15 crores has been earmarked for creating awareness amongst the 
masses on silicosis. The Action Plan in respect of this initiative is being prepared. 
Further, according to him, the DGMS has been directed to undertake studies through 
the National Institute of Miners Health/National Institute of Occupational Health 
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relating to occupational diseases with particular focus on silicosis during the current 
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Factories Rules 120 (Manipulation of Stone or any other material containing free 
silica) to include the aspect of mandatory health survey, dust survey and surveillance 
of the process. 

Shri P.C. Sharma reiterated that the governmental approach suffers from lack of any 
thought for the social security of the workers, especially those falling in the category 
of migrant labourers. Dubious arguments are cited by the concerned authorities to 
evade the basic responsibility for ensuring the well being of the workers as envisioned 
in various laws such as the Factories Act, the Minimum Wages Act, the Mines Act 
and the Inter-State Migrant Workmen Act. The State, be it the Central Government 
or the State Government, should be held responsible for all silicosis deaths and an 
ex-gratia payment needs to be made immediately to the victim or their kith and kin. 
This point, he said, has been recommended by the NHRC as well in the Special 
Report submitted to Parliament of India on Silicosis. 

Dr. Rajiv Sharma, Secretary General stated that the problem of silicosis should form 
an integral component of the National Rural Health Mission to ensure the health 
safety of the vulnerable workers. 

It was also suggested to Joint Secretary (M/o L&E) that the Minister of Labour and 
Employment should convene a National Conference of all Chief Ministers on the 
issue of silicosis so that they are made aware about the disease and the problems 
faced by the victims of silicosis and their families. 

Dr. U.C. Ojha, Director, Institute of Occupational Health and Environment Research, 
and Head, Department of Pulmonary Medicine, ESIC Hospital, Basai Darapur, New 
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by making the doctors aware about the disease of silicosis. He also explained the 
vision, mission, objective and functions of the Institute of Occupational Health and 
Environment Research (IOHER), which has been established as a new initiative. 

Member, NHRC pointed out that there is a need to improve the working conditions of 
all those employed in silica prone industries and provision of adequate compensation 
for affected workers and their families. 
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Uttar Pradesh

Dr. Saudan Singh, DG Medical Education, Government of Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow 
stated that steps are being taken by the State to register all workers working in the 
unorganized sector. Moreover, the State is of the view that all those affected by 
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population. In addition, all dangerous industries should be closed down and the 
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Act. During 2010-2011, the Government of Uttar Pradesh was able to diagnose 
only 15 cases of silicosis. However, according him, there is a need to spread further 
awareness about the disease of silicosis among the medical fraternity. 

Member, NHRC desired to know from the State representative the steps taken by 
the Government of Uttar Pradesh to deal with the social aspects of silicosis. He also 
expressed that the States have failed in carrying out a mandatory survey of workers 
and monitoring of the victims of silicosis including the survey of the population 
at risk. Nor according to him, have any of the States tendered replies to the ten 
questions framed by the NHRC or have drawn a plan of action to tackle the problem 
of silicosis. 

Dr. Singh informed that there is a need to build-up a cadre of Master Trainers who 
could spread awareness on silicosis among the health professionals and para-medical 
staff. He also conveyed that in order to control the disease of silicosis, it should 
be integrated with the National Tuberculosis Control Programme. Moreover, he 
explained, there should be a close coordination between the Departments of Health, 
Labour, DG FASLI, Labour Institute, National Occupational Health Institute, T.B. 
Association and the civil society. 

Maharashtra

As regards the situation in Maharashtra, Dr. A.B. Band, Certifying Surgeon, 
Directorate of Industrial Safety & Health, Mumbai, informed that the risk of silicosis 
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operations under schedule VIII Rule 114 of MFR 63. They are glass manufacturing, 
cleaning and smoothing of articles by jet of sand metal shot or other abrasive propelled 
by a blast of compressed air or steam. For these two operations, he described a range 
of safety measures like protective clothing and medical examination comprising 
clinical check-up, lungs function tests, chest X-ray, etc. These provisions, he stated, 
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on the basis of number of workers employed therein. He further informed that based 
on the recommendations of the Commission, the Government of Maharashtra is in 
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addition, he suggested that there is an urgent need to publicize the disease of silicosis 
and its symptoms through organizing workshops on quarterly basis at the Tehsil and 
District level by involving all the medical and para-medical staff. 

Uttarakhand
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Medical Services and Shri R.K. Singh, Deputy Director of Factory and Boilers, 
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Member of NHRC the need for carrying out the survey and a plan of action which 
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Punjab

The representative from Punjab Government, Dr. Deepak Bhatia, State Surveillance 
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the processes and operations having the potential to cause silicosis are foundries, 
ceramic and glass industries, cement industries and stone crushing industries. To 
tackle the problem, an action plan has been drawn up under the NRHM and the 
responsibilities for executing those actions have been given to the Department of 
Labour & Employment, ESI/Civil Hospitals and the Department of Health and 
Family Welfare. 
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representatives of NGOs also gave their expert views on the subject during the 
discussions. 

Concluding Remarks
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ESIC, DG FASLI and Director General of Mines Safety as well as representatives 
of NGOs for participating in the discussions. He, however, reiterated that the 
State representatives deputed for the meeting did not come from the respective 
Ministries/Departments of Health and were thus not well-equipped for participation 
in the meeting. This amply demonstrated the lack of interest in the subject by State 
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Governments/Union Territories. He expressed that it would be desirable to call a 
meeting of the Secretaries of all the States/ Union Territories next time so that they 
are sensitized about the gravity of the problem and consequently draw up an action 
plan to tackle the issue.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
SILICOSIS HELD ON 25 JULY 2014 AT 
NEW DELHI.C
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A one-day National Conference on Silicosis was organized by the National Human 
Rights Commission at India International Centre, New Delhi on 25 July 2014. The 
main objectives of the Conference were: (i) to assess the status of action taken by all 
States/Union Territories on the earlier recommendations made by the Commission 
on preventive, remedial, rehabilitative and compensation aspects of silicosis; (ii) 
to evaluate the existing situation of silicosis in the light of action taken; and (iii) 
recommend/suggest effective measures for its eventual eradication. 

The Conference deliberated on three major themes in three plenary sessions. Prior 
to these three plenary sessions, Shri J.S. Kochher, Joint Secretary, NHRC made 
a presentation on NHRC intervention on silicosis. This presentation is annexed at 
(Annexure A).

The plenary sessions were as follows:

Session-I was chaired by Shri S. C. Sinha, Member, NHRC. The issues 
discussed included the existing Status of Silicosis and Implementation of NHRC 
Recommendations on Preventive, Remedial, Rehabilitative and Compensation 
Aspects of Silicosis & Other Initiatives/Best Practices Undertaken.

In this session, twelve presentations were made by State representatives of 
Governments of Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Jharkhand, Karnataka, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and West 
Bengal. These presentations are annexed at (Annexure B. i-xii)

Session-II: Narration of Ground Realities – Perspective of Civil Society Regarding 
Way Forward was chaired by Shri S. C. Sinha, Member, NHRC.
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Vikas Sansthan, Karauli; People’s Rights & Social Research Centre, New Delhi; 
and Occupational Safety and Health Association of Jharkhand (OSHAJ), Jharkhand. 
These presentations are annexed at (Annexure C. i-ii)

Session–III: Justice Shri D. Murugesan, Member, NHRC chaired this session Silicosis: 
Occupational Safety, Health, Welfare and Other Legislations and Regulations. 

Four presentations were made by senior representatives of Directorate General 
Factory Advice Service & Labour Institutes (DGFASLI), Mumbai; Directorate 
General of Mines Safety, Dhanbad; National Institute of Occupational Health, 
Ahmadabad; and National Institute of Miners’ Health, Nagpur. The last presentation 
on the subject was made by its former Director. These presentations are annexed at 
(Annexure D. i-iii)

Recommendations of the National Conference

Based on the deliberations held in the plenary sessions, the following recommendations 
emanated from the National Conference:

1. All States and Union Territories should provide complete information along 
with action taken on the following recommendations which the Commission 
has earlier made on the problem of silicosis:

�� To furnish complete information with regard to ten points sent to the 
State/UT Governments in the year 2009 for an action taken.

�� To furnish the action taken by the State/UT Governments on the set 
of recommendations prepared by the Commission on Preventive, 
Remedial, Rehabilitative and Compensation aspects relating to silicosis 
vide letter No. 11/3/2005-PRP&P dated 13 December 2010.

�� To furnish the action taken by the States/UT Governments on the 
recommendations emanated during the National Conference on Silicosis 
held on 1 March 2011 vide letter No. 11/3/2005-PRP&P dated 11 April 
2011.

�� Action taken on all these 3 (three) sets of recommendations made by 
the Commission should be furnished by the end of December 2014. 
While doing so, the State/UT Governments must also furnish to the 
Commission their respective action plans for elimination of silicosis. 

2. All States and Union Territories must particularly report to Commission the 
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of hazardous and suspected hazardous industries in both organized and 
unorganized sector, where workers are likely to be affected by silicosis. 
Besides, their survey should throw light on the status of ex-workers. States 
and Union Territories who have so far not acted upon to the aforementioned 
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the Commission latest by December 2014.

3. The States/UTs should maintain and share detailed information on:

�� Number of workers in silica prone industries;

�� Total number of incidents/cases of silicosis;

�� The status of treatment being given to victims;

�� Kind of screening tests being carried out by the employers of various 
industries for detection of silicosis cases;

�� Type of special measures being taken by employers in suspected cases 
of silicosis;

�� Whether the employers of various industries were maintaining a proper 
register for the purpose of recording the daily attendance of workers, 
salary paid to each worker, leave given to each worker including 
medical leave;

�� Steps taken by the State/UT for violation of labour laws regarding the 
erring employers;

�� Whether any kind of insurance cover given to the workers by their 
employers;

�� Measures undertaken for prevention of silicosis;

�� In the case of ex-workers, apart from making an assessment about their 
actual number, the kind of treatment, rehabilitation and compensation 
package given to them by their employers;

�� In case of death of a worker, their respective family is taken care of 
or not.
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all unregistered factories where workers are likely to be affected by silicosis. 
Other States and Union Territories may also launch similar drive/effort.
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units having potential to cause silicosis notwithstanding that the number of 
persons employed therein being less than ten, if working with the aid of power 
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as may be declared to be a factory under Section 85(1) of the Factories Act, 
1948. Besides, States and Union Territories should ensure strict enforcement 
of the Factories Act, 1948 by appointing Inspectors and Certifying Surgeons 
under the Act.

6. Similarly, the manufacturing processes or operations carried out in factories 
in which manipulation of stone or any other material containing free silica is 
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the Factories Act, 1948 by all States and Union Territories. The Ministry of 
Labour and Employment, Government of India through DGFASLI has framed 
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processes under Section 87 of the Factories Act 1948 including manipulation 
of stone or any other material containing free silica (Schedule XIII). These 
Model Factory Rules under Schedule XIII shall also apply to stone or other 
material that contain not less than 5 percent of free silica, by weight which 
includes stone crushers, gem and jewellery, slate pencil making, agate 
industry, pottery and glass manufacturing. Precautionary measures need to 
be taken by employers for protection of all persons employed therein by way 
of periodical medical examination, providing welfare amenities and sanitary 
facilities and the supply of protective equipments and clothing. Employment 
of women, adolescents and children in any of the operations involving 
manipulation or at any place where such operations are carried out should be 
completely prohibited.

7. As of now, there seems to be considerable variation in standards of medical 
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diagnosis procedure across the country primarily consisting of detailed 
occupational history, chest radiography, C.T. scan and lung biopsy. There 
is also a need to create occupational disease centres in all ESI Hospitals and 
OPDs for occupational diseases in all civil hospitals. These should be well 
equipped with Chest Specialists, Radiologists and other technical staff for 
proper diagnosis, treatment and referral. In addition, districts having high 
rate of silicosis, their District Hospitals must be well prepared for diagnosis 
and management of silicosis.

8. As prevention is the only remedy, it will be paramount to lay emphasis on 
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State Factories Rules, by taking recourse to engineering control, medical 
control and administrative control measures. Besides, imparting training to 
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all workers and employers should become an annual feature whereby they 
are sensitized to the health effects of silica dust exposure including operations 
and material that produce silica dust hazards, application of engineering 
controls and work practices that reduce dust concentration, personal hygiene 
practices, etc. For this purpose, DGFASLI has also prepared a checklist for 
prevention of silicosis, which can be availed of by all States/UTs for usage of 
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as this would enable them to judiciously undertake safety and occupational 
health survey.

9. Immediate recruitment of Chest Specialists, Certifying Surgeons and 
Radiologists and their capacity building and training on dust diseases as per 
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Certifying Surgeons so as to overcome their shortage. This may be replicated 
by other States as well.

10. Need to issue identity cards to all workers so that the responsibility of 
employers is ensured and it is possible at any future point of time to establish 
an employee, employer relationship.

11. In Andhra Pradesh, workers in the unorganized sector are covered under 
the Rajiv Aarogyasri Community Health Insurance Scheme. The scheme 
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lakhs in a year for the treatment of serious ailments requiring hospitalization 
and surgery. A scheme on similar lines could be put in place by other States/
Union Territories if not already there in view of large number of affected 
workers in the unorganized sector.

12. The Government of Andhra Pradesh has also constituted the Building and 
Other Construction Workers Welfare Board under which schemes for the 
welfare of building and other construction workers are being implemented for 
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employed in stone quarries and stone crushers have further been declared 
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Board. Likewise, the Government of Madhya Pradesh has established Slate 
Pencil Workers Welfare Board. The fund collected by the Board through 
cess is used for providing social security to workers and their dependents. 
A Policy on Silicosis has also been framed by the Government of Madhya 
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Pradesh under which various schemes are being provided to affected workers. 
In addition, the Government of Madhya Pradesh has successfully relocated 
polluting units from residential areas to industrial estate, thereby reducing the 
exposure of silica. There is a need to replicate these best practices by other 
States and Union Territories as well.

13. The Andhra Pradesh Factories Rules, 1950 under the Factories Act, 1948 
and Madhya Pradesh Factories Rules, 1962 should be examined and similar 
Rules put in place in other States and Union Territories.

[

14. There is a need to set up a separate Silicosis Board/Fund, similar to the one 
set up by the Government of Odisha, in all the States and Union Territories as 
a single window for purposes of claiming compensation by workers affected 
by silicosis and in the event of death of the worker by their dependents.

15. Need for better coordination between various Departments of Central and 
State Governments to deal with the problem of silicosis which includes the 
Departments of Health, Labour, DG FASLI, Labour Institute, Occupational 
Health Institutes, T.B. Association and the Civil Society. Similarly, there 
is a need for better coordination among States from where the workers 
migrate for better opportunities. However, it would be useful to evolve a 
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in the MGNREGA Scheme by providing for more number of wage days in 
the interest of migrant workers as recommended by the NHRC in its earlier 
National Conference on Silicosis held on 1 March 2011.
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the occupational health hazards of mining and related milling operations 
leading to silicosis. The implementation of the Mines Act, 1952 has revealed a 
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Some of these necessitate new forms of control while others require strict 
enforcement of the existing legal provisions. Till the time, the existing Mines 
Act is recast, there is need to strictly enforce Sections 5-9, 11, 22, 23, 25, 
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Director General of Mines Safety.

17. The National Institute of Occupational Health or the National Institute of 
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mining and problems faced by mine workers.
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18. Pollution from thermal power stations across the country need to be brought 
under surveillance for risk of silicosis of not only to workers but to the 
neighbouring population in residential areas as coal and coal ash contains 
silica ranging from 18% to 30% approximately.
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Act, 1948, Section 25 of the Mines Act, 1952 but also a compensable disease 
under Schedule III, Part C of Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, now 
known as Employees’ Compensation Act, 1923. As per the Act, amount of 
compensation is calculated on the basis of actual disability. For victims of 
silicosis, this disability should be considered 100% as per order passed by 
the High Court of Gujarat in case 3449 of 1999 (Babubhai vs ESIC). ESIC 
should resolve to make it a rule so that the victim is compensated without the 
burden of proof.
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needs to be carried out. For this purpose, there is a need to amend the 
Employees’ Compensation Act, 1923 as well as Employees’ State Insurance 
Act, 1948. In both these Acts, there is a ‘qualifying period’ for claiming 
compensation. This acts as a hindrance for workers to claim compensation. 
This should be removed and any worker found to be suffering from silicosis 
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of claims.

21. ‘Occupational Health’ should be made part of MBBS curriculum.

22. The Unorganized Workers Social Security Act, 2008 provides for National/
State Social Security Boards. On the same lines, Mine Workers Welfare Boards 
may be constituted for recommending welfare schemes to be formulated for 
the welfare of mine workers employed in the unorganized sector.

23. A national helpline with Directorate General of Mines Safety should be started 
for registration of complaints and accidents of employees working in mines.
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A meeting of the experts was held in the National Human Rights Commission on 23 
December, 2014 to discuss the Memorandum of Action Taken Report on the Special 
Report of the NHRC on Silicosis that was laid in the Parliament earlier. The meeting 
was chaired by Hon’ble Member, Shri S.C. Sinha. 

2. Shri J.S. Kochher, Joint Secretary (Training & Research) extended a warm 
welcome to the experts and informed them about the purpose of the meeting. He also 
informed about the aim of the special report prepared by the NHRC, which was to 
bring before the Parliamentarians as well as the Government of India, the problems 
faced by workers affected by Silicosis and their families especially, those belonging 
to the unorganized sector. The participants were also informed that a large number 
of recommendations regarding the labour legislations were made by the Commission 
in the Report, on which the response of the Government of India has now been 
received. The meeting has been called for deciding about the action to be taken 
further. Shri Kochher then requested Hon’ble Mumber to give his opening remarks.

[3. Shri Sinha, Hon’ble Member, NHRC also extended a warm welcome to all 
participants. He stated with humility that the invited experts were more informed 
on the issues at stake relating to Silicosis as contained in the special report and 
memorandum of action taken. He, therefore, invited the participants to give their 
views and reactions as well as suggestions regarding further action to be taken on 
these issues. 

4. Shri Jagdish Patel, Director, Peoples Training and Research Centre, Vadodra, stated 
that in the action taken report, on many issues, the responsibility of State Governments 
has been mentioned. However, they are not shouldering that responsibility. He 
highlighted some of the shortcomings in the action taken report especially, regarding 
the recommendation to amend the law to include monitoring workplace environment 
at every eight hours and recommendation regarding amendment of law to provide for 
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occupational diseases. He also highlighted that ATR does not give any concrete reply 
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to the non-utilization of Section 90 of the Factories Act nor does it discuss regarding 
the inspection of illegal mines being operated. It also does not mention about the 
ESI Corporation resolution dated 25.2.1992 regarding relaxation of the minimum 
service condition of six months as a qualifying service under section 52 of the ESI 
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also stated that while even in organized sector, there are a large number of factories / 
workers employed therein not covered by Factories Act, the workers in unorganized 
sectors are completely ignored.

5. Shri Jagdish Patel suggested the following:

�� He was of the view that Factory Act should be liberalized to give prosecution 
powers to the workers, trade union and civil society organizations for the 
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imposed should go to the complainant on the charges being proved which 
will encourage enforcement. The workers, trade union and civil society 
organizations can help in enforcement of the provisions of the Act. He 
also referred to an umbrella legislation in the form of “Occupational 
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Commission for ensuring a minimum level of protection to the workers 
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No. 155 by Government of India which will place responsibility on 
Government of India to give protection and safety to workers.

�� Further, he suggested that for the diagnosis of occupations diseases in 
all public hospitals, OPD for occupational diseases should be started, 
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for diagnosis. States can start with, opening OPD in one hospital on 
experimental basis and then extend this to other hospitals. 

6. He suggested the following good practices for emulation in other States/Districts:

�� In M.P., the State Government passed a State Law called M.P. Slate Pencil 
Workers Act Fund 1982 as well as Rules 1983. Under the provisions of 
this law, State collects cess on the production of pencil units and fund so 
collected is utilized for registered Silicosis victims. Local Civil Surgeon 
is empowered to diagnose and certify Silicosis. On production of the 
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by the Welfare Board.
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�� Slate Pencil units employing even one worker are covered under ESI Act 
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�� In city of Mandsaur, slate pencil units were being operated in residential 
areas where silica dust would threaten health of neighborhood. To protect 
non-workers and citizens, State Government used legal provisions to 
stop commercial activity in the residential areas, provided them separate 
industrial area outside city and successfully shifted them all there. 

7. Dr. P.K. Sishodia, Director, National Institute of Occupational Health also added 
that the purpose of the proposed umbrella Act was to cover all the existing labour 
legislations. According to him, the basic concept of the umbrella Act related to the 
issues relevant to all workers working in organized as well as unorganized sectors 
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to set up Occupational Health and Safety Commission with members representing 
various institutions and Government bodies. He stated that recently, the Ministry of 
Labour and Employment had come out with the proposed “The Occupational Health 
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Occupational Health Regulatory Authority so as to regulate monitoring of workers 
who contract occupational diseases like silicosis, asbestosis and coal-workers who 
contract pneumoconiosis due to primary and secondary exposure to substances and 
processes which lead to these occupational diseases impacting the workers and their 
families adversely. Dr. Sishodia was requested by the Hon’ble Member to provide a 
note on this umbrella Act for which he agreed. 

8. Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, referring to the recommendations of the Commission 
relating to Section 85 as recommended in the Special Report on Silicosis stated that 
all the processes where silica dust is generated are hazardous in nature and, therefore, 
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9. Shri Patel from Peoples Training & Research Centre, Vadodara informed that 
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the manufacturing activities. However, there are large numbers of other silicosis 
prone activities which cannot be termed as factories. 

10. Shri S.C. Sinha then referred to the issue of unauthorized mining and stated that 
if a number of mines are unauthorized, then how the safety standards in those mines 
can be ensured. He also stated that as against the sanctioned strength of 269 posts 
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of Mining Inspectors, only 138 are in position. In such a situation, enforceability of 
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that the basic responsibility, as far as mines is concerned, is that of mine owners and 
DGMS is only an enforcement agency and it primarily goes to the mines and inspects 
the safety mechanism in place and can take action if there is violation in this regard. 

11. Shri Mohit Gupta, Coordinator, Occupational and Environment Health Network 
of India stated that the onus of implementation of all the Acts in India lies on the 
owners including in the case of Mines Act as well as Factories Act. The responsibility 
of the Inspectors is to ensure that its provisions are being enforced by the owner 
but practically, the enforcement is not happening. Hon’ble Member intervened and 
asked if the onus of enforcement of implementation of provisions is on the owners 
then who is going to enforce discipline, if it is not being enforced. Shri Gupta replied 
that most of the laws or rules which have been made are mostly for big mines like 
coal mines but there is no rule for smaller quarries which generally do not have any 
dust provision or dust protection. 
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Mines Act, and asked as to under which Act, the stone quarries will be covered. 
Shri Sinha expressed that no clear provision was there for stone quarries. Hon’ble 
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since for stone quarries, none of these Acts applies, there is a need of separate law 
to regulate the working of stone quarries.

13. Shri Patel suggested that some of the issues in the Act may need an amendment. 
With regard to the amendment, Shri Patel explained that in stone quarries, where 
stones are taken off from the soil, then it comes under the purview of mining and 
Mines Act, but when it comes out and broken into small pieces, then it falls under 
factory and comes under the purview of Factories Act. He further suggested that 
the Factories Act should be made more liberal by providing more powers to the 
workers, trade unions, etc. which means that the workers and trade unions can go to 
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14. Shri M.R. Rajput, Director (Safety), Regional Labour Institute, stated that in the 
Factories Act, the workers have been given the power to warn the management about 
the danger and they have every right to approach the Inspectors of the factories in 
order to bring to their notice about all the violations going on at work place. At this 
point, Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, enquired, if the worker has taken the initiative 
to inform the management or Inspector, then who is supposed to check whether the 
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factory owner has taken any preventive step or whether the factory Inspector has 
taken the cognizance or not? Shri Rajput replied that it is the Chief Inspector of the 
Factories at State level to inquire about this matter.

15. Further, the Hon’ble Member enquired about the number of mines operating 
in the country. Director of the Mines Safety, Shri Ashim Sinha replied that the 
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of opening i.e. legal mines are about eight thousand in number. Hon’ble Member 
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Shri Sinha, Director of Mines Safety replied that DGMS have no power to cancel 
the license but to the maximum, it can only put up a notice or an order if the work 
is not being carried out properly or there is any violation. Shri Ashim further said 
that DGMS can also report about the violations to Court of Law. Hon’ble Member, 
NHRC suggested that had there been some punitive action the things would have 
been improved.

16. Shri Gupta, Co-ordinator, Environic Trust informed that not even a single 
instance has come to the notice where mines have been closed because of violation of 
safety conditions. He added that even the small mines have also not been instructed 
for this purpose. Highlighting one of the important provisions of both the Acts i.e. 
Factories Act as well as Mines Act, Shri Gupta informed that under both the Acts 
there is a provision to collect data of inspection. At the same time, the DGFASLI 
on its website, can present such data. However, most of the States do not bother to 
provide the data like date of inspection, number of accidents, etc. He said that there 
is no provision for penalizing the factory Inspectors for not providing the data.

17. Shri Rana Sen Gupta, Managing Trustee, Mine Labour Protection Campaign, 
Jodhpur stated that only those mines are inspected which have given the notice of 
opening. It means that the mines which have not submitted the notice of opening, 
should not be allowed to operate. If the State is allowing them to operate, then it 
is illegal. Citing the example of Rajasthan, Shri Rana informed that approximately 
33,000 mines are operational, of which only 3706 mines have submitted the Notice 
of Opening. The DGMS is unaware about the operation of the remaining mines and 
is thus unable to secure safe mining operations of these mines. He further elaborated 
that Mining is a State subject, whereas Mine workers are a Union subject. Thus, 
according to him, while enforcement of labour laws is a central subject, there is no 
system of monitoring the labour situation in the mines and quarries in States.
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18. Shri Sinha, Hon’ble Member, NHRC, summing up the issue of information 
regarding mining operation and grant of license by State Governments, stated that it 
is an important gap which needs to be addressed. The State Government presently 
has no responsibility to inform the Department of Mines, Government of India. He 
suggested that it should be mandatory for every State Government to inform the 
Department of Mines, Government of India, whenever a license is granted to operate 
a mine. He suggested further that there should be a condition that the State should 
not collect royalty from a mine which is operating but has not given information 
about it to DGMS.

19. Shri Rana, while agreeing to the suggestions made by Hon’ble Member, stated 
that State Government should also take the responsibility of ensuring information of 
operation of a mine by the owner to the DGMS. Elaborating this suggestion, Shri 
Rana stated that the day the owner starts a mine, he should give a notice of opening 
to DGMS. It is also the responsibility of the State to ask from the owner, the day 
royalty collection starts, whether he has informed about the starting of operation to 
DGMS. Otherwise, his operations should not be allowed.

20. Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, simplifying the issue, suggested that if among the 
conditions of licence which is granted by the State one more condition is imposed 
that the mines will be allowed to start the operations only if the mine operator 
gives the notice of opening to the Department of Mines, Government of India. To 
this provision, Shri Rana informed that this condition is already being imposed but 
the States do not take any measures to check as to whether the mine operator had 
actually done that. He suggested that the State should impose a condition that it will 
not collect Royalty from a mine which is operating but has not informed about it to 
DGMS.

21. Shri Rajesh Kishore, Secretary General, NHRC, suggested that there is no harm 
in informing simultaneously to the Ministry of Labour as well as Department of 
Mines by the mines owner about establishing and operating the Mines. Shri Rana 
informed that to prevent violation of Section 16 of the Mines Act, 1952, every lease 
deed or license agreement in the country should include the clause of submission of 
Form 1 and compliance with Mines Act; and that for renewal of leases and issuance 
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issued by DGMS. This will ensure compliance of occupation safety and health norms 
and ensure that DGMS is aware of the number of mining leases and quarry licenses 
issued in the country. This will be one of the much needed links between the State 
and the Union or State Mining Department and Ministry of Labour and Employment.
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22. Shri Ashim Sinha referring to the Section 16 of the Mines Act, 1952 informed 
that as per the Section 16, the owner, agent or manager of a mine shall before the 
commencement of any mining operation, give to the Chief Inspector, Indian Bureau 
of Mines and the District Magistrate of the district in which the mine is situated, 
notice in writing in prescribed form and containing such particulars relating to the 
mine as may be prescribed which means ‘intent of opening’. Shri Ashim Sinha 
further stated that every mine shall be under a sole manager who shall have the 
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is operating as per the statutory provisions. Shri Ashim Sinha also informed that 
DGMS will not allow operating the mines until owner appoints a manager which 
means that without appointing a manager one cannot operate a mine.

23. Reiterating the need for amendment in Mines Act, Shri Patel added that every 
mine owner or the State Government will have to send a notice to the DGMS 
regarding the collection of the revenue. The day the revenue starts coming, whether 
it comes through third party by way of annual auction, the onus is on the mine owner 
and the State Government to inform DGMS. But, normally according to him, the 
State Government is not interested in sending the reports. Rather, it is interested in 
collecting the revenue only.

24. Shri Rajeev Khanna, Professor, SGT University, stated that as informed, there 
are only eight thousand legal mines operating all over the country but in Rajasthan 
alone, there are, actually, thirty three thousand mines operating of which, only three 
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25. Expressing his views, Shri Saurabh Prakash, Advocate, stated that there should 
also be an option for third party who is collecting the revenue to inform the State. 
Shri Rana stated that the people who are collecting the royalty on behalf of State 
are just contractors/agency and they only ensure whether royalty receipt is there or 
not. It is only the State which is giving the royalty receipt, he added. Shri Saurabh 
suggested that before allowing the third party to collect the royalty, it should be 
made mandatory to have a copy of the notice that has been served by the State 
without which the royalty cannot be collected.

26. Shri Rana raised the issue of regulation of activities which neither come under 
the purview of mines nor under the factories. For example, establishments involved 
in breaking stones on highways. 
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27. Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, also sought solution to this problem about the 
activities going on at the road sides like stone cutting, stone polishing, stone grinding 
which is a manufacturing activity covered under the Factories Act but the Act is not 
getting applied to such units and they are also being not inspected by the Inspectors 
of the factories. He further asked about the amendments that need to be made either 
in the Factories Act or any other provision required to be made for the enforcement 
of Factories Act on such units so that all such manufacturing activities also comes 
under monitoring.

28. Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, suggested that each State should carry out a survey 
of all such units where this kind of manufacturing activities are being carried out and 
all these units then could be required to register themselves under the Factories Act.

29. Shri Saurabh Prakash then commented that in construction industries, large part 
of the labour is casual or temporary and by the time, disease is diagnosed that labour 
may be employed somewhere else because there is a long gestation period for the 
disease like silicosis. He further informed that though there is a Building and Other 
Construction Workers Act, 1996 besides Cess Act. Under the Cess Act a huge 
amount of cess has been collected and until some years ago, nothing has been done 
with thousands crores of cess collected which could have been utilized for their 
welfare. 

30. On providing compensation to the workers suffering from silicosis or other 
occupational diseases, Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, suggested that the compensation 
should be out of this Cess Fund which is collected by the State Government Welfare 
Department.

31. Dr. Umesh Chandra Ojha, Director, Institute of Occupational Health & 
environment, New Delhi stated that unfortunately, silicosis or any other occupational 
diseases is not taught in MBBS course for more than four hours. He further informed 
that there are some seven thousand plus doctors for whom ESIC have started providing 
information in various forums about the occupational diseases, so that doctors can 
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under the ESIC Act to which Dr. Ojha replied that it is only the organized sector 
which is covered under the said Act.

33. Further informing the participants of the meeting, Dr. Sishodiya said that except 
for one course no course in occupational diseases is being run at Post-Graduate level 
in the country. The only course which is being run by the Government Institute of 
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Public Hygiene and Health. So there is no training of the Doctors, in the MBBS or at 
Post Graduate level, he exclaimed. Shri Kishore, S.G, NHRC mentioned that though 
there is no specialized course being run, but silicosis is part of pulmonary medicine.

34. Dr. Sishodiya again reiterated that Government should at least, in some of the 
premier institutions like All India Institute of Medical Sciences or other medical 
colleges, start a PG course in occupational health. Shri S.C. Sinha, Member, NHRC, 
then suggested that there may be a paper of occupational health in MBBS. Dr. 
Sishodiya stated that it is not practically possible. Shri Rajesh Kishore suggested that 
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imparting medical education on occupational health. He further suggested that if it is 
not possible to introduce a very large segment, then it can be thought for increasing 
the number of hours from four to at least ten.

35. Shri Sinha, Member, NHRC, then suggested the following solutions on the issue 
of training of doctors on occupational health which could be explored: (i) setting up 
of a department of occupational health in every medical college; (ii) a capsule course 
on occupational health should be taught as a part of MBBS course; (iii) there could 
be a separate post graduate course in occupational health; and (iv) National Board of 
Exams to have a diploma course on occupational health. 

36. Shri Kochher, Joint Secretary, NHRC then asked Shri Rajput to inform about the 
efforts which are being made by DGFASLI regarding the training of the certifying 
surgeons as per the Section 10 of the ESIC Act. Shri Rajput replied that DGFASLI 
have started a three months Associate Fellowship of Industrial Health (AIFH) 
course and right now ten institutions across the country are running this course. 
Shri Kochher further inquired about the output every year, that is, the number of 
certifying surgeons which is coming out trained from the institutions.
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year. Shri Sinha, Hon’ble Member, NHRC, requested Shri Rajput to provide the 
details about the total number of certifying surgeons in the country.

38. Shri Rajesh Kishore enquired about what is required to be done for diagnosis 
of silicosis as every district hospital in the county has got an X-ray machine since 
silicosis can be detected by X-rays test. To this, Dr. Sishodia replied that the main 
problem is that the Doctors don’t have the intent to diagnose. They keep on treating 
the people like a case of tuberculosis and are not ready to put it on the record that 
the particular case is of silicosis. He further said that the doctors don’t want to take 
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up the responsibility as diagnosing and not reporting is an offence but not diagnosing 
and not recognizing is not an offence. 

39. Shri Sinha suggested that Department of Health and Family Welfare of States 
should consider the possibility of starting a crash course on Occupational diseases 
such as silicosis, asbestosis in their own training institution for in service doctors of 
the State Govt.

40. Shri Amulya Nidhi from Nai Shuruwat, Shilpi Kendra, Madhya Pradesh while 
referring to the comments of Ministry wherein it is stated that the enforcement 
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the provisions of Factories act, stated that it has not been clearly mentioned in the 
ATR about the legal action which can be taken against the factories by the Inspectors. 
He further stated that in Section 8 and Section 9, the ATR says that the responsibility 
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time lines. 

41. Shri Amulya further suggested that there should be an MIS System for all the 
migrant workers so that as and when a worker goes out to another place for work, 
there is a record of his where about. Hence, there should be a comprehensive MIS 
System through which the Panchayats and the Government should have information 
about the employment of the migrant worker. 

42. There was also discussion on preventive measures against contraction of deceases 
like silicosis. It was suggested that -:

�� Each mine worker or a factory worker be provided with protective 
equipment kit.

�� The State Government should grant the license of opening to only those 
factories/mines which are equipped with the wet drilling process.

�� State Pollution Control Board should also inspect the factories/mines on 
a regular basis. 

�� State Governments should setup a helpline in each State so that if there is 
non compliance of the provision of the Acts an information can be given.

�� DGFASLI should put up the inspection reports on their portal.

43. Summing up the discussions, Hon’ble Member, NHRC thanked the participants 
for their valuable suggestions and requested the participants to send their written 
comments/suggestions. 
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44. On the basis of the deliberations held in the meeting, the following recommendations 
emanated:

Recommendation of the Meeting of Experts on Silicosis

(i) There is need to ratify the ILO Convention 155 by Government of India to 
ensure health, safety and proper working environment for workers.

(ii) The Directorate General of Mines Safety, Ministry of Labour and Employment, 
Government of India, should make it mandatory for every State Government 
to inform the DGMS, Government of India whenever a new license to operate 
a mine is given to a mine owner by a State Government. Further as and when 
a mine lease holder submits the ‘notice for opening’ of the mine, a copy of the 
same i.e. information about opening of the mine should be given to DGMS. 

(iii) There is a need to issue a separate directive under the Mines Act, 1952, to 
resolve the issue of monitoring the stone quarries and stone crushers which at 
present, is not clearly covered by the Act. This is because in stone quarries 
when stones are dug out, the process comes under the purview of mining, 
however, crushing of the stone falls under the Factories Act.

(iv) As per Section 17 of the Mines Act, 1952, it should be ensured by the 
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oversee the functioning of the mine. In case, the mine owner possesses the 
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(v) Each State should carry out a survey of all units where dust generating 
activities are being carried out and these units need to be registered under the 
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as per Section 85 of the Act. 

(vi) The Government of India should include a capsule on Occupational Health 
in MBBS curriculum/M.D. curriculum. Besides, this the MCI may consider 
starting a P.G. Course in Occupational Diseases in medical colleges. Further, 
the National Board of Examinations could also start a Diploma course on 
Occupational Health. 

(vii) It was recommended that each Doctor of ESI Hospital should undergo three 
months Associate Fellowship of Industrial Health being offered by DGFASLI 
and its Regional Labour Institutes. 

(viii) The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, National Institute of Occupational 
Health (Ahmedabad) and the National Institute of Health and Family Welfare 
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(New Delhi) should consider the possibility of starting a crash course on 
‘Occupational Diseases’ like silicosis, asbestosis, etc. for Doctors in service 
in various States and Union Territories. The content and duration of these 
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(ix) Welfare Boards should be setup in every State for providing relief fund for 
rehabilitation of workers ailing from silicosis and related diseases on the line 
of fund set up in the State of Madhya Pradesh where cess is collected from 
industries for welfare of workers. 

(x) Every hospital in each district should have proper diagnostic facilities for 
diagnosis of silicosis. 

(xi) The best practices based on the model of Mandsaur need to be replicated in 
other States as well.

(xii) States to constitute a separate Board for construction workers so as to provide 
rehabilitation and compensation fund for workers suffering from occupational 
diseases is being followed by the Government of Rajasthan.

(xiii) As of now, the public hospitals do not have an OPD for occupational health. 
The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare should be requested to advice 
all the States to start an OPD on occupational health in one public hospital in 
each district, on a pilot basis, to begin with.

(xiv) Every worker should have a medical insurance cover for health and safety 
purposes whereby he/she could have access to all hospitals for his treatment.

(xv) Each mine worker and factory worker should be provided with a set of 
protective equipment/kit as prescribed under the Factories Act and the Mines 
Act. Shri Ashim Sinha and Shri Rajput shall provide a detailed list of the 
protective equipments/kit presently being given to workers along with its 
costing. The said list will then be given to State Governments to: (a) carry 
out a survey of strength of workers in each and every mine of the State, and 
(b) provide every worker with a protective gear free of cost and recover its 
cost from the employer.

(xvi) The State Government should grant licenses for operation of mines to only 
those who adopt/follow wet grinding process. And, wherever dry grinding 
is being followed the same should be got converted to wet grinding by 
insisting in for the same at the stage of renewal of mining licence by the State 
Government.
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(xvii) State Government should set a telephone helpline so that complaints about 
mines can be lodged by workers immediately, especially in cases where there 
is non-compliance of the provisions of the related Acts.

(xviii) DGFASLI and DGMS should put up the inspection reports of all factories 
and mines on their web portals.
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by the DGMS. If need be, more posts should also be created.

(xx) There is need for greater involvement of State Governments in enforcement 
of Mines Act, which at present is lacking on their part. In order to reiterate 
this point, a meeting should be organized with the concerned representative 
of the State Governments by the NHRC along with the Ministry of Mines and 
Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of India. 
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The Commission’s endeavour is to ensure relief to the families of the persons who 
have died of silicosis and those who have been suffering from silicosis and also that 
the erring factories and the establishments/industries which have been the cause of 
pollution and resultant silicosis to pay for their default in addition to the compensation 
being paid by the different State Governments due to their vicarious liabilities.

The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in the Matter of PRASAR Vs Union of India 
and others, Writ Petition (Civil) NO. 110 vide an order dated 25.03.2009 directed 
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suffering from Silicosis and shall recommend to provide immediate medical relief 
to them through the concerned authorities and in case of those persons, who died of 
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The Commission has taken cognizance on the complaints from the NGOs and 
individuals and recommended compensation to the next-of kin of the persons who 
have died of silicosis. The NHRC has also directed the State Governments to provide 
for rehabilitation and medical treatment to the former workers suffering from 
silicosis.. Some of the important cases are illustrated as under:

Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh 

1 Case No. 300/6/5/2007-2008

 Complaint by Khedut Mazdoor Chetna Sangthan 

The Commission has recommended payment of monetary compensation to Next-of-
Kin of 238 persons who have died of Silicoses in Jhaubua and Aliragpur, districts of 
the State of Madhya Pradesh, and had been working in the Quartz crushing Units in 
Godhra District of Gujarat. The Chief Secretary, Government of Gujarat, was asked 
to make payment of Rupees 1,00,000 (Rupees one lakh) to the Next- of- Kin of the 
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deceased in cash and rest of the amount of Rupees 2,00,000 (Rupees two lakhs), to 
be kept in Fixed Deposit, which will be available to the Nest- of-Kin of the deceased 
in the shape of monthly interest.

The Commission also recommended that the Chief Secretary, Government of 
Madhya Pradesh Shall give a rehabilitation package to 304 persons suffering from 
silicosis. The details of package awarded to each of the victims of silicosis shall be 
communicated to the Commission within eight weeks.

The Government of Gujarat has shown its inability to make payment of the monetary 
compensation to the Next-of-kin of 238 deceased persons. As a result thereof, the 
Commission was constained to move before the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in 
view of the Apex Court order dated 05.03.2009 praying for following directions:

i. The State of Gujarat to immediately disburse the compensation of Rs. 3 
lakh as recommended by the National Human Rights Commission in its 
proceedings dated 12.11.2010

ii. The State of Gujarat to pay interest on Rs. 3 lakh from the date of 
recommendation i.e. 12.11.2010 till the date of disbursement to the next of 
kin of the 238 deceased.

iii. Enhancement of compensation, in the fact and circumstances as the Hon’ble 
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iv. The State of Madhya Pradesh to submit a comprehensive scheme of 
rehabilitation, medical treatment with regard to 304 persons who were 
suffering from silicosis and the said scheme should be permanent for the 
silicosis affected persons. 

v. Pass such other orders(s) or direction (s) which the Hon’ble Court may deem 
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Jharkhand 

2.  Case No. 1013/34/6/2007-2008

Complaint by Occupational Safety and Health Association of Jharkhand 
(OSHAJ)

The Secretary General, Occupational Safety & Health Association of Jharkhand 
(OSHAJ), Jamshedpur, Jharkhand in a complaint dated 08.10.2007 alleged that 
Plants of M/s K.K. Minerals and K.K. Sales were emitting silica dust in village 
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Teranga on Jaduguda, Musaboni Road, East Singhbhum district of Jharklhand. As a 
result, thereof, the labourers working in the plant have been contracting and dying 
of the occupational disease, silicosis. Moreover, these plants were situated in the 
vicinity of the residential area, thus violating the norms set by the Central Pollution 
Control Board. Moreover no environmental safeguards or arrangement for protective 
measures for the workers were in place. He sought intervention of the Commission. 

The Commission took cognizance of the case on 17/10/2009 and issued a notice to 
the Chief Secretary, Govt. of Jharkhand, Ranchi for sending a report. The State of 
Jharkhand informed the Commission that it has sanctioned Rs. 96 lakhs to the next 
of kin of 24 persons who had died due to silicosis. 

Jharkhand 

3. Case No 163/34/18/2012.

 Complaint by Occupational Safety and Health Association of Jharkhand 
(OSHAJ)

The Secretary General, Occupational Safety & Health Association of Jharkhand 
(OSHAJ) on 8th December 2011 sent a complaint to the Commission and submitted 
that Manoj Prasad along with ten workers employed in M/S Mineral Grinding 
Works, Chaibasa, West Singhbhum District of Jharkhand for working in grinding of 
quartz, lime stone, bauxite, etc., had contracted the occupational disease silicosis. 
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case of silicosis as the doctors had opined that it was an occupational lung disease, 
Pneumoconiosis. Medical record of Manoj Kumar had been attached with the 
complaint. The complainant further stated that these workers belong to the SC & ST 
communities. He had prayed for intervention of the Commission for recommending 
compensation to them under labour laws or from the State Government.

The Commission took cognizance on 30.01.2011 and directed to send a copy of 
the letter along with the medical record to the Chief Secretary, Government of 
Jharkhand who will inform the Commission as to whether the next-of-kins of Manoj 
Prasad and other workers who died of Pneumoconiosis have been rehabilitated by 
the State Government of Jharkhand or not. 

The Commission vide proceedings dated 27.5.2015 directed the Chief Secretary 
Government of Jharkhand to submit the proof of payment to the next-of-kin of 
deceased Manoj Prasad. Pursuant to the directions of the Commission, Secretary, 
Labour, Planning & Training Department, Government of Jharkhand, Ranchi vide 
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communication dated 22.5.2015 informed the Commission that an amount of Rs.4 
Lakh had been paid to Smt. Anshu Devi wife of Manoj Prasad. The proof of payment 
was also submitted. Since the proof of payment had been received, the case was 
closed. 

Rajasthan 

4. Case No . 1573/20/19/2009-2010, 550/20/20/2012 and 2079/20/20/2012.

Shri Ashok Kumar, Mine labour Protection Campaign, on 06/11/2009 sent a complaint 
to the Commission with the submission that around 7000 Sand Stone Quarries were 
employing more than 40000 workers in Rajasthan (Case No 1573/20/19/2009-2010). 
He alleged that the working conditions in mines are extremely polluted with very 
high stone dust level. The complainant had enclosed two lists including 60 and 7 
workers, suffering from silicosis and had died due to silicosis. The complainant had 
also stated that Govt. of Rajasthan had leased out the mines to the contractors and the 
labourers working in these mines were not being issued identity cards. As a result, 
their employment with the employer could not be ascertained. Therefore, the workers 
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He sought intervention of the Commission.

The Commission on 1.12.2009 observed that this was a matter of serious health 
hazard, Silicosis affecting a large number of labourers and asked DG(I), NHRC to 
send a team to Jodhpur, Rajasthan for conducting an on the spot enquiry and submit 
report.

The Managing Trustee of Mine Labour Protection Campaign, Jodhpur informed the 
Commission on 24.2.2012 that Mine workers in district Karauli, Rajasthan were 
suffering from silicosis (Case No 550/20/20/2012). He further submitted that National 
Institute of Miner’s Health (NIMH), Nagpur conducted a study and according to the 
study 101 persons including 9 females were medically examined. These workers had 
been suffering from various respiratory symptoms and also had a history of working 
in the stone mines. It was found that out of 101 workers 73 workers were suffering 
from silicosis and 16 of them had developed Progressive Massive Fibrosis. He had 
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all other occupational diseases. He has enclosed the list of persons who were found 
suffering from Silicosis. 

The Commission on 12.03.2012 directed to send a copy of the complaint along 
with the list of persons who were suffering from silicosis to Chief Secretary, 
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Government of Rajasthan to enquire into the matter and submit report:- 1) As to 
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action the Government of Rajasthan had taken for prevention of Silicosis in the area. 
3) Whether any rehabilitation package and medical facilities have been provided to 
the persons who are suffering from the ailment of silicosis.

Daang Vikas Sansthan, Karauli, Rajasthan an NGO vide a complaint dated 26.07.2012 
forwarded a copy of the report of National Institute of Miners’ Health, stating that 
101 workers belonging to 18 villages of Karauli, Rajasthan were examined by them 
and out of these 101 workers 4 persons had died of silicosis and some were suffering 
from silicosis (2079/20/20/2012). The complainant had requested that the workers 
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and compensation may be provided to nest-of-kin of those who had died. 

The Commission on 16.8.2012 took cognizance and sent a copy of the complaint 
to the Chief Secretary, Rajasthan, Jaipur for furnishing a report within four weeks. 

The State of Rajasthan informed the commission that:

 i. Medical Health Department has conduceted a survey covering 388 cases, 
out of which 108 suspected of silicosis were referred to medical college. A 
special campaign was launched in Jodhpur in April, 2011. A total number of 
2100 workers were screened and 55 suspected cases of silicosis were referred 
to medical college.

 ii. Government of Rajasthan has allotted a sum of Rs 24.4 crores to upgrade 
medical facilities in 19 mining district and each center will be well equipped 
and will be given sum of Rs. 5.5 lakh for free medicines for silicosis affected 
patients.

 iii. The State Medical and Health Department has been asked for diagnosis of 
silicosis cases on the basis of ILO protocol.

 iv. The state government has given ex-gratia relief of Rs. 1 lakh to each of next 
of kin of 21 persons who died of silicosis. The state government has also 
issued orders for granting Rs. 2 lakhs for each of the family of the 21 persons 
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 v. The state of Rajasthan, has paid the ex-gratia relief of Rs 1 lakh to each of 27 
persons died due to silicosis and deposited Rs. 2,000,00 (Rupees two lakh) 
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each in their Fixed Deposit Account. They have also taken several measures 
for regular medical check of the persons involved in the mining activities 
and diagnosis, prevention and rehabilitation of the persons suffering from 
silicosis.

Madhya Pradesh 

5. Case No. 430/12/32/2012

The Environics Trust, an NGO vide a complaint dated 03.01,2012 stated that the 
condition of thousands of workers working in numerous stone quarries in Panna, 
Madhya was abysmal. Since agriculture was risky due to drought conditions, the 
stone quarries were the single largest source of employment in the district. He 
alleged that the workers employed in these quarries were working in extremely 
hazardous conditions without any protective equipment provided by the employers. 
The majority of workers being illiterate were not aware of the risks caused by the 
silica dust. 

The complainant further stated that their NGO organized a medical examination 
for 40 stone quarry workers in the month of August 2011 by renowned doctor, 
V. Murlidhar. It was found that of the 40 workers screened, 36 were found to 
be suffering from silicosis and one of these 36 persons had already succumbed to 
silicosis. The complainant had furnished a list of 35 persons suffering from silicosis 
and a list of persons who died due to silicosis.

The NGO sought intervention of the Commission with the request to direct the State 
Government to pay adequate compensation to the family of the deceased and provide 
immediate and comprehensive medical treatment to the victims who were still alive. 

The Commission took cognizance on 21.2.2012 and directed to send a copy of the 
report along with the lists/annexure to the Chief Secretary, Government of MP for 
submitting the report on: (1) Measures have been taken to prevent silicosis in the 
area. (2) Whether the workers were rightly found suffering from silicosis. (3) Inform 
the Commission about the rehabilitation package to be given to victims of silicosis. 

The Government of Madhya Pradesh has informed the Commission that the State 
had paid Rs. 3 lakhs to the next-of-kin of 4 diseased workers, namely Shahabuddib, 
Asha Ram, Bal Krishan Durga and Ramzan Khan who were mine workers and had 
died due to Silicosis. 
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Silicosis is an important human right issue. It has its impact not only on the right to 
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disease of silicosis and their families are denied the right to lead a life of dignity 
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machinery in enforcing the existing policies and laws. The labour working in the 
unorganized sector without any means to social security and job security are left 
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workers die without recourse to the necessary health care support. Their families 
suffer from loss of livelihood but no compensation is available to them from the State 
authorities. 

In view of the serious implications and adverse impact of silicosis disease on 
the human rights of people affected by the disease, it should be prevented with 
proper regulation of working conditions by the Government agencies and needful 
precautions taken by the employers, both in the organized and unorganized sector. A 
set of suggested guidelines for the law enforcement and other concerned agencies of 
State Government as well as employers to prevent the disease and also deal with the 
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1. The State Governments should ensure the proper protection of labourers 
working in risk prone industries against the disease by taking recourse to latest 
available technology which include:

�� Installing dust control devices to reduce dust generation at the workplaces;

�� Providing a set of protective equipment/kit free of cost to each mine 
worker;

�� Limiting exposure to harmful dust by suppressing dust generation, 
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air, and using personal protective respiratory equipment; 
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�� Enforcing use of wet drilling and dust extractors by respective regulatory 
authorities; 

�� Providing Silica detection equipment to factory inspectorate to identify 
industries producing silica; 

�� Ensuring implementation of precautionary measures including the 
protective gears for the workers of silicosis prone industries by the 
concerned enforcement authorities.

2. The States/UTs should take appropriate steps to implement Schedule No. XIII 
prepared by the Directorate General Factory Advice Service and Labour Institute 
under model Rule 120 framed u/s 87 of the Factories Act, 1948. 
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Factories Act to make the law applicable also to the entrepreneurs employing less 
than 10 labourers and make them and their employees aware about their vulnerability 
to silicosis. 

4. The States and Union Territories should ensure strict enforcement of the 
Factories Act, 1948 by appointing Inspectors and Certifying Surgeons under the Act;

5. All States and Union Territories should conduct occupational survey on 
half yearly basis in hazardous industries either themselves or by engaging public or 
private research institutes to have a complete picture of the silicosis problem - the 
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survey should also throw light on the status of ex-workers.

6. The States/UTs should maintain information on:

�� Number of workers in silica prone industries; 

�� Total number of incidents/cases of silicosis; 

�� The status of treatment being given to victims; 

�� The kind of screening test being carried out by the employers of various 
industries for detection of silicosis cases; 

�� Type of special measures being taken by employers in suspected cases of 
silicosis; 

�� Measures undertaken for prevention of silicosis; 

�� Whether any kind of insurance cover is given to the workers by their 
employers; 
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�� In the case of ex-workers, apart from making an assessment about their 
actual number, the kind of treatment, rehabilitation and compensation 
package given to them by their employers; 

�� Whether in case of death of a worker, their respective family is taken care 
of or not; 

�� Steps taken by the States/UTs for violation of labour laws regarding the 
erring employers.

7. The States should ensure that all enrolled workers employed in the dangerous 
operations should be medically examined by a medical practitioner possessing 
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clinically examined with Chest radiography and Pulmonary Function Test to rule out 
any respiratory disorder. The States should also ensure regular medical check-up of 
each worker working in the hazardous process after every 6 months at the expense 
of the employer. The medical examination should also be carried out at the time of 
cessation of employment. 

8. A uniform diagnosis procedure across the country primarily consisting of 
detailed occupational history, chest radiography, C.T. scan and lung biopsy to 
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provide immediate medical relief to persons suffering from silicosis;

9. The States should carry out vigorous publicity campaigns by making use 
of the electronic and print media at all levels to create awareness among workers, 
employers and medical practitioners about silicosis being a health hazard to improve 
self responding of cases and to facilitate early detection.

10. The identity cards should be issued to all workers to ensure the responsibility 
of employers and establish employee and employer relationship at any future point 
of time.

11. The States should ensure proper enforcement of several existing laws to provide 
adequate compensation to the silicosis affected workers employed in industries/
factories/quarries/mines or to their families in case of their deaths. All compensation 
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Insurance Act, 1948 should be processed urgently and disposed within three months 
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12. The States may take appropriate measures for rehabilitation of the silicosis 
victim by offering them alternative jobs or a sustenance pension if they are unable to 
work; and arrange for appropriate counseling for the person affected by silicosis.

13. The silica prone industrial units should have an Occupational Health and 
Safety Committees (OHSC) with the representation from workers and Health Care 
Providers;

14. The NGOs should be involved in monitoring and implementation of the 
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15. The DGFASLI and DGMS should put up the inspection reports of all factories 
and mines on their web portals.
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In view of the serious implications associated with silicosis disease and the adverse 
impact on the human rights of people affected by it, the States Governments 
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in the context of prevention of silicosis, cure and rehabilitation measures, payment 
of compensation and enforcement machinery by bringing substantive changes in 
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their duties. The States should also review the existing legislation to deal with the 
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vested interests. The States and UTs may consider the following points for future 
course of action:

1. The Ministry of Labour and Employment may prepare a background paper for 
launching a national programme for eradication of silicosis. The State Government 
should take proper steps to prevent and ultimately eliminate the problem of silicosis 
with proper monitoring within a reasonable time-fame.

2. The States/UTs Governments should encourage development and promotion 
of various cost-effective engineering control measures to manage silica dust through 
surveillance of processes or operations where silica is involved. Expertise available 
with specialized institutions like National Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH) 
and Directorate General of Factory Advice and Labour Institutes (DGFASLI) may 
be utilized in devising and adopting preventive measures like wet drilling and face 
masks etc. 

3. The States and UTs may organize training and awareness generation 
programmes for all workers and employers every year to sensitize them about the 
health effects of silica dust exposure including operations and material that produce 
silica dust hazards, application of engineering controls and work practices that 
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reduce dust concentration, personal hygiene practices, etc. and making available the 
checklist prepared by DGFASLI for prevention of silicosis for usage of employers 
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4. Pollution from thermal power stations across the country should be to be 
brought under surveillance for risk of silicosis of not only to workers but to the 
neighboring population in residential areas as coal and coal ash contains silica ranging 
from 18% to 30% approximately.

5. All the manufacturing process/operations where silica dust is generated 
should be declared as dangerous operations and the State Government should frame 
rules under section 87 of the Factories Act 1948.
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all district/primary health centres/hospitals in the country will have to report the 
cases/suspected cases of silicosis to the Government.

7. The Government should evolve a mechanism to have intersectoral coordination 
among departments such as Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Ministry of 
Labour & Employment, Directorate General of Factory Advice Services Labour 
Institute, National Institute of Occupational Health, Tuberculosis Association of 
India, National Institute of Miners’ Health (NIMH) and Civil society organizations 
for devising an appropriate strategy to deal with the dual problems of silicosis and 
tuberculosis at the Center and State Level.

8. Silicosis control programme should be integrated with already existing Revised 
National Tuberculosis Control Programme (RNTCP). The District Tuberculosis 
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of workplaces and workers at risk from silica exposure.

9. The States should make provision for adequate number of hospitals/treatment 
centres for diagnosis and treatment of the occupational disease – silicosis. The State 
Governments should set up district level Occupational Disease Diagnosis Centre 
(ODDC) at ESI, Government hospitals and NRHM centers at different location and 
OPD for occupational diseases in all civil hospitals. These should be well equipped 
with proper diagnostic facilities, Chest Specialists, Radiologists and other technical 
staff for proper diagnosis, treatment and referral.

10. To overcome the shortage of doctors, The Government of India may include 
a capsule on Occupational Health in MBBS /MD curriculum. The MCI may consider 
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starting a P.G. Course in Occupational Diseases in medical colleges. The National 
Board of Examinations may start a Diploma course on Occupational Health. The 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, National Institute of Occupational Health 
(Ahmadabad) and the National Institute of Health and Family Welfare (New Delhi) 
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and duration on ‘Occupational Diseases’ like silicosis, asbestosis, etc. for serving 
Doctors in different States and Union Territories.
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and chest specialists as well as their capacity building and training arrangement on 
dust diseases as per WHO & ILO standard. Each Doctor of ESI Hospital should 
undergo three months Associate Fellowship of Industrial Health being offered by 
DGFASLI and its Regional Labour Institutes. The State Governments may introduce 
special courses of Environment & Occupational Health for the Junior Doctors and 
interns and develop Master Trainers to impart training to all public health doctors/
paramedics for early diagnosis and detection of silicosis. The States may also adopt 
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12. Every worker should be provided a medical insurance cover for health and 
safety purposes whereby he/she could have access to all hospitals for his/her treatment. 
The district administration should ensure that workers get cashless treatment facility 
and the payment of entire medical expenses is made directly by the employer to the 
hospital/doctor for proper treatment of silica affected persons including permanent, 
temporary or contractual worker.

13. The States should simplify the mechanism of compensation as well as its 
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compensation package for victims of silicosis or next-of-kin of affected by silicosis. 
The qualifying period to claim compensation under Employee Compensation Act, 
1923 & ESI Act, 1948 causing hindrance for workers to claim compensation should 
be removed by amending the Act and any worker found to be suffering from Silicosis 
(no matter for how long the employment was) should be compensated. 

14. A worker may not have the required documents to support his employment 
like identity card or attendance card or pay slip as well as length of exposure, when 
he is out of employment. This stipulation, therefore, requires change.

15. The State Governments may constitute a Board or set-up a fund for the 
rehabilitation and insurance of all the workers affected by silicosis.
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16. The Central Government may consider extending the Rashtriya Swasthya 
Bima Yojna, a health insurance scheme for BPL families and extended subsequently 
to some other vulnerable groups, to the workers at risk of contracting silicosis and 
their families. 

17. Silicosis is a compensable injury enlisted under the ESI Act and the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act. Therefore, a separate Silicosis Board may be formed in every 
State to carry out surveillance of silicosis cases and assessment of disability/loss of 
earning capacity resulting from the diseases for the purpose of compensation and 
rehabilitation.



Annexure
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Annexure-I

Item No. 2  Court No. 1 Section Pil

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Writ Petition (Civil No. (S). 110 of 2006

People’s Rights & Social Res. Centre & Ors Petitioner(s)

VERSUS

UNION OF INDIA & ORS.  Respondent 
(s)
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Date: 05/03/2009 This Potition was called on for hearing today.

Doram : Hon’ble the Chief Justice

 Hon’ble Mr. Justice F. Sathasivam 

 Hon’ble Mr. Justice J.M. Panchal

For Fetitioner(s) Mr. Colin Gonsalves, Sr. Adv.

  Mr. Vipin M. Benjamin, Adv.

  Mr. V. G. Pragasam, Adv.

  Mr. S.J. Aristotle, Adv.

  Mr. Pinky Behera, Adv. for

  Mr. Hemantika Wahi, Adv.

  Mr. Prsshant Bhushan, Adv.

  Mr. S.W.A. Oadri, Adv.

  Ms. Varuna Shandari Gugnani, Adv. for
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  Mr. D.S. Mahra, Adv.

For NHRC  Mr. Sanjay Parikh, Adv.

  Ms. Anitha Shendy, Adv.

  Ms. Rashmi Nandakumar, Adv.

  Mr. Jitin Sahni, Adv.
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O R D E R

 In our view, central Pollution Control Board is a necessary parti to be impleaded 
as an additional respondent in this matter.

 Let notice be issued to Central Polution Control Board returnable after six weeks.

 Learned counsel appearing for National Human Rights Commission (for short 
‘NHRC’) states that pursuant to the directions the NHRC has conducted a survey 
regarding the problem of silicosis which is affecting a large numer of people working 
at the premises of stoe crushers, stone quarry, construction worx, glass factories, 
quarts crushing factories, stone mines and other silicon dust producting plants etc.. 
The Preliminary Report  for NHRC shows that the problem of silicosis is prevalent 
in many States and further survey is to be conducted in this regard and since the 
Ministry of Health and Minitry of Labour, Union of India have to provide all necssary 
assistance, we direct the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Labour, Union of India 
to extend all further assistance to athe NHRC for further action in this regard.
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from silicosis and shall recommend to provide immediate medical relief to them 
through the concerned authorites and in case of those persons who died because of 
silicosis, may provide for compensation through the concerned authorities.

 Learned senio counsel appearing for the petitioner shall bring to the notice for 
the Court on the nex date of hearing as to which States are to be impleaded as 
necessry parties-respondents in this matter List this matter after six week.

 Sd/- Sd/-
 (Parveen Kr. Chawla) (Veera Varma)
 Court Master Curt Master
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Annexure -II

Recommendations of National Human Rights Commission on Preventive, 
Remedial, Rehabilitative and Compensation Aspect concerning Silicosis

Preventive Measures:

1. The occupational health survey and dust survey on half yearly basis may 
be made mandatory in suspected hazardous industries. All the enrolled 
workers must be medically examined before entering into the employment. 
The workers should be clinically examined with Chest radiography and 
pulmonary function test to rule out any respiratory disorder

2. State/UT governments should encourage development and promotion of 
various cost-effective engineering control measures to manage silica dust 
through surveillance of processes or operations where silica is involved.

3. Implementation of precautionary measures including the protective gears 
for the workers of silicosis prone industries may make mandatory by the 
concerned enforcement authorities. 

4. Dust control devices should be installed to reduce the dust generation 
at the workplace. National Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH) has 
developed control devices for agate, grinding and quarts crushing industries 
based on the principle of local exhaust ventilation. The use of wet drilling 
and dust extractors may be enforced by respective regulatory authorities.

5. The workers vulnerable to silicosis need to be made aware of the disease 
through wide publicity campaigns with the use of electronic and print 
media. This will also improve self responding of cases and facilitate early 
detection.
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Health Act. As such all district/primary health centres/hospitals in the 
country will have to report the cases/suspected cases of silicosis to the 
Government. 

7. There is a necessity to develop Master Trainers to impart training to all 
public health doctors/paramedics for early diagnosis and detection of 
silicosis.

8. Less hazardous substitutes to silica should be found out for use in place of 
silica.
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9. Industrial units which are silica prone should have an Occupational Health 
and Safety Committees (OHSC) with the representation from workers and 
Health Care Providers.

10. Silicosis control programme should be integrated with already existing 
Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme (RNTCP).

11. A mechanism to have intersectoral coordination among departments such as 
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Ministry of Labour & Employment, 
Directorate General of Factory Advice Services Labour Institute, National 
Institute of Occupational Health, Tuberculosis Association of India and 
Civil Society Organizations to evolve an appropriate strategy to deal with 
the dual problems of silicosis and tuberculosis may be set up at the center 
and state level.

Remedial Measures:

1. In each of the district where silicosis prone industry, quarrying or a 
big construction projects are on, there is a need to identify a facility for 
diagnosis of silicosis.
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information and documentation on number of workplaces and workers at 
risk from silica exposure.

3. The accountability for the implementation and control over the rules & 
regulation of laws must be reviewed time to time.

4. The National /State Social Security Board set up under The Unorganized 
Worker’s Social Security Act, 2008 should recommend welfare schemes 
to be formulated for the welfare of the unorganized workers who are at 
the risk of contracting silicosis as well as those already affected and their 
families.

5. The Central Government may consider extending the Rashtriya Swasthya 
Bima Yojna, a health insurance scheme for BPL families and extended 
subsequently to some other vulnerable groups, to the workers at risk of 
contracting silicosis and their families. 

Rehabilitative Measures:

1. The treatment cost of the silica affected person including permanent, 
temporary or contractual worker should be borne by the employer. The 
district administration should ensure its implementation and treatment.

2. The victims of silicosis should be rehabilitated by offering an alternative 
job or a sustenance pension if they are unable to work.
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3. NGOs should be involved in monitoring and implementation of the 
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4. Appropriate Counseling should be provided to the person affected by 
silicosis.

Compensation:

1. The silica affected person should be adequately compensated. 

2. Silicosis is a compensable injury enlisted under the ESI Act and the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act. Therefore, a separate Silicosis Board 
similar to the one set up by the Government of Orissa may be formed in 
every State. The guidelines and model calculation of compensation may be 
framed under the ESI Act and the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

3. The Board can carry out surveillance of silicosis cases and assessment 
of disability/loss of earning capacity resulting from the diseases for the 
purpose of compensation and rehabilitation. 

4. The compensation could be calculated based on Disability Adjusted Life 
Year (DALY) developed by World Health Organisation. The compensation 
may be ealculated by using the model given below.

Calculation of compensation1

WHO adopted strategy of the burden of disease essentially looks into the new metric 
of the Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) lost due to the disease. The DALY is 
a summary measure of population health that combines in a single indicator years of 
life lost from premature death and years of life lived with disabilities. One DALY 
can be thought of as one lost year of ‘healthy’ life and the burden of disease as a 
measurement of the gap between current health status and an ideal situation where 
everyone lives into old age free of diseases and disability. DALYs for a disease 
or health condition are calculated as the sum of the years of life lost (YLL) due to 
premature mortality in the population and the years lost due to disability (YLD) for 
incident cases of the health condition.

With due consideration of different estimates, it might be possible to arrive at DALY 
values associated to the silicosis. As a hypothetical example, a calculation to arrive 
at the DALY values for silicosis, some observations of NIOH studies are shown 
herewith. During the period from 1981 to 2004, 12 studies have been conducted at 

1  It is a model calculation. Wherever possible the data for the local population should be used.
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NIOH and different work processes such as slate pencil workers, agate workers, 
quarry workers, ceramic and pottery workers. The prevalence of silicosis has been 
reported in the range of 12 to 54% in different occupational groups. The average 
age of workers ranged from 27 to 43 with the duration of exposure varied from 5 to 
19 years.

Let us consider that the total number of workers exposed to silica in India with 
potential risk to contract with silicosis is 30 lakhs and the onset of silicosis is at 
the age of 27 years and the duration of exposure when silicosis reported is 8 years. 
The survival time data regarding silicosis patients in India after diagnosis of the 
disease are not available. The literature reported mean survival time (Lou and Zhou, 
1989) of silicosis patients after diagnosis is 12.2 years. With the detailed calculation 
method available for DALY one can arrive at average age of death of silicosis patient 
of around 40 yrs. The life expectancy at the age of 40 yrs is 31.5 yrs and taking 
discount of 3% into consideration, the life expectancy at the age of 40 yrs becomes 
21.82 yrs. Taking the prevalence of silicosis at 32%, the total workers that might 
have contracted silicosis 9.6 lakhs. Current data regarding mortality due to silicosis 
in India are not available. For the purpose of the calculation the mortality due to 
silicosis is taken as 2.3% (Nakagawa, et.al 1985). That means the mortality number 
is twenty two thousand. The summated YLL and YLD yielded the DALY value 
as 520262 yrs., and accordingly the total number of years lost per silicosis patient 
can be arrived at 23 years. With minimum income of a worker of Rs.36,000/- per 
annum, the estimated amount of compensation to a silicosis patient might be arrived 
at Rs. 13 lakhs due to disability adjusted life year lost of 23 years.

Limitations

This approach of estimation of compensation has certain limitations due to the non-
availability of some basic estimates such as the total exposed population, prevalence 
estimate based on large scale study, survival time of silicosis patient after diagnosis, 
disability weights, etc. In the above hypothetical calculation the disability weight for 
silicosis patients is taken as 0.006. 

Abbreviation

DALY  Disability Adjusted Life Year

ESI   Employee State Insurance

NIOH   National Institute of Occupational Health

OHSC  Occupational Health and Safety Committees

YLD  Years Lost due to Disability

YLL  Years of Life Lost
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 Annexure III

Changes Sought in the Existing Legislations

Act Provisions Action required to be taken
Factories Act 1948
1. Section 2(c) (b):-�	�
��
�	������
�	��
��

29 industries as hazardous under First 
Schedule. Foundries, Cement, Glass 
& Ceramic, Ferrous Metallurgical 
Industries, Power Generating 
Industries and Grinding of glazing of 
metals have the potential of exposure 
to free silica

�� Gems and Jewellery industry may be 
added

2. Section 7:- Mandatory written notice 
to be given before using any premises 
as a factory at least 15 days in advance. 
This shall include name and situation 
of the factory and name and address 
of the occupier as well as number of 
workers occupied. 

�� Factories where exposure to Silica 
is involved like stone crushing, 
agate industry etc. do not follow the 
provisions of Section 7, therefore, 
the whereabouts of such factories are 
not known to the Chief Inspector of 
factories.

3. Section 7(A):- the section deals with 
the general duties of the occupier 
of factory premises. Sub section 3 
prescribes for a written statement to be 
prepared by the occupier regarding the 
health and safety of the worker.

�� Non compliance. Seeking enforcement 
of these provisions.

4. Section 8 & 9:- Deals with the 
appointment and powers of the factory 
inspectors. Every District Magistrate 
shall be an inspector for his district.

�� All vacancies for the factory inspectors 
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�� The inspectors must carry out their 
duties in accordance with Section 9.

�� Inspection of premises will be made 
every month by the factory inspectors 
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directions and the report made publicly 
available, the inspections can then 
reduce in frequency. Chief Secretary 
of the state to be responsible for the 
implementation of the direction.

�� Obstructing the inspector, failure 
to produce the documents etc, is 
punishable under Section 95.
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Act Provisions Action required to be taken
5. Section 10:- Certifying surgeons. The 

section deals with the appointment 
of certifying surgeons and their 
responsibilities.

�� Though the provisions here deal with 
appointment of certifying surgeons, 
however, adequate number of 
Occupational Health Institutes do 
not exist. Directions to set-up these 
institutes is necessary.
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in industrial health and occupational 
Health and Safety.

�� Each district should have at least one 
certifying surgeon.

6. Chapter 3(Sections 11 to 20) deal 
with health. In particular section 14 
speaks about controlling the dust and 
fumes.

�� All these provisions are ignored in most 
of the Factories. Strict enforcement 
of these provisions is required. In 
factories where silica dust is generated, 
the compliance and implementation of 
Section 14 is extremely important.

7. Section 41B deals with compulsory 
disclosure of information by the 
occupier where hazardous processes 
are involved and is mandatory. All 
information regarding the hazards has 
to be disclosed to the Chief Inspectors, 
Local Authority and the general public.

�� This provision is hardly implemented. 
It is required to be implemented strictly.

�� Failing to comply with this provision is 
punishable under Section 96A.

�� Report of Dust sampling by employers 
should be made available to the public.

8. Section 41C:- Requires the occupier 
to maintain accurate and up-to-date 
health records of the workers and 
provides for medical examination of 
every workers while he is in job and 
after he has ceased to be in Job.

�� Every person employed in the 
dangerous operations shall be 
examined by a medical practitioner 
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within 15 days of employment. No 
person shall be allowed to work after 
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practitioner.

�� The periodically of medical examination 
the employee.
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shall be kept readily available for 
inspection by the authority.
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Act Provisions Action required to be taken
�� Directions to all the industries and 

	�
� �������Y�
�����
�	�� 	�� ����	����
compulsory and keep preserved health 
records of each workman for a period 
of 40 years from the date of beginning 
of the employment or 10 years after 
the cessation of the employment, 
whichever is later .

�� The Honorable Supreme Court has 
given this particular direction in case 
of Consumer Education & Research 
Centre and others Vs. union of India 
which deals with asbestosis.

�� Failing to comply with this provision 
is punishable under Section 96A

9 Section 41F:- This Section deals with 
the Permissible limits of exposure of 
chemical and toxic substances. The 
standards: for silica dust has been 
prescribed long back which is required 
to be revised as per section 41(F) (2) 
by the central government.

�� Review of the standards of silica dust 
by the Central Government.

�� Industrial hygiene labs of the factory 
inspectorate to be set-up in all states 
(if not in place already) and should 
�
� 
�����
�� "�	�� ������
�� �����	�����
hygienist and required instruments 
within 6 months.

�� Regular monitoring for dust levels to 
be done by employers.

�� Rules and procedures for inspection 
and monitoring of dust producing arras 
should be framed and implemented 
with clear mention of the interval of 
inspection, time and operation during 
which inspections will take place.

�� Any violations of the prescribed 
limits should be strictly punished. All 
inspectors to be equipped with relevant 
equipments to enable dust measuring 
and monitoring as per provisions in the 
Act, the TLV limits should be reviewed 
after every 5 years. Work environment 
monitoring should be done once in 8 hr 
shift.

�� Failing to comply with this provision is 
punishable under Section 96A
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Act Provisions Action required to be taken
10 Section 85:- Power to apply the act to 

certain premises
�� All the processes where silica dust is 

generated is hazardous in nature and, 
	�
�
���
��	�
���������
���	��
��������
Sate governments under the factories 
Act, 1948.

11. Section 87:- this section deals with the 
framing of rules by state government 
where manufacturing process or 
operation can cause serious risk of 
bodily injury. It enumerates the areas 
which will be covered under such 
rules.

�� All the manufacturing process/
operations where silica dust is generated 
should be declared as dangerous 
operations and the state government 
should be directed to frame rules under 
this provision.

12. Section 89:- This Section deals with 
the responsibility placed on medical 
practitioners to report any occupational 
disease to the authorities like the chief 
����
�	�������	�
��������
���
�+�>�
�
�
��� �� ���*������ ��� ��
� ��� 	�
��
������
practitioner in case the disease is not 
reported

�� Reporting of silicosis and silica related 
Occupational Diseases by medical 
practitioners should be strictly enforced 
���� ��� ���
���� ���*����	���� ����
����
Rs. 10,000 should be applicable which 
will be added into the Silicosis relief 
fund. Medical practitioners should 
be rewarded Rs. 1000 per case they 
report.

13. Section 90:- deals with the power 
provided to the state government to 
appoint a competent person to inquire 
cause of any accident in a factory or 
��	�� ��� ���
� 	�
����
��
� ��
���
�� ���
Third schedule has been contracted

�� The section should be utilized and 
enforced by the state government 

�� Independent agency to conduct an 
Occupational Health and Safety survey 
in these industries.

14 Section 91A:- Provides for Safety and 
Occupational health surveys by the 
Chief Inspector, DGHS, DGFASLI.

�� This provision came into force 
on 26 January 1976 but no safety 
and occupational health survey has 
been done in hazardous operations 
generating silica dust. A State/UT wise 
and National survey is necessary.

15 Section 111A:- Workers have right 
to obtain information related to health 
and safety at work

�� The report of any factory inspection 
should be made available to all 
workers and placed on the website to 
the monitoring authority 

16 Section 113: deals with the powers of 
Centre to give directions.

�� Centre should monitor the 
implementation of the Act by giving 
necessary directions to the State/UTs
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Mines Act 1952
17 Section 2(J)� �
��
�� ����
�� 	�� "�����

the Act applies.
18 Section 5 to 9 & 11 & 22 relates 

to appointment of inspectors and 
Certifying Surgeons, Inspections, 
powers and duties. Section 22 gives 
Inspector’s power to give notice if he 
����� ��	����� �
�������� �		
�	���� ���
account of health of workers. There can 
�
���
����%�+��~~~����
���
�	�����}��

�� All vacancies for the inspectors to be 
���
��"�	����|����	��+

�� Inspection of mines will be made every 
���	���� 	�
� ����
�	���� ���� 	�
����	���
years after these directions and the report 
made publicly available, the inspections 
can then reduce in frequency. Chief 
Secretary of the state to be responsible 
for the implementation of the direction.

�� Rules for inspection of dust producing 
areas should be framed and implemented 
with clear mention of the interval of 
inspection, time and operation during 
which inspection will be made available 
to all workers and placed on the 
website of the monitoring authority. 
Any violations of the prescribed limits 
should be strictly punished.

�� Pollution Control Board and other 
Entities should monitor the Silica 
threshold level strictly and any 
violations should be punished with 
repeat offenders being shut down.

�� Steps should be taken to prevent 
Silicosis and proper engineering control 
mechanisms should be installed in all 
premises. Government should provide 
soft laons to small enterprises who 
cannot afford the initial high capital costs 
for such installations. Workers should 
be provided with personal Protective 
equipments and it should be ensured that 
the equipment is maintained property 
and is in sound working condition at all 
times.

�� Threshold limits for silica dust 

�*�����
�	� ������� �
� �
��
�� ����
monitored strictly.

��Central Government to ensure its full 
implementation.
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19. Section 9A deals with Occupational 

Health Survey
�� To be made compulsory after every 6 

months
�� The provisions of Chepter 4 regarding 

certifying surgeons and chepter IVA 
regarding medical examination of 
employed or to be employed in mines 
as per Mines Rules 1955 should be 
complied with

20. Section 10 deals with secrecy of 
information obtained by the inspectors 
������� ����
�	����� ���� 
�	����� �� ��
�
on the Inspector in case information is 
disclosed

�� All inspection reports and information 
gathered should be made public

21. Section 23 requires the mine owners 
to report any accident and pasting it on 
notice board

�� The provision should be strictly 
����
�
�	
�+� $�"
*
��� ��
� ����
not reporting any accident is under 
Section 70 a paltry sum of Rs 500 or 
imprisonment upto 2 months. This 
punishment should be enhanced

22. Section 25, 26 and 27: These Sections 
deal with the provision of notifying 
the concerned authorities about the 
Occupational Diseases. It also talks 
about the medical practitioner being 
��
����	�
����
��
������	��
���	
�+�>�
�
��#�������
���	��������������	��%�+�
50. Section 26 gives power to direct 
investigation in the causes of disease. 
The report of such an investigation 
can be published by the Central 
Government under section 27.

�� Every person employed in the 
dangerous operations shall be 
examined by a medical practitioner 
����
������ �
�����	
� ��������	����
within 15 days of employment. No 
person shall be allowed to work after 
^���������
�����
�	����
����
�	��
��
�	����������
�����
�	���	�
��
������
practitioner.

�� Each worker working in the hazardous 
process area should be periodically 
examined medically after every 6 
months on the expenses of the employer. 
Medical examination should also be 
carried out at the time of cessation of 
employment.

�� Record of medical examination and 
appropriate test carried out by the said 
medical practitioner shall be maintained 
in a separate register and results shared 
with the employee.
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�� '
�	����	
�����	�
��������
��	���
���	
��

shall be kept readily available for 
inspection by the authority.

�� Directions to all the industries and 
	�
� �������Y�
�����
�	�� 	�� ����	����
compulsorily and keep preserved health 
records of each workman for a period 
of 40 years from the date of beginning 
of the employment or 10 years after the 
cessation of the employment, whichever 
is later. The Honorable Supreme Court 
has given this particular direction 
in case of Consumer Education & 
Research Centre and other Vs. Union 
of India which deals with asbestosis.

�� Reporting of Silicosis and Silica related 
Occupational Diseases by medical 
practitioners should be strictly enforced 
���� ��� ���
���� ���*����	���� ����
����
Rs. 10,000 should be applicable which 
will be added into the Silicosis relief 
fund

�� The Central Government should direct 
investigation into the causes of disease 
Silicosis with which approximately 10 
million are stated to be suffering. The 
report of such investigation be made 
public.

23. Section 48:- Register of persons 
employed

�� There is non-compliance of this 
provision. The inspectors should ensure 
full compliance of this provision
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Act Provisions Action required to be taken
Employee’s 
Compensation 
Act, 1923 
(earlier 
Workman’s 
Compensation 
Act, 1923)

Section 3:- this section deals 
with the compensation to be 
provided in case of injury or 
accident to a workman during 
the course of employment. 
This section enables workers 
suffering from occupational 
diseases to avail compensation. 
Schedule II of the act includes 
persons employed in factories, 
construction works and other 
hazardous occupations. As 
per the Act, the occupational 
diseases should be contracted 
while in the service of the 

����
�� ��� 	�
� ��
���
��
employment. Schedule III of 
the Act divides the occupational 
disease into three parts namely 
Part A, Part B, and Part C. 
�������
��
����
���
��������	�<�
there is no qualifying 

�� Only cash compensation is granted. 
��
������ �
�
�	�� ��
� ����� ��"�
reimbursed). The payment for 
medical expenses should be made by 
the employer directly. 

�� As per Section 2(n) certain categories 
of employees are not covered.

�� Amount of compensation is 
calculated as per disability percent. 
For Silicosis victims, this disability 
should be considered as 100% as per 
High Court of Gujarat order under 
case number 3449 of 1999 (Babubhai 
v/s ESIC)

�� Mechanisms for ensuring enforcement 
of the compensation order should 
be set-up. Compensation should be 
delivered within a period of 1 month 
from the date of order.

�� In both the acts (Employee 
Compensation Act, 1923 & ESI 
Act, 1948) it is started that a period 
is seen as QUALIFYING period 
to claim compensation. This has 
been a hindrance for workers to 
claim compensation. This should be 
removed and any worker found to be 
suffering from Silicosis (no matter 
for how long the employment was) 
should be compensated. 

ESI Act 1948 Section 2(8):- this section 
�
����"�	��	�
��
���	�������	�
�
employment injury 
Section 51A:- This section 
deals with the presumption as 
to accident arising in course 
of employment and states 
that, an accident arising in the 
course of an insured person’s 
employment shall be presumed, 
in the absence of evidence 
to the contrary, also to have 
arisen out that employment.
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Section 52A deals with 
occupational diseases. 
Schedule III of the act lists the 
Occupational diseases in three 
parts, with silicosis listed 
under Part C of the Schedule. 
Q��� ���
��
�� ��
���
�� ���
Part A there is no qualifying 
period of employment. For 
���
��
�� ��
���
�� ��� ���	� ��
a person should have been 

����
�� ��� 	�
� ��
���
��
employment for a continuous 
period of 6 months before 
the disease is contracted. For 
	�
� ���
��
�� ��
���
�� ��� ���	�
C, the qualifying period is 
��
���
�� �� 	�
� �����

�
State Insurance Corporation 
which is set up under the Act.

�� <�������
���	��������������
�����
��
the Acts to be processed urgently and 
disposed within 3 months from the 
��	
��������������������+

�� In both the acts it is stated that a period 
of employment is required for the 
disease to occur. Though it is logical, 
the period is seen as QUALIFYING 
period to claim compensation. This 
has been a hindrance for workers to 
claim compensation. This should be 
removed and any worker found to be 
suffering from Silicosis (no matter 
for how long the employment was) 
should be compensated. ESIC gad 
resolved in 1992 in this regard and 
this resolution should become part of 
the Act

�� In ESI Act, compensation is due 
����� 	�
� ��	
� ��� �������	���� ����
assessment by the Special medical 
Board. The Act is silent on the time 
period within which the claimant 
should be examined by the Board. 
In such circumstances, claimants 
have to wait for as long as two to 
three years for the Board to examine 
their claims. No compensation for 
the waiting period is paid. This 
should immediately changes by 
amending law to the effect that the 
compensation is due from the date of 
�����=���������=���	�����
�	
�+

�� In order to ensure effective 
implementation of these Acts:

1. Worker should be immediately 
given the employment card, within 
maximum 7 days.

2. Where ESI Act is applicable, the 
ESI inspectors should ensure that 
all workers are registered under the 
ESI Act.
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Act Provisions Action required to be taken
3. Where ESI Act does not apply, 

in addition to Employee’s 
Commendation Act, an insurance 
���
�
� ���� �
������ �
�
�	�� ����
compensation for the dependents 
should be taken by the employer.

�� Supreme Court directions in case 
of Customer Education & Research 
Centre and others vs. Union of 
India which deals with Asbestosis 
should be made applicable with 
regards to Silicosis-

1. “The ESI Act and the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act provide for 
payment of mandatory compensation 
for the injury or death caused to the 
workmen while in employment. 
Since the act does not provide 
for payment of compensation 
after cessation of employment, it 
becomes necessary to protect such 
persons from the respective dates 
of cessation of their employment 
till date. Liquidated damages by 
way of compensation are accepted 
principles of compensation. In 
the light of the law above laid 
down and also on the doctrine to 
tortuous liability, the respective 
factories or companies shall be 
found to compensate the workmen 
for the health hazards which is the 
cause for the disease with which 
the workmen are suffering from 
or had suffered pending the writ 
petitions. Therefore, the factory or 
establishment shall be responsible 
to pay liquidated damages to the 
"����
������
��
�+]
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2. “All the facto ries whether covered 

by this ESI act or the Workmen’s 
compensation Act or otherwise 
are directed to compulsory insure 
�
��	����*
���
�	��
*
��"���
��+]

�� Amount of compensation is 
calculated as per disability percent. 
For Silicosis victims, this disability 
should be considered as 100% as 
per High Court of Gujarat order 
under case number 3449 of 1999 
(Babubhai v/s ESIC).
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